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Localized corrosion of carbon steel in CO₂ environments is a long-standing challenge faced by the oil and gas industry. Extensive research efforts have been dedicated to elucidating the mechanisms governing localized corrosion of carbon steel. Recent studies have discovered pseudo-passivation of carbon steel under FeCO₃ layer-forming conditions where high supersaturation of FeCO₃ and high temperature are typically involved, which appreciably increases the potential of metal. A galvanic coupling mechanism is then proposed for localized corrosion propagation of carbon steel. In this theory, FeCO₃ layer-covered surfaces are considered to undergo a substantial surface pH increase due to the mass transfer limiting effect, which could trigger the formation of pseudo-passive film and result in potential increase of metal surface. In a case where a small portion of this film-covered surface loses the protective film, an active surface that has a lower potential will be exposed. A galvanic cell can then be established between film-covered and active surfaces, which drives the active surface to corrode at a higher rate. Supersaturation of FeCO₃ is found to play a critical role in determining whether a pit propagates or dies. It was found that pit propagation is predominant when the supersaturation is around 1, a condition known as a “grey zone”. Outside the “grey zone”, pits are often captured due to formation of FeCO₃ on the pit surface.
Based on the experimental findings, a new transient mechanistic model is developed in this study to simulate the localized corrosion process of carbon steel in a CO₂ environment (MULTICORP V5). The model covers the physics governing both uniform and localized corrosion, including mass transfer, chemical reactions, electrochemical reactions, FeCO₃ layer formation, FeS layer formation (for uniform corrosion only), pseudo-passivation and pit propagation. Pit initiation is triggered using a statistical function, as mechanisms for pit initiation are still under investigation and not available at this stage of research. The model is able to provide detailed information on critical parameters involved in the corrosion process, such as water chemistry, potential and current distribution in the solution, particularly for those adjacent to the metal surface. This information will assist engineers in better understanding the corrosion process in order to make strategic decisions. The uniform corrosion model has been fully calibrated against and verified with a database that contains a large number of experimental results under various conditions in CO₂/H₂S environments. The localized corrosion model is calibrated against limited experimental data obtained from the artificial pit tests in CO₂ environments. Parametric study is performed for localized corrosion. It is shown that model predictions quantitatively match experimental results and qualitatively agree with the general understanding of the localized corrosion process.

To disseminate the knowledge and raise the level of understanding of corrosion within the broader range of the corrosion community, a stand-alone electrochemical model is developed using Microsoft Excel VBA. The model, named FREECORP, is exclusively based on the public literature and offered free of charge. The model is
capable of predicting steady-state CO₂ and/or HAc uniform corrosion and transient H₂S uniform corrosion for carbon steel. Apart from corrosion rate prediction, polarization curves can also be predicted for individual and overall electrochemical reactions in order to enhance understanding of corrosion mechanisms. In the case of H₂S corrosion, the concentration profile of H₂S across the inner and outer makinawite film and bulk solution is shown in order to give more meaningful information about H₂S corrosion. This model is written with the concept of object-oriented programming (OOP) which provides great flexibility to model calculations. Any reactions, including system-defined and user-defined reactions, can be added or removed from the system, a feature that allows for investigation into the effect of individual reactions on the corrosion process. This feature also permits the expansion of the model into a much wider range of environments than the model was originally designed for. The current model is fully calibrated and verified with a large number of in-house experimental data contained in the ICMT (Institute for Corrosion and Multiphase Flow Technology at Ohio University) database.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Carbon steel is one of the most widely used engineering constructional materials due to its low cost and relatively good mechanical properties. This is particularly true in the oil and gas industry where transportation of products predominantly relies on pipelines spanning thousands of miles. In such cases, corrosion resistant alloys (CRAs) are not cost-efficient considering the large amount of materials involved in the construction. The use of carbon steels, when combined with other protective measures such as corrosion inhibitors, cathodic protection, non-metallic paints or CRA claddings, is the most common ways to satisfy the transportation needs of the oil and gas industry. Unlike CRAs, which are protected by the surface passive film spontaneously formed in the air, carbon steel surface is active in most corrosive media, which often leads to an unacceptably high corrosion rate. Clearly, the corrosion of carbon steels represents a major concern in their industrial applications. Uniform and localized corrosion are the two most common types of corrosion in carbon steel.\(^2\) In most cases, uniform corrosion can be efficiently controlled by various corrosion inhibition methods as parts of a properly maintained corrosion management program. Localized corrosion, however, poses a much greater threat to the integrity of carbon steel pipelines. This is due to the stochastic and seemingly unpredictable induction period associated with localized corrosion and the fact that once initiation occurs, some pits can propagate at a much higher rate compared to uniform corrosion. Therefore, localized corrosion of carbon steel can significantly reduce the lifetime of pipelines, and increase the costs by increasing the frequency of replacing or repairing facilities and interrupting oil and gas production.
To combat corrosion, significant efforts have been made in the past few decades towards understanding the corrosion of carbon steel in the oil and gas industry. Thanks to past study, the mechanisms governing uniform CO₂ corrosion of carbon steel (especially without the presence of precipitates such as iron carbonate (FeCO₃) and other less soluble salts) are now well understood. As a result, a number of corrosion models have been developed to predict uniform CO₂ corrosion of carbon steel. These models typically exhibit good agreement in “bare” steel corrosion conditions, but they deviate from each other when the protective FeCO₃ layer is present on the steel surface. The difficulty of modelling FeCO₃ layer growth is the main cause for these prediction deviations. Different strategies have been proposed by various modellers to account for the FeCO₃ effect. Most models incorporate an empirical factor into the corrosion calculations; some determine FeCO₃ effect based on thermodynamic criteria while others simulate FeCO₃ layer growth kinetics. Although no consensus has been reached as to the strategy for modelling the FeCO₃ layer effect, a satisfactory corrosion prediction can be achieved if the models are carefully calibrated with good source of experiment data.

At present, most uniform corrosion models are proprietary and unavailable to the public. The corrosion prediction tool available to the corrosion community at large is limited to a few empirical and semi-empirical models, such as de Waard-Milliams model, Norsok model etc., which were developed based on individual databases. Application of these models in users’ unique corrosion situations poses some degree of uncertainty as to the judgement of corrosion severity, particularly when the field conditions fall outside the parameter range used for model development. A mechanistic
model, however, can be extrapolated to a much wider range of parameters due to sound theoretical basis; therefore, it is able to provide corrosion prediction with a higher confidence level. As part of the efforts to provide the corrosion community with an additional tool for corrosion evaluation, a mechanistic model to predict uniform CO$_2$/HAc/H$_2$S corrosion is developed in this project. This model, called FREECORP, is built exclusively based on publicly available information and the source code is open for maximum transparency. The model development is described in detail in Chapter 5.

Although uniform CO$_2$ corrosion can now be predicted with reasonable confidence, localized corrosion modelling remains as a more challenging topic. Despite extensive research carried out in the past with the aim of understanding localized corrosion of carbon steel, the mechanisms are still only partly understood. This is mainly due to the complexity associated with pit initiation; a number of factors (pH, flow disturbance, chloride concentration, etc.) have been proposed to induce pit initiation. However, the stochastic nature of pit initiation makes any attempts to validate the proposed theories difficult. In addition, the pits are typically inaccessible to common experiment equipment due to geometrical restrictions, making it difficult to examine the water chemistry inside the pit area, a property considered to be closely related to localized corrosion.

In recent studies performed in the Institute for Corrosion and Multiphase Technology at Ohio University (ICMT), an appreciable electrochemical potential increase has been observed for carbon steel immersed in CO$_2$ solutions after the build-up of an FeCO$_3$ layer.$^{11}$ The potential increase is attributed to the generation of magnetite
leading to pseudo-passivation of the carbon steel surface.\textsuperscript{12} Due to the large potential difference between active surface and film covered surfaces, a galvanic coupling mechanism has been proposed for the propagation of localized corrosion of carbon steel.\textsuperscript{11} Based on this mechanism, a transient mechanistic model is developed in the present study to predict localized CO\textsubscript{2} corrosion of carbon steel. The new model is built from the “ground-up” however it is based on a previously developed uniform corrosion model, MULTICORP, in which water chemistry, electrochemistry, mass transport and FeCO\textsubscript{3} layer formation are simulated according to corresponding physico-chemical laws\textsuperscript{13,14}. The unique phenomena for CO\textsubscript{2} localized corrosion, such as pseudo-passivation/repassivation, pit initiation and pit propagation are added into MULTICORP in this study to enable prediction of both uniform and localized CO\textsubscript{2} corrosion. With this model, water chemistry in the pit area, particularly pH near the pit surface, can be determined, and this can be utilized to facilitate the understanding of localized CO\textsubscript{2} corrosion of carbon steel.

This document is structured as follows: the literature review is given in Chapter 2; research objectives are laid out in Chapter 3; the localized corrosion model is presented in Chapter 4. Relevant equation derivations and experiment details, and are presented in the Appendix 1 to 5. A free mechanistic uniform corrosion model is described in Appendix 6. It should be noted that parts of Chapter 4 for the localized corrosion model and Appendix 6 for the uniform corrosion model have been presented in two published papers.\textsuperscript{15,16}
CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

The model discussed in this work is based on a galvanic coupling mechanism where pseudo-passivation is proposed to be present on the cathode surface. For any galvanic corrosion scenario, it is generally accepted that there are three important stages involved: passivation, pit initiation and pit propagation. In the passivation stage, steel surfaces are covered with passivating material(s) leading to a pronounced potential increase and a dramatic decrease in the corrosion rate. In the pit initiation stage, passive film is damaged in localized regions, leading to uncovered active surfaces with a lower potential, which are electrically coupled with a passivated surface with a higher potential. In the pit propagation stage, the potential difference between large passivated surfaces (cathode) and small active surfaces (anode) drives an electrical current between the two which makes the pit propagate. Under some conditions, however, the pit growth could be arrested due to repassivation of the active surface(s). Each of these stages is governed by unique mechanisms and must be treated separately.

A number of models have been developed in the past with the aim of simulating one or multiple stages of localized corrosion. These models, most of which have been developed for stainless steels and other passivating alloys, differ significantly in their underlying mechanisms. A literature review is given in this chapter for localized corrosion models in order to pave the path towards CO2 localized corrosion modelling of carbon steel.
2.1 Passivation

Passivation is characteristic of a substantial corrosion current (rate) drop resulting from a small increase in potential. The passive film formed on metal surface prohibits the metal from actively reacting with a surrounding corrosive medium, and therefore significantly reduces the corrosion rate. Passivation used to be considered a unique feature for CRAs in the early stage of localized corrosion research. In recent years, it has been discovered that passivation also takes place on carbon steel surfaces under appropriate conditions\textsuperscript{12,17-22}.

Fleischmann and Thirsk\textsuperscript{23} derived generic equations for calculating transient current in the initial stage of metal passivation. By assuming cylindrical-shaped crystals, the equations were developed to simulate two scenarios of passivated crystal growth, namely growth of the discrete passivated crystal centers and two-dimensional growth of mono-layer passivated crystal centers. The rate constants in the equations can be obtained by making short-period potentiostatic measurements at the initial stage of passivation. It was claimed that the difference in the two models relies on the assumption of crystal growth due to a single nucleus vs. a large number of nuclei. A distribution function is built in the model equations to account for random distribution of all possible forms of crystals center overlapping.

Sato and Cohen\textsuperscript{24} developed an equation to calculate the passive iron growth kinetics in neutral solutions. The model is proposed based on the assumption of “place-exchange”, which suggests that growth of passive oxide film is a result of the oxygen atom from OH\textsuperscript{-} in water replacing the iron atom in the metal substrate. This process is
schematically illustrated in Figure 1. At steady state, the number of iron atoms transferred from the metal substrate are balanced by oxygen atoms moving from the solution into the oxide film, leading to a constant thickness of passive film. The equation takes the form of an Arrhenius-type equation, where passive current density is a function of a rate constant, potential, activation energy of Fe-O exchange and passive film thickness. The developers accentuated that this mechanism would lead to the activation energy increasing with passive film thickness, which could change the mechanism at some specific film thickness.

![Figure 1. Place exchange mechanism proposed by Sato and Cohen.](image)

Griffin\textsuperscript{25} suggested a simple kinetic model to describe the passivation process. In this model, the passivation process was considered to be composed of two subsequent steps, namely, metal oxidative hydrolysis to form cations absorbed on the metal surface, followed by cation dissolution into the solution. In the model, passivation is considered to occur when the rate of cation dissolution is slower than that of cation formation. The passive film growth kinetics is described as a function of the rate constants associated with cation formation and dissolution, together with cation coverage on the metal surface.
and the Tafel coefficient of metal oxidation. The model equation was shown to be able to simulate the current-potential behaviour in the active-passive transition region.

Zakroczymski et al. 17 found that passive film formation on iron occurred in two steps. In the initial step which lasted only a few seconds, passive film thickness reached 60-80% of its final value. Iron oxide/hydroxide, FeOOH, along with significant amount of water, was found within the passive film. The amount of water decreased as the passivation process continued, resulting in a much denser passive film in the second step, where metal was much more resistant to pitting corrosion. The presence of water was thought to play a significant role in passivity breakdown, as the continuous phase of water provides a path for Fe\(^{2+}\) and Cl\(^-\) to move through the passive film and also allows hydrolysis reaction of Fe\(^{2+}\) to occur. The thickness of the passive film, on the other hand, was not found to be important in passivation process.

Sarasola et al. 26 presented a layer-pore resistance model to explain the experimentally-observed passivation of iron in 1M KOH solution in the cyclic polarization test. In this model, passive film growth rate is calculated as a function of polarization scan rate, passive film consumption rate and the total system resistance. The total resistance is attributed to three components: active electrode surface, electrolyte and passive film. The authors referred to the work of Devilliers et al. 27 and suggested that the active and passive behavior of iron polarization can be obtained using the model by assuming the first and second orders of passive film consumption respectively. As shown by the authors, this model is capable of simulating the current-potential behaviour in the passive region for iron in KOH solution.
Macdonald and his colleagues proposed a so-called ‘Point Defect Model’ for passive film growth in a series of published papers, initiating at the beginning of 1980s. In this model, passive film growth was hypothesized as a result of motions of various defects (vacancies and/or interstitials) within the passive film. The whole process was mathematically described by five equations accounting for five reactions that occur at metal/film and film/solution interfaces. Vacancies/interstitials are considered participants of these reactions. The most important assumptions made in this model include:

- Passive film is composed of metal oxide, MO_{x/2} where high concentrations of defects, particularly vacancies, are present. Passive film growth is attributed to the transport of these defects.
- The metal/passive film and passive film/solution are in electrochemical equilibrium.
- Electric field strength is independent of film thickness. This assumption has been verified by experimental evidence, as the potential drop across the passive film was found to be linearly changed with passive film thickness.
- Passive film/solution interface potential is linearly related to pH and applied potential.
- It was argued that this model is consistent with the well-established experimental observations related to passivation. These observations include:
  - A passive film has a bi-layer structure with a highly disordered barrier adjacent to the metal substrate and a less protective outer precipitated layer;
The passive film thickness and logarithmic passive current density are linearly varied with the applied potential;

The inner passive film grows into the metal substrates while the outer passive film grows outwards the solution.

Due to the capability of explaining the above-mentioned experimental results, the Point Defect Model is considered to be one of the most successful passivation models. Although originally developed for aluminium alloys, the theories embedded in this model can be expanded to other metals such as carbon steel. Proper electrochemical experiments need to be conducted in order to obtain multiple constants in the model equations suitable for the materials of interest.

Hibbert and Murphy\textsuperscript{33} developed a minimal kinetic model to simulate corrosion and passivity of iron. The model is based on the mechanisms proposed by Epelboin\textsuperscript{34} as shown below:

\begin{equation}
Fe + OH^- \rightarrow [Fe(OH)]_{ads} + e^- \quad (1)
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
[Fe(OH)]_{ads} \rightarrow Fe(OH)^+ + e^- \quad (2)
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
[Fe(OH)]_{ads} + OH^- \rightarrow [Fe(OH)_2]_{ads} \quad (3)
\end{equation}

By expressing the rates of generation/consumption of each involved species, [Fe(OH)]\textsubscript{ads}, [Fe(OH)_2]\textsubscript{ads} and [OH\textsuperscript{-}], as functions of rate constant, surface coverage ratio and concentrations, a current-voltage relationship can be obtained. The model equations are able to predict the current variations in the full range of potential, covering active, passive and active-passive transition regions. A linear stability analysis indicated that the model was stable in the active and passive regions of the current-potential curves and
became unstable in the transition region, which resulted in a periodic current-time variation in this region. This indicates that the model requires external perturbation to trigger passivity.

Pyun and Hong\textsuperscript{35} developed a model to simulate the passive film growth kinetics by taking into account Fickian diffusion and migration of cation vacancy in the passive film. The current density associated with passive film growth is calculated as a function of electric field strength and film thickness, which evolves with time. In contrast to Macdonald’s model where electric field strength is independent of applied potential, this model suggests an increasing electric field strength with applied potential. However, no experimental verification was given for the proposed functions, making the model less convincing compared to Macdonald’s.

Meakin \textit{et al.} \textsuperscript{36} took a probabilistic approach to simulate passivation and depassivation of metals subject to localized corrosion. A 2D square-lattice model was developed in their work where sites of lattice are represented by four different states, namely: unreactive fluid or corrosion product, corrosive fluids or particles, reactive metal and unreactive passive metal. This model assumes a diffusion-limited corrosion process. Passivation is considered to be a spontaneous random event characterized by a passivation rate constant. At each time step, a randomly generated number between 0 and 1 is compared with a passivation probability function; a smaller random number would lead to one of the reactive metal sites converted to a passive metal site, and vice versa. Despite a lack of physical representation of the process, the model was shown to be able to simulate some characteristic features of localized corrosion, including pit propagation,
pit death and current fluctuation. However, the authors also stressed that the model cannot represent the real corrosion system, as the passivation rate constant, which is a time-dependent variable, is taken as a constant in the model.

Reis et al. 37 proposed a stochastic model to simulate corrosion and passivation of a metal based on the scaling theory. This model was designed to simulate the incubation period during which transition from slow passivation to fast pit propagation occurs. The model is simulating a 2D lattice where each site of lattice is represented by one of the six possible states: bulk, reactive or passive metal and neutral, basic or acidic solution. In this model, passivation, dissolution of passive film and spatially separated electrochemical reactions are described by certain probabilistic rules. The model predicts the average radius of passive film dissolution and average incubation time. It suggests that the average radius decreases with the spatially separated electrochemical reaction rates and dissolution rates in acidic media, but increases with the diffusion coefficients of H⁺ and OH⁻ in solution. The average incubation time is determined by the time characteristic of slow passive film dissolution in neutral solutions until significant pH inhomogeneities are established inside the pit. The model suggests that the average incubation time linearly increases with the rate of dissolution.

Camacho et al. 38 developed an impedance model based on the Point Defect Model to calculate the steady-state passive current density on carbon steel surfaces in CO₂ environments. The model suggests that passive current density is attributed to the movements of cation interstitials, cation vacancies and H⁺ under applied potentials. The passive film is considered to contain a bi-layer structure; the outer layer is the
precipitated FeCO₃, while the inner layer is the defective magnetite. Based on the EIS experiments, the inner layer was found to contribute most of the electric resistance to current transport.

In this project, a mechanistic approach is preferred to simulate the pseudo-passivation process as stochastic models are not able to cope with the change in parameters as the passivation process proceeds. Due to the wide acceptance and generic nature of the Point Defect Model, it is used in this project to calculate the pseudo-passive current density of carbon steel in CO₂ environments. The various parameters needed in the model are obtained by calibrating against experimental measurements for galvanic current density, as presented in Chapter 5.

2.2 Pit initiation

Pit initiation manifests itself as a process of localized passive film removal leading to depassivation of the metal surface. Two different strategies are usually employed to simulate pit initiation, namely *a priori* and *a posteriori* approaches. According to Papavinasam⁴⁹, “the *a priori* approach emphasizes the inherent microscopic defects on the metal surface such as inclusions, grain boundaries, and scratches. The *a posteriori* approach emphasizes the non-uniformity on the metal surface that becomes visible after a passive metal is placed in a corrosive media.” This definition implies that the former approach assumes inherent imperfection of the passive materials while the latter assumes induced imperfection due to the corrosion process. In essence, the former is the deterministic approach while the latter is the stochastic approach.⁴⁹
As opposed to passivation and pit propagation, pit initiation appears to occur in a more-or-less random fashion and exhibits a large degree of scatter with regard to when and where it takes place. The often seemingly-oscillatory phenomenon has led many researchers to consider this process as stochastic in nature, and therefore to seek a statistical approach in order to explain the phenomenon. This approach formulates the pitting corrosion process with some probabilistic functions. However, the nature of this process is still subject to extensive debate. For example, Sharland\textsuperscript{40} argued that the oscillations of pit initiation could be described by a set of differential equations for which multiple steady-state solutions exist. The presence of multiple solutions is the mathematical answer for the stochastic nature of pit initiation. According to Sharland\textsuperscript{40}, a differential equation system involving at least three variables would be necessary for a complete description of the process.

Oldfield and Sutton\textsuperscript{41} developed a mechanistic model for crevice corrosion. Four stages are identified in the model leading to stable crevice corrosion propagation. The breakdown of the passive film is preceded by depletion of oxygen and increased acidity and chloride concentration inside the crevice. In this model, passive film breakdown is considered a result of the formation of a critical crevice solution (CCS) in which pH and chloride concentration is such that the passive film can be destroyed. The composition of the alloy and its associated CCS, passive current density, bulk Cl\textsuperscript{-} concentration and crevice geometry are identified as the major parameters determining passivity breakdown.
Galvele\textsuperscript{42} developed a pitting corrosion model where passive film breakdown is assumed to be a consequence of local acidification results from metal ion hydrolysis. The model proposed a critical “x.i” value (representing the distance toward pit bottom times the current density) beyond which critical pH is reached and a pit is initiated in cases where the potential is above the pitting potential. The pitting potential was calculated as a linear function of logarithmic Cl\textsuperscript{−} concentration.

Hebert and Alkire\textsuperscript{43,44} proposed a deterministic model to simulate the initiation of crevice corrosion of aluminum based on their preceding experimental work. This model assumes that crevice corrosion initiates when the concentration of metallic species inside the crevice exceeds a certain critical level, leading to significant potential drop inside the pit. The authors argue that crevice acidification due to hydrolysis and accumulation of Cl\textsuperscript{−} inside the crevice are not the direct cause of passivity breakdown, as crevice acidification occurs long before crevice corrosion initiation and negligible Cl\textsuperscript{−} accumulation is measured before the initiation. The exact mechanism through which metallic species induce passivity breakdown was not identified in the paper. The experimentally determined critical concentration was used in the model to trigger pit initiation. A set of partial differential equations describing diffusion and migration of the involved species are solved in the model as a function of time; the time at which metallic species concentration at the crevice surface exceeds the predefined critical concentration is considered the time needed for crevice corrosion initiation.

Okada\textsuperscript{45} proposed a model of pit initiation based on perturbation theory. This model assumes that pit initiation is caused by perturbation of concentrations of aggressive
ions and of an electrical field. The linear stability theory applied to a system with a passive film held at a constant potential indicates that disturbance of the system would lead to local accumulation of aggressive species on the passive film surface, and the consequent local increase of dissolution rate. The perturbation can be characterized by a wave length. Above a critical wave length, the perturbation keeps increasing with time, causing more and more aggressive species to be absorbed on the passive film surface and pass through the passive film. This eventually results in pit initiation. Below the critical wave length, however, perturbation decreases with time, and the passive film tends to dissolve uniformly; therefore no pits are generated. Okada\textsuperscript{45} argues that whether the perturbation increases with time or not, determines the occurrence of pitting. In this model, pit initiation is treated as a probabilistic rather than a deterministic process.

Williams \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{46} developed a stochastic model for pitting corrosion of stainless steels. The model was built based on nucleation-type theory together with statistical methods. The modeling strategy was inspired by that adopted for electro-crystallization. In the model, the pitting process is simulated as a series of events that are randomly distributed over the metal surface with time. Each of these events induces a local current, which is increased over time following certain predefined rules. The total current is obtained by summing up all local currents. The events have the following common features: events are triggered by a frequency; events bear a probability to die; events that last longer than a critical age do not die; and each event has an induction time during which the local current does not change with time, but the event could die. The model defines a critical pH below which pit initiation occurs. The main hypotheses made in the
model include: that pit initiation requires the existence and persistence of acidity and potential gradients on the scale of the metal surface roughness; that pit initiation is triggered by the fluctuation of acidity and potential gradients in the boundary layer; that the fluctuations of acidity and potential gradients are attributed to the variation of boundary layer thickness, which is defined by the authors as the summation of the hydrodynamic boundary layer and the surface roughness; and that a stable pit is obtained when the pit depth exceeds a critical value related to surface roughness.

Dawson and Ferreira\(^4^7\) postulated a semi-stochastic model for pitting corrosion of stainless steels. The model consists of both mechanistic and stochastic components. Pit initiation is modeled as an electro-crystallization process in which chloride ion plays a major role by forming soluble intermediates adsorbed on the metal surface. The kinetic competition between the formation of non-passivated species \([\text{MOMOCl}]_{\text{ad}}, [\text{MOMCl}]_{\text{ad}}\) and passivated species \([\text{MOOH}]_{\text{ad}}, [\text{MOMOH}]_{\text{ad}}\) determines whether a pit propagates or dies. Passive film rupture is seen as a natural process that is enhanced by an increase of potential and an accumulation of aggressive chloride ions. Although passive film formation and metal dissolution are deterministic in nature, the crack-heal process is considered to be a stochastic process. In the model, the transition of the initial passivity breakdown to stable pit propagation is determined by potential, \(\text{Cl}^-\) ion concentration and its diffusion through the initial crack and the growing pit. The model indicates that the effect of adsorbed intermediates on metal dissolution is intensified with increasing potentials.
Macdonald et al.\textsuperscript{48} proposed a deterministic strategy in conjunction with a statistical approach to simulate the stochastic nature of passivity breakdown. The model is built based on the mechanistic Point Defect Model. According to the Point Defect Model, the passivity breakdown is induced by cation vacancies concentrated on the passive film/metal interface. It was argued that this could occur when the movement of cation vacancies from the passive film/solution interface is faster than cation vacancy consumption on the passive film/metal interface. The pitting potential is mechanistically determined as a function of a number of parameters such as electric field strength within the film, the diffusivity of cation vacancies, molar volume of the cation vacancies and temperature, etc. A normal or log-normal random function is applied to the diffusivity of cation vacancies, which results in normal or log-normal distribution in pitting potential. By using normal or log-normal distributed diffusivity and the standard deviation determined from pitting potential distribution, a distribution function is derived for induction time of pit initiation. It was shown that a quantitative agreement was achieved between experimentally-observed and model-predicted induction time.

Bardwell and Macdougall\textsuperscript{49} proposed that the composition, thickness and stability of a passive film on an iron surface in a Cl\textsuperscript{-}-containing borate solution is related to the total anodic charge passing through the passive film during film formation, which is a function of passive film thickness, rather than potential. Pit initiation takes place only if the passive film reaches a critical thickness leading to passivity breakdown.

Baroux\textsuperscript{50} developed a model to predict pit nucleation rate based on the potentiodynamic and potentiostatic experiments conducted on two types of 304 stainless
steel in neutral aqueous solutions. According to the model, pit initiation is a successive process involving a deterministic stage, followed by a probabilistic stage. The deterministic stage leads to passivity breakdown, which can be characterized by an induction time. However, the exact mechanism that causes passivity breakdown was not identified by the author. Instead, a number of possible mechanisms were proposed, including accumulation of cation vacancies on metal substrate or on passive film, acidification of the solution due to hydrolysis, and soluble complex formation by chloride, etc. All of these mechanisms are consistent with experimental results if different values of parameters are used in the model equation. Baroux\textsuperscript{50} argues that multiple pitting mechanisms could be involved in a pit nucleation process with one being kinetically dominant. The probabilistic stage of pit initiation leads to pit stabilization, which is considered to be probabilistic in nature and can be characterized by a pitting probability.

McCaffery\textsuperscript{51} considered the passivity breakdown as a process in which aggressive ions (such as Cl\textsuperscript{-}) and inhibitive ions (such as CrO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2-}) compete for sites for adsorption. Passive film breakdown happens when the ratio of coverage of aggressive ions to inhibitive ions exceeds a critical value, determined to be around 1.9. This value is in agreement with the experimental results from x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. A model was developed to simulate the competitive adsorption of the aggressive and inhibitive ions on a metal surface by assuming Temkin isotherm for both ions. The model predicts the same critical coverage ratio for both pitting and crevice corrosion cases, based on which the author suggests that passivity breakdown in pitting and crevice corrosion are governed by the same mechanisms. The model was shown to predict the linear decrease
of pitting potential with logarithmic activity of chloride, which is consistent with experimental observations.

Nagatani\textsuperscript{52} proposed a probabilistic 3D model to simulate the pit size distribution on a metal surface. The model assumes that the metal dissolution rate is controlled by diffusion of anions from the bulk solution towards the metal surface. The concentrations of anions are assumed to follow the Laplace equation under quasi-steady state conditions. The model predicts a percolation threshold below which isolated pits dominate the pitting pattern, and the pit distribution follows a proposed dynamic scaling function.

Shibata and Ameer\textsuperscript{53} studied the pit initiation of passive zirconium film formed in 1N H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4} at different potentials. Stochastic models were developed to simulate the pit initiation process. The pit initiation process is modeled as a series or parallel or combination of pit birth-and-death stochastic process. A number of pit survival probability functions are postulated as a function of pit induction time, pit generation rate and/or repassivation rate depending on different mechanisms. The appropriate governing mechanism is determined by fitting the distribution for pit initiation time into a specific function.

Xu \textit{et al.} \textsuperscript{54} postulated that passive film breakdown happens when electrostatic pressure at film/solution interface of some local sites is higher than the compressive film strength. A deterministic mathematical model was developed relating the electrostatic pressure with electric field strength, film thickness and surface energy of the film/metal interface. It is argued that the aggressive ions such as Cl\textsuperscript{-} can reduce the surface energy of film/metal interface and therefore facilitate passivity breakdown. In their model, pit
initiation is considered as a repeated generation-cessation process due to repassivation of
the pit until a critical depth of pit is reached, where pit bottom is within the active region
of the polarization curve and the pit is stabilized. It is claimed that this hypothesis is
consistent with the experimentally observed lace-like pattern inside the pit.

Lillard and Scully\textsuperscript{55} developed a deterministic model to determine the inception of
crevise corrosion by combining the concepts proposed in Oldfield-Sutton’s\textsuperscript{41} and Xu-
Pickering’s\textsuperscript{54} models. The former emphasizes the development of a critical crevice
corrosion solution where H\textsuperscript{+} and Cl\textsuperscript{-} concentrations are sufficiently high due to depletion
of oxygen and hydrolysis of metallic ions inside the crevice. The latter focuses on the
solution resistance between the crevice mouth and bottom which maintains the crevice
bottom at the active dissolution region. Potential and current distributions are obtained by
solving the Laplace equation for potential inside the crevice. A set of artificially-set
criteria is then used to determine whether a pit can initiate at specific locations along
crevise walls. The criteria states that for a pit to initiate, three conditions must be
satisfied: potential is below passivation (Flade) potential, dissolution rate is higher than
10\mu A/cm\textsuperscript{2} and pH reaches -0.46 at the locations where the first two criteria are met.

Darowiski and Krakowiak\textsuperscript{56} analyzed the pitting potential distribution of steels
predicted by various stochastic models, which were developed based on potentiodynamic
measurements. They argue that different pitting potential distribution functions are
derived due to the fact that the functions are obtained under different threshold current
values. It has been shown that the pitting potential is a function of the square root of the
threshold current density. They propose a new method to obtain the pitting potential
distribution by extrapolating the threshold current density to 0. It is claimed that the extrapolation method would not change the characteristics of the distribution function.

Cheng et al.\textsuperscript{57} studied the pit initiation of A516-70 carbon steel based on statistical analysis of current and potential noise. It was shown that the pit initiation rate can be described as:

\[
\lambda(t) = \lambda(0) \exp(at), 0 \leq t < \tau \quad (4)
\]

\[
\lambda(\tau) = \lambda(\tau) \exp(-bt), t \geq \tau \quad (5)
\]

Where \( \lambda(0) \) and \( \lambda(\tau) \) are the pit initiation rate at time 0 and the traverse time respectively. The \( a \) and \( b \) are chloride concentration dependent constants. The average peak pitting potential is a function of logarithmic Cl\textsuperscript{-} concentration. The role of Cl\textsuperscript{-} is considered to increase the chance for passivity breakdown rather than inhibit repassivation.

Szklarska-Smialowska\textsuperscript{61} proposed that pit nucleation is initiated due to electric breakdown. It is argued that a current increase is induced in passive film by the movement of electrons due to the existence of large electric field within the oxide conduction band. When the current reaches a critical value, a local heating is produced and results in passive film breakdown. Two mechanisms are considered to contribute to current increase. The first one suggests that electrons injected from the electrolyte are accelerated and multiplied in the oxide conduction band, a process called avalanche ionization. The second one is quantum mechanical tunneling, where the binding electrons in the valence band are separated by electric field and traverse the energy gap that is otherwise unachievable. The effect of Cl\textsuperscript{-} is considered through the following reactions which contribute electrons to passive film:
Marcus et al. proposed a model to simulate the passivity breakdown that predominately occurs on the inter-granular boundaries. The mechanisms considered include: local thinning and dissolution of oxide film; metal voiding on metal/passive film interface induced by cation diffusion; and mechanical breakdown by particle growth on metal/passive film interface induced by anion diffusion. Figure 2 schematically shows the first mechanism with and without Cl⁻. Figure 3 demonstrates the second and third mechanisms respectively. The straight lines on the top of each illustration signify the potential distribution in the system. Clearly, potential constantly redistributes as the pit initiation process advances.
Figure 2. Mechanism proposed by Marcus et al. for local breakdown of passivity driven by the potential drop at the oxide/electrolyte interface of an inter-granular boundary of the barrier layer. The effect of chlorides is shown.
Figure 3. Mechanisms proposed by Marcus et al. 66 for local breakdown of passivity driven by the potential drop at the metal/oxide interface of an inter-granular boundary of the barrier layer. The effect of ion transport is shown: (a) predominant cation transport and (b) predominant anion diffusion.

Schmitt et al. 58 proposed a deterministic model to predict the initiation of flow-induced localized corrosion (FILC). The model compares the kinetic energy exerted on a critical impact surface area by turbulence with FeCO₃ fracture energy. The turbulent kinetic energy is evaluated in terms of near wall shear stress. When the former is larger than the latter, development of microcrack growth is facilitated, leading to onset of
FILC. This mechanism is challenged by Yang, who experimentally showed that the strength of FeCO₃ layer is higher than wall shear stress by several orders of magnitude.

Ergun and Akcay investigated the pitting potential of 1018 carbon steel as a function of pH, chloride concentration and temperature using potentiodyanmic sweep. The Box-Wilson experiment design concept was adopted in the experiments. By analyzing a total of 20 experiments, an empirical equation in the form of polynomial expression was developed, which relates the pitting potential with investigated parameters. The equation suggests that the interactions between temperature/pH and pH/Cl⁻ concentration are important factors in determining pitting potential.

Nyborg and Dugstad experimentally investigated the mesa attack of carbon steel in flowing CO₂ conditions using in-situ video technique. The initiation of mesa-type defect is proposed to be related to the competition between corrosion and FeCO₃ layer precipitation for available metal surface. It is argued that when the ratio of the precipitation rate and the corrosion rate is below a certain level, the void on the metal surface created by the corrosion process will not be able to be filled by FeCO₃ precipitates. The void underneath the FeCO₃ layer jeopardizes the mechanical strength of the film, which can then be removed by hydrodynamic forces. A model developed by Nešić et al. is shown to be able to provide the quantitative information required for determination of the onset of pit initiation based on the proposed mechanism.

Xiao developed a 2D stochastic model to simulate the localized corrosion process of carbon steel. Uniform corrosion rate and surface scaling tendency were used as the major inputs for calculation of the probability function, which was originally
proposed by Van Hunnik and Pots. The model gives reasonable simulation in pit shape; however, no mechanistic information can be provided by the model due to the lack of mechanistic background.

From the literature review presented in this section, it can be seen that the mechanisms of pit initiation are still unclear despite the significant research efforts made in this area. Various models have been developed based on different proposed mechanisms, such as electric field, pH, chloride, passive film thickening, flow or a combination of these factors. A clear pit initiation model cannot be proposed before a consensus is reached as to the determining factor responsible for pit initiation, and the deterministic vs. probabilistic nature of pit initiation.

2.3 Pit propagation

Pit propagation is one of the most active research areas in the field of localized corrosion modelling. Given the corrosive environment favors pit propagation, a pit can penetrate into the metal at a high rate. The rate of pit propagation directly determines the service life of pipelines. Most pit propagation models invoke a galvanic coupling mechanism. In the context of galvanic corrosion, pit propagation rate is dictated by the potential/current distribution between anode and cathode. Due to the existence of solution resistance, potential is non-uniformly distributed over the metal surface, leading to varied anodic dissolution rates on different parts of the anode. Obviously, the solution resistance effect must be taken into account in pit propagation modelling in order to achieve reasonable predictions.
The earliest mechanistic model for localized corrosion propagation is probably the one proposed by Pickering and Frankenthal. In their work, a 1D model was developed to simulate the potential and current distribution in a cylinder-shaped pit with passivated walls and an active pit bottom. In this model, a single electrochemical reaction, metal oxidation, is considered on the pit bottom. Diffusion and electro-migration are considered to drive mass transport of metal ions. Chemical equilibrium is assumed in the model. The simple geometry and simple physics allow them to derive the analytical solutions for concentration and potential distributions as functions of pit depth. Although this model over-simplifies the complexity of localized corrosion, the basic principles involved are widely adopted in the more complicated models developed thereafter.

Alkire et al. developed a mechanistic model to investigate the effect of electrolyte conductivity on galvanostatic and potentiostatic experiments conducted in an artificial pit with certain dimensions. The simulation is achieved through modeling of transient Fickian diffusion of salt within the artificial pit, as shown in equation (8):

\[
\frac{\partial c(y, t)}{\partial t} = D \frac{\partial^2 c(y, t)}{\partial y^2}
\]  

Where \( c \) is concentration of salt, \( D \) is diffusion coefficient, \( t \) is time and \( y \) is pit depth. By considering the neutral salt molecule as a whole, modeling of the electro-migration effect is avoided. The salt concentration is assumed to be under the saturation limit, so it can be assumed that no precipitation would occur. The pit bottom is assumed to be flat and smooth during the corrosion process, which is claimed to be valid for short time tests. Only one electrochemical reaction, metal dissolution, is considered in this model. Current density associated with metal dissolution is converted into the flux of salt and is used as
the boundary condition for the governing mass transport equation. Four components are considered in calculating the potential between working electrode and reference electrode: charge transfer resistance, concentration difference resistance, solution resistance within the pit and solution resistance over the pit mouth.

Alkire and Siitari\textsuperscript{69} developed a model to simulate current distribution along the wall of a long narrow pit. In this model, anodic reaction is assumed to occur only at the pit bottom, while cathodic reaction occurs along the pit wall. Two equations (equation (9) and (10)) are derived for potential and concentration distributions from Ohm’s law and Fick’s law, respectively. Metal dissolution and H\textsuperscript{+} reduction are the only electrochemical reactions considered, the kinetics of which are assumed to follow Tafel behavior. Mass transport is attributed only to molecular diffusion, while convective flow is neglected due to geometric restrictions. The constriction for current flowing into the crevice is implemented. The model results indicate that cathodic reaction can occur inside the narrow pit even though the bulk solution contains a low H\textsuperscript{+} concentration.

\[
\kappa \frac{d^2 \phi_s}{dx^2} = ai_0 \frac{c}{c^o} \exp \left\{ -\frac{\alpha}{R_g T} \left( V - \phi_s \right) \right\} 
\]  
(9)

\[
D \frac{d^2 c}{dx^2} = \frac{ai_o c}{nF c^o} \exp \left\{ -\frac{\alpha_c nF}{R_g T} \left[ V - \phi_s \right] \right\}
\]  
(10)

Where \(i_s\): current density in the solution; \(\phi_s\): potential in the solution; \(\kappa\): solution conductivity; \(\alpha\): ratio of surface area over volume; \(i_o\): exchange current density; \(c, c^o\): local and reference concentration of species; \(D\): diffusion coefficient; \(\alpha_c\): transfer
coefficient; V: potential of metal; n: electrons involved in electrochemical reactions; F: Faraday constant; $R_g$: universal gas constant; T: temperature.

Harb and Alkire\textsuperscript{70} developed a 2D mechanistic model for pitting corrosion of nickel alloy (Ni) in a stagnant 0.5M NaCl solution at steady-state. Five species are taken into account in the model (NiCl$^+$, NiCl$_2$, Ni$^{2+}$, Cl$^-$, Na$^+$). Mass transports of involved species are simulated for constant applied potentials. In this model, mass transport is contributed only by molecular diffusion and electro-migration. Chemical equilibrium is assumed, which gives zero generation or consumption rates of the species. A hemispheric pit and the solution well beyond the pit are used as the computation domain. The simulation reveals significant concentration gradients outside the pit indicating the importance of solution resistance both inside and outside the pit.

Based on the stagnant pitting model, Harb and Alkire\textsuperscript{71} developed a second model by including the effect of convective flow. In this model, in-situ velocities are required in order to solve the mass transport equation. This was achieved by solving the simplified Navier-Stokes equation (Equation (11) and (12)):

$$\nabla p = \nabla^2 \nu$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$\nabla \cdot \nu = 0$$ \hspace{1cm} (12)

Where $\nu$: in-situ velocity; $p$: pressure.

Galvele\textsuperscript{72} developed a 1D mechanistic model for pitting corrosion. Two reactions, metal oxidation and first level metal ion hydrolysis, are considered as the main mechanism of pitting corrosion, as shown in Equation (13) and (14). In this model, diffusion is considered to be the only mechanism for species transport, while electro-
migration and convection are neglected inside the pit. This is due to the assumption of sufficient supporting electrolytes in the bulk and lack of convective flow inside the pit due to geometric restrictions. By solving the mass transport equation (in a similar form like equation (8)) in conjunction with chemical equilibrium for involved atoms (Me, O and H), the concentrations of species can be obtained and the fluxes can then be calculated. An arbitrarily determined constant current is used in the model to give the flux of metal species. The analytic solution of the equation system leads to the identification of a key parameter, \( x_i \) (product of pit depth and current density), that is considered to control the occurrence of pitting corrosion. In a later paper, Galvele published an improved model in which full hydrolysis of cation is taken into account.\(^{73}\) The model generates a relationship between pitting potential and pH. The model suggests that for a bivalent metal, pitting potential is independent of bulk pH up to the value of 8-9 and becomes pH-dependent at a higher pH; for a trivalent metal, pitting potential is unaffected by bulk pH due to multiple steps of hydrolysis. Gravano and Gavele\(^ {74}\) further improved the model by taking into account the electro-migration effect. The model was applied to zinc in a diluted NaCl solution with a borate buffer. The model suggests that effect of aggressive species (Cl\(^-\)) on pitting is inhibited by the buffer solution due to increasing critical \( x_i \) value to a level where electro-migration becomes important. In this case, solution resistance inside the pit plays an important role in determining pitting potential.

\[
Me \leftrightarrow Me^{n+} + ne
\]
\begin{equation}
2Me^{n+} + H_2O + OH^- \iff 2Me(OH)^{(n+1)i} + H^+
\end{equation}

Bardal et al. \textsuperscript{75} developed a mechanistic model to predict the galvanic corrosion induced by contact of dissimilar metals. The model is based on the Laplace equation for potential \((\nabla^2 \phi = 0)\), solved using the boundary element method, which transforms the governing equation into the form of:

\begin{equation}
\int_{\Gamma} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \Gamma} d\Gamma = 0
\end{equation}

Where \(\Gamma\) is the boundary surface of the computational domain. Polarization curves obtained experimentally for electrochemical reactions are used to describe the boundary conditions. The variation of cathodic reaction rate at different locations along the metal surface is estimated by incorporating the concept of diffusion boundary layer development.

Fu et al. \textsuperscript{76} proposed a transient mechanistic model to simulate pit propagation rate. The model considers the current and potential distribution, mass transport and hydrolysis of metal ions. The model is initiated by solving for electro-migration potential and diffusion potential distribution separately, based on initial concentrations and solution conductivity, as shown in equations (16) and (17), respectively. With the knowledge of potential distribution, fluxes of species can be calculated using equation (18). A mass transport equation is then solved to give the concentration distribution in a new time step (equation (19)). This is followed by an update of solution conductivity and water chemistry. The process is then repeated for as many time steps as necessary.
Where $i$: current; $\kappa$: solution conductivity; $\phi$: electromigration potential; $\phi'$: diffusion potential; $z_j$: charges of ionic species; $u_j$: mobility; $c_j$: concentration; $\mu_j$: chemical potential; $N_j$: fluxes; $F$: Faraday’s constant and $t$: time.

Benrais and Sohm\textsuperscript{77} proposed a pit propagation model to simulate pitting corrosion of aluminum in acidic media. The model is an improved version of the Pickering\textsuperscript{67} model. The distribution of concentrations and potentials along the pit depth is obtained analytically by transforming governing mass transport equations into non-dimensional form. To derive the analytic expressions for concentration and potential as a function of pit depth, a number of assumptions are made in the model: the solution inside the pit is assumed to be dilute; species are assumed to travel through the solution only by molecular diffusion and electro-migration; aluminum ion is assumed to be saturated on the bottom of the pit, and no supersaturation is considered. Aluminum ion hydrolysis is neglected in the model, as is any change of corroding area as a result of corrosion.

Sharland\textsuperscript{78,79} presented a 2D mechanistic model to simulate the propagation stage of iron corrosion in crevices and pits with prescribed dimensions. A mass transport
equation (equation (20)) is solved for all involved species in conjunction with a charge balance equation (equation (21)):

$$\frac{\partial c_i}{\partial t} = D_i \nabla^2 c_i + z_i F u_i \nabla (c_i \nabla \phi) + R_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

$$\sum z_i c_i = 0$$ \hspace{1cm} (21)

Where $D_i$ : diffusion coefficient of species; $c_i$ : concentration of species; $z_i$ : electrical charge number; $F$ : Faraday constant; $u_i$ : mobility of species; $\phi$ : solution potential; $i$ : current density; $R_i$ : chemical reaction rate; $t$ : time. A few assumptions are made in the model: passivity is maintained outside the pit/crevice; chemical equilibrium is maintained for all involved chemical reactions; convective flow is neglected inside the pit/crevice; dilute solution is assumed; and moving-boundary of pit bottom is slow compared to migration rate of ions and is therefore neglected. Only one electrochemical reaction, iron oxidation, is considered in this model. The kinetics of iron oxidation rate are described by a Tafel expression as a function of potential.

Heppner developed a 2D mechanistic model for crevice corrosion. Mass transport, electrode kinetic, chemical equilibrium and fluid mechanics are taken into account in his model. The governing equation is:

$$\frac{\partial c_i}{\partial t} = D_i \nabla^2 c_i - \left( z_i u_i F \frac{i + i_{\text{cdp}}}{k} + \nu \right) \cdot \nabla c_i - z_i u_i F \frac{\delta}{\varepsilon} c_i + R_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

Where $c_i$ : concentration of species; $t$ : time coordinate; $D_i$ : diffusion coefficient; $z_i$ : electrical charge number; $u_i$ : mobility of species; $F$ : Faraday’s constant; $i$ : current density due to regular potential; $i_{\text{cdp}}$ : current density due to convection diffusion
potential; \( \nu \): in-situ velocity; \( \kappa \): solution conductivity; \( \delta \): charge density; \( \varepsilon \): dielectric constant of water.

Walton et al. \(^{81}\) presented a mechanistic model to simulate crevice corrosion of passive and active metals. This model is made in a generic way in order to accommodate different corrosion systems. The inputs of the model include: specification of species involved, chemical reactions in the solution, chemical potential of species, electrochemical reaction kinetics on metal/solution interface and mesh sizes. The model starts with a calculation of current flowing through the solution based on the current generated at the metal/solution interface (equation (23)). This is followed by a calculation of potential distribution using equation (24). Equation (24) suggests that current flow in the solution is ascribed to electro-migration and diffusion. With the knowledge of potential and current distribution, mass transport of involved species can then be solved for using equation (25). It should be noted that the fluxes of electroactive species (\( N_n \)) induced by electrochemical reactions on the metal surface, are directly incorporated into the governing equation and therefore not used as boundary conditions.

\[
\begin{align*}
\int_L i_x P dx &= \frac{1}{A_e} \int_x i_x P dx \\
\nabla \phi &= \frac{-\left( i_x + \sum_n \left( \frac{\varepsilon_n F D_n}{\gamma_n} \gamma_n \nabla c_n + c_n \nabla \gamma_n \right) \right)}{\kappa} \\
\frac{\partial c_n}{\partial t} &= -\nabla \cdot N_n + \frac{P}{A_e} N_n + R_n
\end{align*}
\]
Where $i_c$: current density at any point in the crevice corrosion; $i_{c_0}$: current density at the metal/solution interface; L: the depth of the crevice/pit; $P$: the corroded perimeter ($2\pi r$ for a pit, $2w$ for a crevice); $x$: the position in the crevice measured from the mouth; $A_c$: cross-sectional area of the crevice/pit ($\pi r^2$ for a pit, $wg$ for a crevice); $\phi_s$: solution potential; $z_n$: charges of ionic species; $D_n$: diffusion coefficient; $F$: Faraday’s constant; $c_n$: concentration; $\gamma_n$: activity coefficient; $\kappa$: solution conductivity; $N_n$: flux of species in solution; $\bar{N}_n$: flux of species on the metal/solution interface; $R_n$: chemical reaction rate.

Xu et al. \cite{82,83} simulated crevice corrosion based on an IR-driven mechanism. In their models, potential and current distributions in a crevice are obtained by solving the Laplace equation for potential. The electrochemical reaction kinetics at the crevice surface are described by the polarization curve obtained in bulk solution. An iterative algorithm is used to establish the transition from passive to active surfaces along the crevice wall. The critical point where transition occurs is shown to be influenced by polarization behavior of the metal-solution system, solution conductivity, potential at outside surface of the crevice, dimensions of crevice gap and depth and passive current density.

Achour et al. developed a mechanistic model for pit propagation of carbon steel in CO$_2$ environments under turbulent conditions.\cite{84} The model takes into account chemical equilibrium, electrochemical reaction kinetics of iron oxidation, FeCO$_3$ layer formation kinetics and hydrodynamic conditions inside the pit. In this model, pit propagation/repassivation is determined based FeCO$_3$ precipitation. Surface Fe$^{2+}$ concentration is determined by mass balance accounting for chemical reactions, surface
electrochemical reactions and mass transfer. The surface $\text{Fe}^{2+}$ concentration is then compared with the $\text{Fe}^{2+}$ concentration associated with $\text{FeCO}_3$ saturation. If the former is higher than the latter, the pit is considered to be protected; otherwise the propagation rate is calculated according to Equation (26):

$$J_{\text{cor}} = k\left(\text{Fe}^{2+}\text{ss} - \text{Fe}^{2+}\right)$$  

(26)

Where $J_{\text{cor}}$: flux of iron dissolution; $k$: mass transfer coefficient of $\text{Fe}^{2+}$; $\text{Fe}^{2+}\text{ss}$: saturation concentration of $\text{Fe}^{2+}$ with respect to $\text{FeCO}_3$; $\text{Fe}^{2+}\text{ss}$: surface $\text{Fe}^{2+}$ concentration.

Engelhardt and Macdonald$^{85}$ analyzed the relationship between critical pit depth and critical service life. A quasipotential is proposed in the model as a function of metal potential. Based on the quasipotential, they were able to develop the analytical solutions for potential and concentration distribution inside the pit and the pit propagation rate. The model shows that the initial anodic current density will not exceed the $10^{-4}$-$10^{-3} \text{A/cm}^2$ given that the critical pit depth is less than 10 mm and that service life is more than 1 year. This conclusion is limited by the assumption that polarization behavior of anodic dissolution does not change as a pit propagates. The model also suggests that potential drop inside the pit can be neglected if the conductivity of the bulk solution is sufficiently high, roughly in the order of magnitude for seawater. It is claimed that this model can be used to extrapolate short term experimental results to long term operations.

Laycock et al.$^{86}$ proposed a mechanistic model to simulate a pit propagation process of stainless steel under potentiostatic control. A truncated spherical-shaped pit and the solution beyond the pit are taken as the computational domain. The pit is assumed
to retain the original shape during pit evolution. In this transient model, initial conditions are set at the point where a pit has just been initiated. At pit initiation, it is assumed that metallic ions are saturated in the pit, but absent from the outside solution of the pit. A reference potential of 0V is given everywhere in the domain. Chemical equilibrium is assumed for reactions inside the pit with the exception of salt precipitation, the rate of which is proposed to be a linear function of supersaturation. Two electrochemical reactions, metal oxidation and H⁺ reduction, are considered in the model. The kinetics of both reactions are assumed to follow Tafel’s law. The mass transport equation and the Laplace equation for potential are solved for concentration and potential distribution under applied potential. The moving boundary due to receding of the pit bottom is accounted for in the model. Repassivation is considered to occur when anodic current density exceeds a critical current density defined as a function of dissolved metallic ion concentration. In a later model, Laycock et al. \textsuperscript{87} incorporated a stochastic approach into the earlier model in order to simulate pit initiation. In this model, 3 geometric parameters for the pit: radius, degree of opening and depth from the free surface, are specified by a random function following log-normal distribution. The maximum potential above which a stable pit is formed and the minimum potential, below which pit dies are empirically related to three geometric parameters, giving the corresponding fluctuation of potentials. The number of pit nucleation sites is determined by a binomial function. The Monte-Carlo simulation is then performed to determine the probability of pit initiation.

Malki and Baroux\textsuperscript{88} proposed two stochastic approaches to simulate pit growth kinetics. In the first approach, a fresh metal surface is discretized into multiple sites
subject to pitting corrosion. The Monte-Carlo tests are performed with respect to a
dissolution probability, which changes with time. If the test is positive, a pit is developed
with a randomly determined pit radius ranging from 0 to the maximum values determined
by the applied potential and solution corrosivity; the process is then taken to the next time
step. A repassivation probability is also incorporated in the model. At each time step,
iterrations are performed as many times as needed to generate a pit. The pit growth rate is
given by the pit depth and the time. In the second approach, the metal/passive
film/electrolyte system is discretized into multiple cells using a technique known as
Cellular Automation. Each site is assigned one of four possible states: corrosion cell,
non-corrosion cell, passive film cell or metallic substrate cell. At each time step, cells can
transform into different states following certain transition rules; the number of corrosion
cells is related to corrosion current. The rules are defined based on the following
assumptions: that a pit is already initiated; that passive film acts as a perfect barrier for
dissolution; and that the corrosion process is under diffusion control.

Scheiner et al. \(^9\) presented a mechanistic model to simulate the stable pitting
growth of stainless steel by assuming a diffusion-controlled corrosion process. Moving
boundaries are taken into consideration in the model. Four computational domains,
namely: solid metal, salt film at pit surface, solution inside and outside the pit, are
identified in the model, where concentrations of metal/metallic ions are calculated in
different ways. The authors accentuated the concentration discontinuity from the salt film
to the pit solution, which incapacitates Fick’s law in calculating concentration gradient
within the salt film. In this model, the evolution of pit shape as a function of time can be
mechanistically determined as a result of the corrosion process, which is particularly related to solid metal concentration, saturation concentration of dissolved metallic ions, diffusion coefficient of the ions and the boundary ionic flux.

Agarwal et al.\textsuperscript{90} developed a model to simulate the current distribution in crevice corrosion. Potential and current distribution are obtained by solving the Laplace equation for potential. The effect of non-conductive particulates on the cathode surface is accounted for by idealizing the particulates into uniform distribution with fixed porosity and tortuosity. It was argued that the particulates influence current distribution in two ways: they reduce the electrolyte conductivity due to the effect of volume blockage and they reduce the electrochemical reaction kinetics by blocking parts of the active surface. The former is calculated using Bruggeman’s equation\textsuperscript{91}, while the latter is taken into consideration by involving particulate surface coverage in the surface reaction kinetics.

Han et al. proposed an electrochemical model to calculate the steady-state localized corrosion rate of carbon steel in CO\textsubscript{2} environments.\textsuperscript{92} The model is based on their experimental observations which suggest passivation of carbon steel in the presence of FeCO\textsubscript{3}. The substance responsible for passivation is proposed to be magnetite (Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}). Chemical equilibrium is assumed in the model. An experimentally determined passive current density is used in the model. The cathodic reaction kinetics on the passive surface are assumed to follow Tafel behavior, and a correction factor is introduced into the cathodic reaction rate calculation due to the lack of consideration for solution resistance effect.
Amri et al.\textsuperscript{93} developed a steady-state model to simulate the pit propagation of carbon steel in CO\textsubscript{2} environments with the presence of acetic acids. A 2D simulation is performed in a domain containing a pit with prescribed sizes and a diffusion boundary layer above it. Mass transport equations with consideration of diffusion and electro-migration are solved for concentration gradient, and the Laplace equation is solved for potential distribution. The electrochemical reaction kinetics are described by Tafel’s law. The model shows the depletion of acetic acid and progressive reduction of CO\textsubscript{2} concentration towards the pit bottom. This is attributed to the reduction of H\textsuperscript{+} and diffusion limitation.

This part of literature review points out two main modeling strategies for simulating pit propagation in the context of galvanic cell. The first one is solving the mass transport equation with the electro-migration effect involved, the second one is by solving the Laplace equation for potential distribution. Essentially, the concept of electroneutrality is embedded in both approaches. Both methods lead to the potential distribution along metal surface, which highlights the importance of solution resistance between electrodes. The consideration of some complicating factors, such as non-conductive precipitates, changing pit shape, transition of passive-active region along the pit wall and chemical reactions (such as metal ion hydrolysis), plays a significant role in determining model complexity and model limitations.
CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The above literature review indicates that most localized corrosion models either aim at simulating a specific stage of the localized corrosion process or are exclusively applicable to specific environments, making them less valuable for a carbon steel exposed to CO₂ aqueous system.

The overall goal of this study is to develop a mechanistic model that can be used to predict the localized CO₂ corrosion process of carbon steels. The effect of H₂S on localized corrosion is not known at present and will not be taken into account in this model. The model is expected to cover the following aspects of the corrosion process:

- Uniform or localized CO₂ corrosion rate of carbon steel as a function of time;
- Concentration profiles of species involved in the corrosion process as functions of locations and time;
- Characteristics of FeCO₃ layer formation in terms of porosity and tortuosity as a function of time;
- FeCO₃ layer removal on metal surface leading to pit initiation;
- Passivation/repassivation effect;
- Galvanic effect between anode and cathode.

Potentiodynamic and potentiostatic tests have revealed that the passive film formed on a carbon steel surface in the system of interest is not as protective as those present on stainless steel or other alloy surfaces. To make a distinction from commonly-known passivation as exhibited by alloys, the term “pseudo-passivation” will be used
throughout the document to refer to the passive-like behaviour of carbon steel in an H₂O/CO₂/Fe²⁺ environment.

The overall goal of this project was achieved by fulfilling the individual objectives listed below:

- Expand the original CO₂ corrosion model of Nešić et al. ¹³,¹⁴ (a “single-point” model) into a “two-point” model to simulate an anode and cathode of a galvanic cell and establish the link between the anode and cathode through potential distribution along the metal surface. This step forms the basis for all future developments.
- Improve the previous FeCO₃ layer growth model numerically by solving the governing equation with a proper higher-order upwind scheme for convection-like term and the implicit time marching scheme for better stability and faster calculation;
- Investigate the effect of Fe²⁺ hydrolysis on localized CO₂ corrosion of carbon steel;
- Derive the Butler-Volmer expressions for electrochemical reaction kinetics and implement them into the mass transport equations as implicit boundary conditions to achieve a realistic potential distribution in a galvanic cell;
- Add hydrogen gas as an additional species into the system in order to obtain the realistic reversible potential of cathodic reactions;
- Incorporate thermodynamic calculation for the generation of magnetite to enable the determination of pseudo-passivation/repassivation;
- Experimentally determine the major factors affecting pseudo-passive current density;
- Based on the experiments, develop/implement a mechanistic model to calculate the pseudo-passive current density of carbon steel in CO₂ environments;
- Investigate the cathodic reaction kinetics on pseudo-passive carbon steel surfaces;
- Develop a mechanistic model to obtain the potential and current distribution in a galvanic cell with the effect of non-conductive FeCO₃ layer;
- Implement a random function to simulate the stochastic behaviour of pit initiation in terms of time.

All of the above tasks have been accomplished and are presented in the corresponding subsections of Chapter 4.
CHAPTER 4: MECHANISTIC MODEL OF LOCALIZED CO₂ CORROSION

4.1 Introduction

As noted above, localized corrosion presents one of the greatest threats to integrity of pipelines in oil and gas industry. Extensive research efforts have been made towards understanding the mechanisms of localized corrosion in the past few decades, yet the mechanistic understanding of localized corrosion is still limited. This is partly due to the fact that water chemistry, particularly surface water chemistry, in the restricted area of a pit is not easily reached by conventional equipment, yet it often differs substantially from the bulk solution. The picture is further complicated by the fact that initiation of pitting corrosion is difficult to manage and detect, even in highly controllable laboratory experiments. Pit initiation often manifests itself as a seemingly random process as to when and where it occurs. This has led to a number of stochastic models for pit initiation, as discussed in Chapter 2. One can intuitively imagine that localized corrosion has to do with water chemistry in close proximity to the metal surface, but this is not yet fully understood by the corrosion community. Therefore, it would be beneficial to determine the physic-chemical parameters near the steel surface, such as water chemistry and electrochemical properties, in order to understand the process of localized corrosion. Unfortunately, up to now, no experimental methods are reliable for detecting localized corrosion or local water chemistry, making it one of the biggest challenges for corrosion research. Due to the difficulties associated with experimental means, a mechanistic model can be helpful towards the understanding of localized corrosion of carbon steel.
The goal of this chapter is to present a transient mechanistic model that can be used to predict the details of the corrosion process of mild steel exposed to an aqueous environment containing CO$_2$. It should be mentioned that localized corrosion can be governed by multiple mechanisms, as can be seen from the review of the various localized corrosion models presented in Chapter 2, such as pit acidification, concentration differentiation cells and flow induced corrosion, to name a few. This model is designed to cover one of the major mechanisms for localized corrosion of mild steel in CO$_2$ environments: galvanic coupling between the bare pit (anode) and the pseudo-passive surface (cathode), and is primarily based on the recent studies at the ICMT.$^{11}$ The model is built based upon fundamental theories governing chemistry, electrochemistry and transport phenomena. Evolution of the corrosion process is simulated as a function of time. Depending on specific physical and chemical conditions, uniform or localized corrosion might be predicted. After a randomized event is triggered for the initiation step of localized corrosion, the model can predict and simulate the transition from uniform to localized corrosion according to appropriate theories. Various factors involved in the corrosion processes, such as FeCO$_3$ layer precipitation and dissolution, solution resistance, pseudo-passivation, depassivation and repassivation are built into the model to give a comprehensive and physically realistic description of the actual process. In addition to the corrosion rate, the model also provides other valuable information to help evaluate environment corrosivity and explain corrosion behavior. This information includes: electrochemical potential distribution, current distribution, concentrations of species, fluxes of species, and FeCO$_3$ layer properties at any given location and time.
In the following subsections, the processes simulated in the model are qualitatively described, followed by theories governing various phenomena and mathematical descriptions of the theories. Model verification and parametric study are then presented to discuss how key parameters affect the localized corrosion process. The assumptions and limitations of the model are then presented in final portion of the chapter.

4.2 Physico-chemical Processes Described by the Model

The model describes CO$_2$ localized corrosion process in terms of three stages: pseudo-passivation/ repassivation, pit initiation and pit propagation. Each of these stages has its unique mechanisms and characteristics, and therefore each has to be considered separately. The processes simulated in this model are described below.

When carbon steel is in contact with an aqueous CO$_2$ solution, electrochemical reactions occur on the steel surface. Some species are consumed and others are generated, which establishes the concentration gradients of the species. As the corrosion process proceeds, ferrous ion (Fe$^{2+}$) is continuously released into the solution and varies the water chemistry. When the product of the concentrations for Fe$^{2+}$ and CO$_3^{2-}$ in the solution exceeds the solubility limit of FeCO$_3$, it will precipitate out of the solution and build a layer on the metal surface. This deposited corrosion product poses significant mass transfer resistance to species (including H$^+$) moving to/ from the bulk solution which leads to an increased pH at the metal surface. The pH increase enables the formation of a pseudo-passive phase beneath the corrosion product layer, which is thought to be a mixture of FeCO$_3$, Fe(OH)$_2$ and/or Fe$_3$O$_4$. As a result of pseudo-passivation, the metal
potential increases. Evidently, up to this point in the scenario, the metal experiences uniform corrosion. It can be assumed that at some point in time, a small area of the metal loses its protective film, leading to depassivation and resulting in potential drop within this area. Therefore, a potential difference is established between this small film-free active surface (which has now become an anode) and the large film-covered pseudo-passive surface around the anode (which has now become a cathode). Based on the galvanic coupling mechanism, this potential difference can drive the anode to corrode at a much higher rate than which would be experienced with uniform corrosion. In cases where supersaturation of FeCO$_3$ in the solution is sufficiently high, substantial amounts of Fe$^{2+}$ resulting from pit propagation promote further precipitation of FeCO$_3$ on the anode. This may again increase the surface pH of the anode and facilitate repassivation, which would lead to pit death. The processes described above are schematically illustrated in Figure 4 through Figure 9.
Figure 4. Illustration of corrosion process: FeCO$_3$ layer formation leading to surface pH increases.

Figure 5. Illustration of corrosion process: pseudo-passivation leading to potential increases.
Figure 6. Illustration of corrosion process: depassivation leading to separation of anode and cathode and establishment of potential difference.

Figure 7. Illustration of corrosion process: Pit propagation.
Figure 8. Illustration of corrosion process: $\text{FeCO}_3$ re-precipitation if superstaturation of $\text{FeCO}_3$ is sufficiently high.

Figure 9. Illustration of corrosion process: Repassivation leading to pit death.
4.3 Physico-chemical Model

Localized CO₂ corrosion is a complex process that involves multiple physico-chemical processes, dependent on each other. These include: chemical reactions, electrochemical reactions, mass transport, FeCO₃ layer formation, pseudo-passivation/repassivation, pit initiation and pit propagation. These factors must be taken into account in the model in order to provide a realistic description of the corrosion process.

4.3.1 Chemical Reactions

Gaseous CO₂ and water are almost always present in various quantities along with oil and gas in pipelines. Various chemical reactions take place in the water phase due to the presence of CO₂. These reactions have to be taken into consideration in order to obtain accurate concentration profiles of corrosive species for further calculation.

It is generally agreed that most chemical reactions proceed much faster than other processes involved in corrosion, such as mass transport and electrochemical reactions. Therefore, many corrosion models neglect the chemical reaction effect by assuming the preservation of chemical equilibrium in the solution. This assumption does not apply in a CO₂ corrosion environment, since CO₂ hydration, (Reaction (28)), has been reported to be a slow step⁹⁴ and in some cases becomes a rate-limiting step in the CO₂ corrosion process. Hence, a local non-equilibrium condition is likely to exist, which alters the corrosion process.

For a CO₂ aqueous system, the following reactions are considered to be present at all times:
In some environments, organic acids, particularly low-molecular-weight organic acids, are found primarily in the water phase and can lead to corrosion of mild steel as well. Acetic acid (CH₃COOH or in shorthand: HAc), the most prevalent type of organic acid found in brines, can be treated as the representative of all other types of organic acids, as similar corrosiveness has been established for all types of low-molecular-weight organic acids.\(^9\) The HAc partially dissociates in the water phase to release H\(^+\) and Ac\(^-\), as indicated by Reaction (32). It is stronger than H\(_2\)CO\(_3\), and therefore serves as the main source of H\(^+\) when similar concentration of the two acids are encountered.

\[
HAc_{(aq)} \rightleftharpoons H^+_{(aq)} + Ac^-_{(aq)} \quad (32)
\]

Another chemical reaction that plays a vital role in CO\(_2\) corrosion is FeCO\(_3\) precipitation (Reaction (33)). Precipitation proceeds when the product of concentrations of Fe\(^{2+}\) and CO\(_3^{2-}\) in aqueous phase exceeds the solubility limit of FeCO\(_3\). Unlike other chemical reactions occurring homogeneously in the solution, FeCO\(_3\) precipitation is a heterogeneous process. Nucleation of solid iron carbonate occurs preferentially on the steel surface or inside the void space within the present solid layer.\(^1\) This reaction will be discussed further in section 4.3.4.
For a localized corrosion process, another reaction that merits discussion is Fe$^{2+}$ hydrolysis, shown in Reaction (34). As noted in the literature review, some localized corrosion models are built based on a pit acidification mechanism resulting from metallic ion hydrolysis, particularly in oxygen-containing environments. One aim of this study is to clarify the role of Fe$^{2+}$ hydrolysis in the localized CO$_2$ corrosion process in terms of pit acidification. If significant H$^+$ enrichment is caused by this reaction, it must be taken into consideration in the model.

\[
Fe^{2+} + 2H_2O ⇄ Fe(OH)_2↓ + 2H^+ \quad (34)
\]

In this work, theoretical calculations are performed based on thermodynamic theory in order to evaluate the significance of Fe$^{2+}$ hydrolysis reaction in oxygen-free CO$_2$ environments.

At equilibrium, the equilibrium constant of a reaction can be related to Gibbs free energy in the following fashion:

\[
RT \ln K^o = -\Delta_r G_m^o \quad (35)
\]

where \( R \) is universal gas constant; \( T \) is absolute temperature; \( K^o \) is equilibrium constant for the standard condition and \( G_m^o \) is standard Gibbs free energy of a reaction.

Gibbs free energy of a reaction is given by the chemical potentials of species involved in the reaction as:

\[
\Delta_r G_m^o = \sum \nu_i \mu_i^o \quad (36)
\]
where \( \nu_i \) is the stoichiometric coefficient of species in the reaction and \( \mu_i^o \) is the standard chemical potential of species.

The combination of Equations (35) and (36) yields:

\[
\ln K^o = -\frac{\sum \nu_i \mu_i^o}{RT}
\]

(37)

For Fe\( ^{2+} \) hydrolysis at 25ºC, the equilibrium constant can be obtained by substituting corresponding standard chemical potentials into Equation (37), which yields:

\[
\log K^o = -13.29
\]

(38)

The equilibrium constant of Reaction (34) can be given as:

\[
K^o = \frac{c_{H^+}^2}{c_{Fe^{2+}}}
\]

(39)

Where \( c_{H^+} \) and \( c_{Fe^{2+}} \) are concentrations of H\(^+\) and Fe\( ^{2+} \) respectively.

Combination of Equations (38) and (39) yields:

\[
pH = 0.5 \times (13.29 - \log_{10} c_{Fe^{2+}})
\]

(40)

Equation (40) allows the calculation of equilibrium pH produced by hydrolysis reaction of Fe\( ^{2+} \) at 25ºC. For a saturated solution of FeCl\(_2\) in which Fe\( ^{2+} \) concentration is around \( 4.44 \times 10^5 \) ppm (8 mol/L), Equation (40) yields a pH of 6.2; for concentration of Fe\( ^{2+} \) at 50 ppm, which is commonly considered to be a high concentration in oil fields, the equilibrium pH is around 8.2. Clearly, hydrolysis of Fe\( ^{2+} \) would not lead to substantial solution acidification in a typical CO\(_2\) aqueous environment. Therefore, this reaction can be neglected in the bulk solution as the additional source of H\(^+\). However, it should be noted that on the corroding metal surface particularly underneath the FeCO\(_3\) layer where
pH increase and Fe$^{2+}$ enrichment are expected, the equilibrium pH of Reaction (34) could be achieved to trigger Fe$^{2+}$ hydrolysis. In fact, Fe$^{2+}$ hydrolysis is proposed in this model to be an essential step to promote pseudo-passivation of carbon steel in CO$_2$ environments.

4.3.2 Electrochemical reactions

For CO$_2$ corrosion, several electrochemical reactions are considered to contribute to the overall corrosion rate of mild steel.

4.3.2.1 Anodic reactions

Dissolution of iron is the dominant anodic reaction. This reaction proceeds via a multi-step mechanism that is mildly affected by pH and CO$_2$ concentration.$^{13}$ Within the range of typical CO$_2$ corrosion, e.g. 4<pH<6, the dependency on pH tends to diminish.$^{13}$ Therefore, the dependence of the anodic dissolution rate on pH and CO$_2$ is neglected in the model. At the corrosion potential (and up to 200 mV above), this reaction is under charge transfer control and the electrochemical behavior can be described using the Butler-Volmer equation as presented in Table 2.

$$Fe \rightarrow Fe^{2+} + 2e^-$$ (41)

4.3.2.2 Cathodic reactions

H$^+$ reduction is one of the main cathodic reactions:

$$2H^+ + 2e^- \rightarrow H_2$$ (42)

This reaction is limited by how fast H$^+$ can be transported from the bulk solution to the steel surface through the mass transfer layer (including the liquid boundary layer
and the FeCO₃(s) layer if it exists). Higher corrosion rates are observed for a CO₂ aqueous solution compared to strong acid solutions (such as HCl) at the same pH. However, for a practical CO₂ system where 4<pH<6, the limiting current of this reaction would be small due to the relatively low concentration of H⁺. This suggests that CO₂ also plays a certain role in H⁺ reduction. This can be explained by the fact that the homogeneous dissociation of H₂CO₃ provides an additional reservoir for H⁺ ions, which then absorbs on the steel surface and gets reduced according to Reaction (42). Apparently, any rapid consumption of H⁺ can readily be replenished by Reactions (29) and (30). Thus for typical CO₂ corrosion, the presence of CO₂ leads to a much higher corrosion rate than would be found in a strong acid solution with the same pH.

In the vicinity of the steel surface, another electrochemical reaction can take place as well: H₂CO₃ adsorbs at the steel surface and is directly reduced according to Reaction (43). This is referred to as “direct reduction of carbonic acid”.⁹⁴ As argued by Nešić et al.,¹³ this reaction is just an alternative pathway for the same cathodic reaction - hydrogen evolution because addition of Reactions (29) and (42) leads to Reaction (43). The distinction is only in the pathway, i.e in the sequence of reactions.

\[
2H_2CO_3 + 2e^- \rightarrow H_2 + 2HCO_3^- \tag{43}
\]

The rate of this additional hydrogen evolution reaction due to the presence of CO₂ is mainly controlled by the slow CO₂ hydration step (28) and is a strong function of H₂CO₃ concentration which directly depends on partial pressure of CO₂.

Acetic acid is known to be one of the species that attacks mild steel. Studies have shown that it is the undissociated (“free”) HAc and not the acetate ion Ac⁻ that is
responsible for corrosion. The presence of organic acids is a major corrosion concern, particularly at lower pH and high temperature as more HAc would be generated under these conditions according to Reaction (32).

Like H₂CO₃, HAc provides an additional source of H⁺, which then adsorbs at the steel surface and reduces according to the cathodic reaction (42). Following the same reasoning as with H₂CO₃, it is also possible that the HAc molecule itself is adsorbed at the steel surface and gets reduced, which is often referred to as the “direct HAc reduction” pathway:

\[ 2CH₃COOH + 2e^- \rightarrow H₂ + 2CH₃COO^- \] (44)

Another possible pathway for hydrogen evolution is the direct reduction of water:

\[ 2H₂O + 2e^- \rightarrow H₂ + 2OH^- \] (45)

Compared to the cathodic reactions described above, this pathway is very slow and can often be neglected in practical CO₂ corrosion environments. It has been argued that this reaction becomes significant only under very specific conditions, such as those encountered in very low partial pressure of CO₂ (PCO₂ << 0.1 bar) and high pH (pH >6), which is not common in oil and gas pipelines. Hence, this reaction is neglected in the model.

Bicarbonate reduction, as shown in Equation (46), has spurred extensive debate as to its significance to the overall corrosion process. Some people argue that this reaction, although much slower than the direct reduction of H₂CO₃, could happen above a critical pH (around 8) at which H₂CO₃ would be depleted due to insufficient supply from the bulk. This would be due to the slow formation rate of H₂CO₃, and HCO₃⁻ becoming the
dominating species underneath the film. Other people considered the kinetics of this reaction to be sufficiently low that, no matter how much HCO$_3^-$ exists underneath the film, it would not be able to contribute to the overall corrosion rate significantly. However, it can be argued for a typical CO$_2$ environment where bulk pH ranges from 4 to 6 that this reaction is unlikely to change the corrosion rate in an appreciable fashion. For practical purposes (this reaction is difficult to distinguish experimentally and hence theoretically from direct carbonic acid reduction), it is neglected in the model.

\[ 2HCO_3^- + 2e^- \rightarrow H_2 + 2CO_3^{2-} \]  

(46)

4.3.3 Mass transport

Mass transport is an important part of the corrosion process since it strongly interacts with electrochemical reactions on the steel surface. Due to electrochemical reactions, certain species are produced or consumed on the steel surface. The mass transport process sweeps away or replenishes corresponding species changing their surface concentration what alters electrochemical reaction kinetics. Compared to some fast electrochemical reactions, such as H$^+$ reduction (42), mass transfer of H$^+$ proceeds much more slowly; therefore, the rate of the overall reaction is likely to be limited by the transport process, i.e. how fast this species can move through the mass transfer boundary layer and porous FeCO$_3$ layer. It is therefore essential to incorporate mass transport rates into the model in order to obtain an accurate depiction of the overall corrosion process.

Mass transport of species is mainly affected by three mechanisms: molecular diffusion, electro-migration and convection. Molecular diffusion is essentially a result of the Brownian motion of species, which manifests itself as an oriented movement along a
concentration gradient. For example when species are preferentially consumed on a steel surface, the amount of species moving towards the steel surface would be greater than those moving in the opposite direction. From the macroscopic perspective, it would appear that species move in a direction towards the steel surface. By the same token, for species generated on the steel surface, the net effect would be to drive species away from the steel surface.

Electro-migration is caused by the potential gradient established by species with different diffusion speeds. It acts only on charged species by electrostatic attraction force. In an aqueous solution, some species diffuse faster while others lag behind. For example, H\(^+\) usually travels much faster than other species. Due to the positive charge of H\(^+\), a potential field is established between fast-moving H\(^+\) and other species with negative charges, which tend to fall behind. This potential field accelerates the movement of negatively-charged species and slows down fast-moving species with positive charges, such as H\(^+\). It should be noted that, although electro-migration acts only on the charged species, it is able to exert a certain impact on non-charged species by changing the chemical reaction rate. For spontaneous uniform corrosion where no external potential field is applied in the solution, the electro-migration effect is usually negligible, since any potential difference established due to variation of diffusion can easily be annihilated by large amounts of supporting electrolytes, such as in a NaCl solution. The simulations using the previous version of the MULTICORP model,\(^{13}\) a mechanistic uniform corrosion model (on which the present model is based), have shown that the contribution of electro-migration to overall fluxes of species is small and can be neglected in spontaneous
uniform corrosion. However, when dealing with localized corrosion, a notable potential
difference exists between anode and cathode, which affects the electro-migration;
therefore, the effect of electro-migration must be accounted for in a localized corrosion
scenario.

Convection is the movement of species carried by bulk flow. The convective flow
in the direction parallel to the steel surface does not directly contribute to the corrosion
process, while that in the direction perpendicular to steel surface contributes due to the
mass transport of species. As turbulent eddies penetrate deep into the diffusion layer they
shorten the distance over which diffusion and electro-migration take over. It should be
stressed that no turbulence can exist in close proximity to the steel surface; species can
travel through this region solely by molecular diffusion and electro-migration. In
addition, the effect of convection becomes negligible when a porous FeCO₃ layer is
present on the steel surface, forming a major diffusion barrier. This is discussed under the
following heading.

4.3.4 FeCO₃ precipitation

The FeCO₃ layer, once formed, often controls the rate of corrosion due to
substantial mass transfer resistance within the tortuous path of the film. It is well known
that the protectiveness of the FeCO₃ layer is a function of corrosion rate and precipitation
rate, which can be quantified by the so-called “scaling factor” as shown in (47):²⁹₈

\[ ST = \frac{R_{prec}}{CR} \]  \hspace{1cm} (47)

Where \( ST \) is the scaling factor, \( R_{prec} \) is the precipitation rate and \( CR \) is the corrosion
rate, expressed in the same units. With a scaling factor greater than a critical value (which
means precipitation proceeds faster than corrosion), the FeCO$_3$ layer is dense and protective; for a scaling factor less than the critical value (which means precipitation is slower than corrosion), FeCO$_3$ becomes porous and non-protective. Apparently, the protectiveness of FeCO$_3$ is determined by the competing effects of corrosion and precipitation.

For localized CO$_2$ corrosion, FeCO$_3$ affects the corrosion process in four distinct ways. First, as FeCO$_3$ is formed by precipitation, it acts as the sink for Fe$^{2+}$ and CO$_3^{2-}$ ions by reducing their concentrations in the solution, which leads to local acidification of the solution according to Reaction (30). Second, the tortuous path within the discontinuous FeCO$_3$ layer poses a significant mass transfer resistance to species moving towards or away from the metal surface and slows down the electrochemical reactions. Third, the presence of non-conductive FeCO$_3$ layer on the metal surface effectively reduces the surface area exposed to the corrosive environment by covering up parts of the surface, which effectively slows down the electrochemical reactions. Lastly, the conductivity of the solution is reduced with the presence of the FeCO$_3$ layer by reducing cross-section areas through which conductive species can travel. It is worth mentioning that the effect of FeCO$_3$ on solution conductivity is negligible in a uniform corrosion process, as solution resistance does not play a significant role due to the close proximity of anode and cathode on the steel surface.

4.3.5 Pseudo-passivation

Research carried out in the past few years$^{11}$ has revealed that, when FeCO$_3$ layer forms, carbon steel exhibits a remarkable increase in potential, suggesting the occurrence
of pseudo-passivation on the steel surface. Steel surface analysis has confirmed the existence of magnetite (Fe₃O₄) and/or Fe(OH)₂,¹² species commonly known to be related to passivity.

Pseudo-passivation of carbon steel in CO₂ environments allows for possible occurrence of localized corrosion as it can substantially raise the potential of the metal substrate and create a potential difference once depassivation occurs in localized areas. In the present model, the pseudo-passive film formation is related to formation of magnetite, which forms via a two-step process as shown by Reactions (48) and (49). In this process, Fe(OH)₂ is first formed by Fe²⁺ hydrolysis, which is followed by oxidation of Fe(OH)₂ to form magnetite.

\[
\text{Fe}^{2+}_{(aq)} + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}_{(aq)} \rightarrow \text{Fe(OH)}_2(s) + 2\text{H}^+_{(aq)} \quad (48)
\]

\[
3\text{Fe(OH)}_2(s) \rightarrow \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4(s) + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}_{(aq)} \quad (49)
\]

The occurrence of pseudo-passivation can be illustrated in the context of the Pourbaix diagram. Figure 10 shows a Pourbaix diagram for a Fe/CO₂/H₂O system for 80°C, 1ppm Fe²⁺. Lines 1 and 2 correspond to Reactions (48) and (49), respectively. Under typical CO₂ environments, the operating point usually falls into the area of Fe²⁺, indicating an active corrosion process (left of Line 1). At higher pH the solution is favoring FeCO₃ precipitation (right of Line 1), and in that case the surface pH will spontaneously increase beyond the bulk value as the FeCO₃ layer continues to form and present a mass transfer barrier. At some stage the operating point at the steel surface could reach Line 2 and magnetite would form, what is in the current model considered to be the required condition for occurrence of pseudo-passivation.
Figure 10. The Pourbaix diagram for Fe/CO₂/H₂O system with temperature 80°C, [Fe²⁺]1ppm. Courtesy of T. Tanupabrungsun.

It should be noted that in this model, occurrence of pseudo-passivation is assumed to be very fast i.e. once the conditions for magnetite formation are reached it forms immediately, i.e. the kinetics associated with the formation of pseudo-passive film can be neglected.

4.3.6 Depassivation and pit initiation

Pit initiation is caused by depassivation i.e. a loss of protective layers (FeCO₃ layer and the pseudo-passive film) on certain parts of the steel surface leading to bare steel being exposed. This process often exhibits a large extent of scatter with regard to the time and the location. Without a clear understanding of the mechanism, this seemingly random phenomenon is often simulated using statistical approach.
The mechanism of pit initiation of carbon steel in CO$_2$ environment is an ongoing topic of research at ICMT. Initial inquiry seems to suggest that chemical dissolution of FeCO$_3$ is the most important factor leading to depassivation. At this stage, the mechanisms involved in film removal are not completely understood so in the current model, the worst case scenario is assumed and the FeCO$_3$ layer is “artificially” removed some time after pseudo-passivation is achieved. This provides an active anode area and a galvanic cell is established, which could be stable – leading to pit propagation or repassivation could occur leading to pit death.

4.3.7 Repassivation and pit death

Repassivation is a process in which an active steel surface may regain passivity under proper conditions, leading to an arrest in pit growth or so called pit “death”. In a CO$_2$ environment, repassivation of carbon steel occurs when solution supersaturation with respect to FeCO$_3$ becomes sufficiently high, which triggers fast precipitation of FeCO$_3$ on the anode. This would raise the surface pH to a level at which pseudo-passive film formation is favorable. In addition, increased Fe$^{2+}$ concentration from the corrosion process also helps to drop the critical pH required for the formation of Fe(OH)$_2$. As can be seen in Reaction (48), increased Fe$^{2+}$ favors the formation of Fe(OH)$_2$. In this model, onset of repassivation is determined by the same thermodynamic criterion as used for pseudo-passivation. This is to say that, once thermodynamic conditions are reached for the formation of magnetite through Reactions (48) and (49), repassivation is assumed to occur immediately.
4.3.8 Pit propagation

For carbon steel corroding in a CO$_2$ environment, the galvanic coupling mechanism was found to govern pit propagation.$^{11}$ This theory suggests that once local depassivation takes place on a small area of the steel surface, a potential difference is established between this active surface (anode) and the pseudo-passive surface around it (cathode). Such a potential difference serves as the driving force allowing the pit to propagate. In this process, the cathodic current occurring on the large area of the cathode is balanced by the anodic current on the small area of the anode, leading to a substantial anodic dissolution rate of the steel.

However, it has been found that the potential difference between anode and cathode alone would generate an unrealistically high pit propagation rate (100 mm/y or higher) which is not observed under realistic conditions. This can be explained by the IR potential drop mechanism proposed by Pickering et al. to account for the solution resistance between electrodes.$^{82,83}$ In a uniform corrosion scenario, anode and cathode are so close to each other that solution resistance does not play a significant role as long as supporting electrolytes are present. However, in the case of localized corrosion, anode and cathode are separated leading to appreciable solution resistance between them. This solution resistance can sometimes limit the anodic dissolution rate to a large degree. Depending on how far the anode is from the cathode, the pit propagation rate would be different on different parts of anode surface, as solution resistance varies with the distance between electrodes. Figure 11 schematically shows the potential and current variation in a galvanic cell. It is important to note that electrochemical reactions are
driven by the electrode potential, which is defined as the potential difference across the double layer:

$$E = E_{metal} - \phi$$

(50)

where $E$ is electrode potential driving electrochemical reactions; $E_{metal}$ is the unique potential of the metal and $\phi$ is the potential drop across the double layer.

As shown in Figure 11, a potential distribution exists along the metal surface with higher potential on the cathode and lower potential on the anode. The potential difference becomes larger as anode and cathode are separated further away from each other due to higher solution resistance. This potential distribution results in non-uniformly distributed current along the metal surface. Clearly, neglecting the effect of solution resistance would lead to over-prediction of the pitting corrosion rate.
Figure 11. Illustration of potential distribution in a galvanic cell. \( \phi_i \) represents the solution potential drop across the double layer, \( E_i \) represents the electrode potential at different locations, \( E_{metal} \) represents metal potential.

4.4 Mathematical Model

The theories described in section 4.3 can be mathematically described by corresponding physico-chemical laws. The mechanism involved in pit initiation is not presently available. In this model, the occurrence of pit initiation is triggered simply by removing protective layers on a small area of the steel surface (anode) at a randomly determined point in time.

4.4.1 Chemical reactions

Various chemical reactions occur simultaneously in a CO\(_2\)/H\(_2\)O/carbon steel system. The major chemical reactions are shown in Reactions (27) through (31). As mentioned earlier, chemical equilibrium does not always exist in CO\(_2\) corrosion systems as CO\(_2\) hydration is a slow process, and the generation rate of H\(_2\)CO\(_3\) by Reaction (28) might lag behind the consumption rate of H\(_2\)CO\(_3\) on the steel surface, creating local non-equilibrium conditions, especially near the steel surface. To give a realistic description of the corrosion process, this model calculates the kinetics, i.e. the actual consumption or generation rate of a species through homogenous chemical reactions, without imposing chemical equilibrium. In cases where chemical reaction (both consumption and generation rates of species) are much higher than other processes (transport and electrochemical reactions), the species concentration is virtually unaffected by other
processes and therefore maintained at equilibrium; on the other hand, if the chemical reaction rates are slow (such as CO$_2$ hydration), the concentration of the involved species is influenced by other processes, which could then lead to non-equilibrium concentrations.

The complexity of mathematically modeling the CO$_2$ corrosion processes is largely due to the presence of chemical reactions by which various species concentrations are coupled, making the governing equations for mass transports strongly coupled and highly non-linear. The chemical reaction rate pertaining to any given species is calculated as the net consumption/generation rate. For a CO$_2$ aqueous system, it has been already shown that the following reactions are present:

\[ CO_{2(g)} \rightleftharpoons CO_{2(aq)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (51)

\[ CO_{2(aq)} + H_2O_{(aq)} \rightleftharpoons H_2CO_3(aq) \] \hspace{1cm} (52)

\[ H_2CO_3(aq) \rightleftharpoons H^+(aq) + HCO_3^- (aq) \] \hspace{1cm} (53)

\[ HCO_3^- (aq) \rightleftharpoons H^+(aq) + CO_3^{2-} (aq) \] \hspace{1cm} (54)

\[ H_2O_{(aq)} \rightleftharpoons H^+(aq) + OH^- (aq) \] \hspace{1cm} (55)

Reaction (51) is always at equilibrium in CO$_2$-containing pipelines due to unlimited supply of CO$_2$ in the gas phase. The net reaction rates of Reactions (52) through (55) can be expressed as the difference between forward and backward reaction rates:
Based on the law of mass conservation, for a specific reaction, the mass consumed must be balanced by that generated. The consumption/generation rate of involved species due to Reactions (52) through (55) can be respectively expressed as:

\[
R_{hy} = k_{f,hy}c_{CO_2} - k_{b,hy}c_{H_2CO_3} \quad (56)
\]

\[
R_{ca} = k_{f,ca}c_{H_2CO_3} - k_{b,ca}c_{H^+}c_{HCO^-_3} \quad (57)
\]

\[
R_{bi} = k_{f,bi}c_{HCO^-_3} - k_{b,bi}c_{H^+}c_{CO^-_3} \quad (58)
\]

\[
R_{wa} = k_{f,wa} - k_{b,wa}c_{H^+}c_{O_2^-} \quad (59)
\]

Combining the equations above, the net reaction rate of various species can be calculated as:

\[
R_{CO_2} = -R_{hy} \quad (64)
\]

\[
R_{H_2CO_3} = R_{hy} - R_{ca} \quad (65)
\]

\[
R_{HCO^-_3} = R_{ca} - R_{bi} \quad (66)
\]

\[
R_{CO^-_3} = R_{bi} \quad (67)
\]

\[
R_{O_2^-} = R_{wa} \quad (68)
\]

\[
R_{H^-} = R_{ca} + R_{bi} + R_{wa} \quad (69)
\]
Equations (64) through (69) present a lengthy and rigid method for calculating the net reaction rate. Nešić et al.\textsuperscript{13} proposed a convenient way to group reaction rates together in the form of:

\[ R_j = a_{jk}r_k \]  

(70)

Where \( R_j \) is the chemical reaction rate of the \( j \)th species; \( a_{jk} \) is the stoichiometric coefficient matrix with \( j \) being the number of rows in the matrix for the \( j \)th species and \( k \) being the number of columns in the matrix for the \( k \)th reaction; \( r_k \) is the net reaction rate of the \( k \)th reaction.

Using equation (70) on a CO\(_2\) system, the chemical reaction rates of species can be expressed as:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
R_{CO_2} \\
R_{H_2CO_3} \\
R_{HCO_3^-} \\
R_{CO_3^{2-}} \\
R_{OH^-} \\
R_{H^+}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
-1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & -1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & -1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
R_{Ky} \\
R_{ca} \\
R_{bi} \\
R_{wa}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(71)

Where the vector on the left side of the equation represents the net chemical reaction rates of various species, the first term on the right side of the equation is the tensor (representing the stoichiometric coefficient of each species in various chemical reactions, with negative values being reactants and positive values being products), and the second term on the right side of the equation is the vector for net reaction rate of the individual reaction (the value of which is related to concentrations of species, as shown in Equations (56) through (59)). The rate constants used in the model were compiled by Nešić et al.\textsuperscript{13} and can be found in the open literature.
With this technique, additional chemical reactions (such as HAc dissociation, H₂S dissociation and HS⁻ dissociation) can easily be incorporated into the model without increasing numerical difficulty.

The above technique can efficiently handle homogeneous chemical reactions in the bulk solution. However, for heterogeneous reactions, such as FeCO₃ formation and dissolution that occur only on existing solid surfaces, special consideration is required. The FeCO₃ precipitation and dissolution act as the sink and source for Fe²⁺ and CO₃²⁻ respectively. When supersaturation is greater than 1, net FeCO₃ precipitation occurs which consumes Fe²⁺ and CO₃²⁻; when it is less than 1, net FeCO₃ dissolution takes place leading to increased concentrations of Fe²⁺ and CO₃²⁻.

For the precipitation process, the rates of consumption of species read:

\[ R_{Fe^{2+}} = R_{CO_3^{2-}} = -R_{prec} \]  

For the dissolution process, the rates of generation of species can be obtained by:

\[ R_{Fe^{2+}} = R_{CO_3^{2-}} = R_{diss} \]

The precipitation rate of FeCO₃ is given by Sun as:

\[ R_{prec} = e^{A - \frac{B}{RT} - \frac{S}{V}K_{sp}(SS - 1)} \]

Where \( R_{prec} \) is the precipitation rate in mol/m³.s; A and B are constants taking the values of 28.2 and 64.85 respectively; \( \frac{S}{V} \) is the surface volume ratio of the FeCO₃ in 1/m; \( K_{sp} \) is the solubility limit of FeCO₃ in (mol/L)², which can be obtained by:

\[ \log K_{sp} = -59.3498 - 0.041377T - \frac{2.1963}{T} + 24.5724\log T + 2.518I^{0.5} - 0.65 \]
Where \( I \) is the ionic strength in mol/L and \( T \) is the temperature in K; \( SS \) is the supersaturation of FeCO\(_3\) defined as:

\[
SS = \frac{c_{Fe^{2+}} c_{CO_3^{2-}}}{K_{sp}}
\]  

(76)

The dissolution rate of FeCO\(_3\) is developed based on the assumption that the dissolution process is always under mass transfer control. This assumption is deemed valid considering that dissolution rate is usually much faster than precipitation rate (5 folds higher or more).\(^{100}\) This assumption implies saturation of FeCO\(_3\) at a dissolving FeCO\(_3\) surface (SS=1), since fast dissolution would cause accumulation of Fe\(^{2+}\) and CO\(_3^{2-}\) on the surface; the extent of accumulation, however, cannot exceed the solubility limit of FeCO\(_3\), otherwise, FeCO\(_3\) precipitation would occur. This assumption allows the derivation of the equation for FeCO\(_3\) layer dissolution kinetics as shown by Equation (77). The equation was derived by Lee\(^{101}\) and detailed equation derivation is shown in Appendix 1 for reference.

\[
R_{diss} = \frac{- (c_{Fe^{2+}} + c_{CO_3^{2-}} + \sqrt{(c_{Fe^{2+}} - c_{CO_3^{2-}})^2 + 4K_{sp}})}{2\Delta t}
\]  

(77)

Where \( R_{diss} \) is the dissolution rate of FeCO\(_3\) in mol/m\(^3\).s; \( \Delta t \) is the time interval in seconds over which dissolution occurs.

4.4.2 Electrochemical reactions

Electrochemical reactions considered in this model include:

\[
Fe \rightarrow Fe^{2+} + 2e
\]  

(78)

\[
2H^+ + 2e^- \rightarrow H_2
\]  

(79)
Electrochemical reactions are heterogeneous reactions that take place only on conductive surfaces (such as a metal surface) in a spontaneous corrosion process. The reaction rates are a function of surface water chemistry and potential. Due to the involvement of electrochemical potential, the reaction rate of an electrochemical reaction is commonly expressed in terms of current density, rather than flux as in a chemical reaction. In a carbon steel localized corrosion scenario, both an active surface (anode) and a pseudo-passive surface (cathode) are present. The different nature of these steel surfaces can lead to significant differences in electrochemical reaction kinetics. Therefore, efforts were made in this work to identify the difference in electrochemical reaction kinetics on active and pseudo-passive surfaces and to develop models to calculate the reaction kinetics on different surfaces.

4.4.2.1 Active surface

In the previously developed uniform corrosion model (MULTICORP V4), the Tafel equation is used to calculate the current densities of electrochemical reactions,\textsuperscript{13} as shown in Equation (82):

\begin{equation}
   i = \pm i_o \times 10^{\frac{E-E_o}{b}}
\end{equation}

(82)

Where \(i\) is the current density, \(i_o\) is a reference current density, \(E\) is the corrosion potential, \(E_o\) is a reference potential and \(b\) is the Tafel slope.
This equation is considered insufficient in modeling localized corrosion because the potentials in a galvanic cell must not exceed the lower and upper limits determined by the reversible potentials of anodic and cathodic reactions respectively. The Tafel equation, however, is not able to provide such limits, at which current becomes zero once the potential reaches the reversible potential. Apparently, the Tafel equation could lead to overprediction of potential on the cathode side and underprediction of potential on anode sides. In this model, the Butler-Volmer equation is used instead to calculate the electrochemical reaction rate in order to yield a more realistic description of potential and current distribution in the galvanic cell. A Butler-Volmer equation reads:

\[ i = i_0 \left( 10^{\frac{E - E_{rev}}{b_a} - 10^{\frac{E_{rev} - E}{b_c}}} \right) \]  

(83)

Where \( i \) is the current density in A/m\(^2\); \( i_0 \) is the exchange current density in A/m\(^2\); \( E \) is the potential of metal in V; \( E_{rev} \) is the reversible potential in V; \( b_a \) and \( b_c \) are the Tafel slopes for the anodic and cathodic part of an electrochemical reaction, respectively, in V/decade. The difference between the Tafel and Bulter-Volmer equations in calculating potential and current distribution can be schematically illustrated in Evans diagrams, as shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13.
Figure 12. Potential/current distribution predicted by the Tafel equation.
As argued by Nešić et al., all cathodic reactions in a CO₂ aqueous solution are thermodynamically equivalent to H⁺ reduction (Reaction (79)). Therefore, the reversible potential of all cathodic reactions can be calculated using the Nernst equation:

$$E_{rev}^{\text{rev}} = E_{rev}^{0} - \frac{RT}{F} \ln \frac{p_{H2}^{0.5}}{c_{H^+}} \quad (87)$$

Where $E_{rev}^{0}$ is the reversible potential of H⁺ reduction at standard conditions; $p_{H2}$ is the partial pressure of hydrogen gas on the steel surface in bar and $c_{H^+}$ is H⁺ concentration at the steel surface in mol/L.

For an anodic reaction, the reversible potential is given by the Nernst equation as:

$$E_{rev} = E_{rev}^{0} - \frac{RT}{2F} \ln \frac{1}{c_{Fe^{2+}}} \quad (84)$$

where $c_{Fe^{2+}}$ is the surface concentration of Fe²⁺ in mol/L.

The exchange current densities of electrochemical reactions are functions of the surface concentrations of corresponding species. In the earlier studies, an arbitrary value of current density and potential along the E-i curves of corresponding reactions have been used to formulate the Tafel equations for anodic and cathodic reactions, as shown in Table 1. In this work, in order to construct the Butler-Volmer equation, true reversible potential and exchange current density must be used. The exchange current density of each electrochemical reaction can be obtained with the knowledge of the reversible potential, the reference current and potential along the E-i curve and the Tafel slope. The detailed equation derivation for exchange current densities of anodic and cathodic
reactions are shown in Appendices 2 and 3, respectively. The parameters used for calculating the electrochemical reaction kinetics in this model are listed in Table 2. Compared to the Tafel equation used in the previous model, partial pressure of hydrogen gas here affects both the reversible potential and the exchange current density of the cathodic reactions; Fe$^{2+}$ concentration, on the other hand, impacts the reversible potential and exchange current density of the anodic reaction. This is not surprising because, with the Bulter-Volmer equation, the cathodic and anodic reaction kinetics thereby become functions of hydrogen gas oxidation and Fe$^{2+}$ deposition respectively.

**Table 1.** The electrochemical parameters used for Tafel equation* in the previous model where the current density is calculated as $i = \pm i_o \times 10^{\frac{E-E_T}{b}}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Reference current density $i_o$ /A/m²</th>
<th>Reference potential $(E_o)$/V</th>
<th>Tafel slope $(b)$ /V/decade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H^+ + e \rightarrow \frac{1}{2} H_2$</td>
<td>0.05 $\left( \frac{c_H^+}{10^{-4}} \right)^{0.5} e^{-3\times10^4/1 \left( \frac{1}{R} \frac{1}{25+273.15} \right)}$</td>
<td>$\frac{2.303RT}{F}pH$</td>
<td>$2.303RT$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2CO_3 + e \rightarrow \frac{1}{2} H_2 + HCO_3^-$</td>
<td>0.06 $\left( \frac{c_H^+}{10^{-5}} \right)^{0.5} \left( \frac{c_{H_2CO_3}}{10^{-4}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} e^{-5\times10^4/1 \left( \frac{1}{R} \frac{1}{20+273.15} \right)}$</td>
<td>$\frac{2.303RT}{F}pH$</td>
<td>$2.303RT$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$HAc + e \rightarrow \frac{1}{2} H_2 + Ac^-$</td>
<td>0.04 $\left( \frac{c_{HAc}}{1.42 \times 10^{-3}} \right)^{0.5} e^{-7.1\times10^4/1 \left( \frac{1}{R} \frac{1}{20+273.15} \right)}$</td>
<td>$\frac{2.303RT}{F}pH$</td>
<td>$2.303RT$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference potential ((E'_a)/V)</td>
<td>(-\frac{2.303RT}{F}pH)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tafel slope ((b)/V/\text{decade})</td>
<td>(2.303RT)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reaction** \(Fe \rightarrow Fe^{2+} + 2e\)

- Reference current density \(i_0/\text{A/m}^2\)
  \(-3.75 \times 10^4 \frac{1}{R} \cdot e^{-\frac{3.75 \times 10^4}{R} \left(\frac{1}{T} \left(25+273.15\right)\right)}\)
- Reference potential \((E'_a)/V\)
  \(-0.488\)
- Tafel slope \((b)/V/\text{decade}\)
  \(2.303RT\)

\* In this Table, concentration is steel surface concentration in the unit of mol/L; \(T\) is absolute temperature in K; \(R\) is universal gas constant 8.314 J/mol.K and \(F\) is Faraday constant 96485 C/mol.

**Table 2.** The electrochemical parameters used for Butler-Volmer equation* in the current model where current density is calculated as \(i = i_0 \left(10^{\frac{E_{rrev} - E_{rev}}{b_a}} - 10^{\frac{E_{rrev} - E_{rev}}{b_c}}\right)\)

| Reaction | \(H^+ + e \leftrightarrow \frac{1}{2}H_2\) |
| Exchange current density \(i_0/\text{A/m}^2\) | \(0.05 \left(\frac{c_{H^+}}{10^{-4}}\right)^{0.5} \cdot e^{-\frac{3 \times 10^4}{R} \left(\frac{1}{T} \left(25+273.15\right)\right)}\) |
| Reversible potential \((E_{rrev})/V\) | \(E_{rrev} = E_{rev} - \frac{RT}{F} \ln \frac{p_{H_2}^{0.5}}{c_{H^+}}\) |
| Anodic Tafel slope \((b_a)/V/\text{decade}\) | \(2.303RT\) |
| Cathodic Tafel slope \((b_c)/V/\text{decade}\) | \(2.303RT\) |

| Reaction | \(H_2CO_3 + e \leftrightarrow \frac{1}{2}H_2 + HCO_3^-\) |
| Exchange current density \(i_0/\text{A/m}^2\) | \(0.05 \left(\frac{c_{H^+}}{10^{-5}}\right)^{0.5} \cdot \left(\frac{c_{H_2CO_3}}{10^{-2}}\right)^{0.5} \cdot e^{-\frac{5 \times 10^4}{R} \left(\frac{1}{T} \left(20+273.15\right)\right)}\) |
| Reversible potential \((E_{rrev})/V\) | \(E_{rrev} = E_{rev} - \frac{RT}{F} \ln \frac{p_{H_2}^{0.5}}{c_{H^+}}\) |
| Anodic Tafel slope \((b_a)/V/\text{decade}\) | \(2.303RT\) |
| Cathodic Tafel slope \((b_c)/V/\text{decade}\) | \(2.303RT\) |

<p>| Reaction | (HAc + e \leftrightarrow \frac{1}{2}H_2 + Ac^-) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exchange current density (i_c) (\text{A/m}^2)</td>
<td>[ 0.04 \left( \frac{c_{\text{HAc}}}{1.42 \times 10^{-3}} \right)^{0.5} p_H^{0.25} e^{-\frac{2.1 \times 10^4}{R T} \left( \frac{1}{20+273.15} \right)} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversible potential (E_{rev}) (\text{V})</td>
<td>[ E_{rev} = E^0_{rev} - \frac{RT}{F} \ln \frac{p_{H_2}^{0.5}}{c_{tr^+}} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anodic Tafel slope (b_a) (\text{V/decade})</td>
<td>[ 2.303RT ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathodic Tafel slope (b_c) (\text{V/decade})</td>
<td>[ 0.5F ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>( Fe \leftrightarrow Fe^{2+} + 2e^- )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>exchange current density ( i_0 )/A/m²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reversible potential ( (E_{rev}) )/V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anodic Tafel slope ( (b_a) )/V/decade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathodic Tafel slope ( (b_c) )/V/decade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In this table, concentration is steel surface concentration in the unit of mol/L; \( T \) is absolute temperature in K; \( R \) is universal gas constant 8.314 J/mol.K and \( F \) is Faraday constant 96485 C/mol.

4.4.2.2 Pseudo-passive surface

**Cathodic reactions**

Upon pseudo-passivation, the carbon steel surface is covered by a thin but dense and protective oxide film. Unlike an active carbon steel surface, the pseudo-passive film is electrically semi-conductive. It is well-known that semi-conductivity of a passive film dramatically alters the anodic polarization behavior; however, whether a cathodic reaction is impacted on a passive film deserves more attention, since significant changes in cathodic reaction kinetics would result in a different potential on the cathode surface, thus influencing the galvanic effect. In this work, efforts have been made to compare the cathodic reaction rate on pseudo-passive and active steel surfaces. A direct comparison for cathodic reaction kinetics between pseudo-passive and active carbon steel is difficult to achieve through commonly-used electrochemical techniques such as potentiodynamic sweep. This is because the corrosion of carbon steel in CO₂ environments is often subject to mixed charge transfer and chemical reaction limiting control at the corrosion potential;
potentiodynamic sweep cannot provide direct evidence as to the charge transfer rate of a cathodic reaction for an active steel surface. The significant difference in open circuit potential of active and pseudo-passive carbon steel surfaces further prohibits the direct comparison of cathodic reactions. An example of potentiodynamic sweeps performed for stainless steel (a surrogate passive surface) and carbon steel (an active surface) is schematically shown in Figure 14. The overlap of two cathodic sweep curves occurs in the current limiting region, which is not surprising, as bulk concentration and hydrodynamic conditions are the same in both cases. Clearly, no conclusion can be deduced from this figure as to the similarity or dissimilarity of the charge transfer kinetics for cathodic reactions on the two different surfaces. A different strategy is adopted in this work in order to fill in the missing information. A simulation was performed using FREECORP (presented below), a software capable of generating the Evans diagram of a system in which potential vs. current density of electrochemical reactions can be shown. By comparing the experimentally-obtained potentiodynamic sweep for stainless steel with the total cathodic polarization curve generated from the software for carbon steel under the same conditions (as shown in Figure 15), it is evident that the cathodic reaction rate on stainless steel is not significantly different from that on the carbon steel surface. The comparison was repeated under different conditions and similar behavior was observed, as demonstrated in Figure 16. The experiments indicate that the thin passive film existing on the stainless steel surface (mostly chromium oxide) does not remarkably alter the cathodic reaction kinetics. This suggests that cathodic reaction rates are not heavily affected by the state of metal surface. The similar behavior was also reported in
an independent study\textsuperscript{102} which shows the similarity of cathodic reaction rates on carbon steel and Alloy 625 surfaces. Therefore, it can be deduced that a pseudo-passive film formed on carbon steel would not significantly affect cathodic reaction. For practical purposes, cathodic reaction rates on pseudo-passive surfaces can be evaluated in the same way as for active surfaces, which are presented in Table 2.

\textbf{Figure 14.} Potentiodynamic sweep on stainless steel and carbon steel. Test condition: T=25°C, pH=4.1, pCO\textsubscript{2}=1 bar, stagnant solution.
Figure 15. Comparison of potentiodynamic sweep of stainless steel with polarization curves of carbon steel generated from the software. Test conditions: $T=25^\circ\text{C}$, $\text{pH}=4$, $\text{NaCl}=1\%$, stagnant solution.

Figure 16. Comparison of potentiodynamic sweep of stainless steel with Polarization curves of carbon steel generated from FREECORP. Test condition: $T=25^\circ\text{C}$, $\text{pH}=5$, $\text{NaCl}=1\%$, stagnant solution.

*Anodic reaction*
Anodic reaction kinetics on a pseudo-passive surface are key in determining localized corrosion rates, as pseudo-passive current density causes a large shift of metal potential towards the positive direction and creates a potential difference between the active surface of the anode and the pseudo-passive surface of the cathode. The smaller the pseudo-passive current density is, the higher the potential difference will be, which translates to a higher localized corrosion rate. Therefore, it is important to understand what parameters affect pseudo-passive current density and how to calculate it.

As the first step in this study, electrochemical tests were conducted in the hope of determining important environmental factors that affect pseudo-passive current density and providing a guide for modeling pseudo-passive current density as a function of relating parameters.

A cyclic polarization technique was utilized in this work to measure the pseudo-passive current density under various conditions. The test procedure follows the ASTM standard G61-86.\textsuperscript{103}

In addition to potential, pH, temperature and chloride concentration have been reported to play major roles in determining pseudo-passive current density. In order to understand the effect of individual parameters and any interactions among them, a factorial experimental design technique\textsuperscript{104} was adopted to help with test matrix design and the statistical analysis of test results. The test procedure, results and results analysis are presented in Appendix 4.

The results of the factorial effect analysis on pseudo-passive current density are summarized in Table 3. According to the factorial experimental design theory, a higher
value of effect (irrespective of its sign) signifies more effect of the corresponding parameter on the pseudo-passive current density. Clearly, pH and temperature have the most significant effect on pseudo-passive current density, while the effect of Cl\textsuperscript{-} concentration is marginal. The interaction between pH and temperature seems to be another important factor. Based on the experiments, it can be concluded that the effect of Cl\textsuperscript{-} concentration on pseudo-passive current density of carbon steel in CO\textsubscript{2} environments is negligible. Judging from the sign of the effects, it is evident that higher pH leads to a smaller pseudo-passive current density, while higher temperature causes an increase in pseudo-passive current density. This implies that a more protective pseudo-passive film is formed under higher pH and lower temperature. It should be mentioned that, as an electrochemical parameter, pseudo-passive current density is inherently related to potential. Therefore, the effect of potential was intentionally excluded in the test matrix in order to reduce the cost and numbers of experiments.

*Table 3.* Effect of factors on pseudo-passive current density

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>-23.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH &amp; T</td>
<td>-18.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Cl\textsuperscript{-}]</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH &amp; [Cl\textsuperscript{-}]</td>
<td>-2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T &amp; [Cl\textsuperscript{-}]</td>
<td>5.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH &amp; T &amp; [Cl\textsuperscript{-}]</td>
<td>-5.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Equipped with the understanding gained from the experiments, a mechanistic model was developed to calculate the pseudo-passive current density as related to pH,
temperature and potential. Apparently, a constant value of pseudo-passive current density is not sufficient to satisfy the modeling needs of a complex CO₂ corrosion system, as surface conditions on a pseudo-passive surface, including pH and potential, change with time. A mechanistic model is expected to provide a more appropriate response of pseudo-passive current to change in environmental parameters.

In this work, pseudo-passive current density is determined by implementing the Point Defect Model, originally developed by Macdonald et al.\textsuperscript{28-31} and modified by Camacho et al.,\textsuperscript{38} into the carbon steel/CO₂ system. Detailed model development is given in Appendix 5. The model was calibrated against an experimental database in order to obtain the values of parameters used in the model equation. The database contains a number of measured galvanic current densities under different conditions, which were obtained from artificial pit tests.\textsuperscript{105} Some comparisons for the predicted and measured galvanic current density are illustrated in section 4.7.2. The derived equation reads:

\begin{equation}
    i_{ss} = 2 \cdot 10^{-4} \exp \left[ \frac{-0.95(-0.04V + 0.014pH)F}{RT} \right]
\end{equation}

It can be seen that the model is consistent with the results of factorial experimental analysis. Potential, pH and temperature are the three parameters included in the model equation; and higher pH and lower temperature would lead to a smaller pseudo-passive current density. Equation (85) also suggests that pseudo-passive current density increases with increasing potential, which qualitatively agrees with the classic electrochemical theory.
4.4.3 Mass transport

Mass transport of species in a dilute aqueous solution is governed by the law of mass conservation, also known as Fick’s second law. In the presence of porous film, the equation has to be modified to take into account the characteristics (e.g. porosity and tortuosity) of the film:\textsuperscript{13}

\[
\frac{\partial \varepsilon c_j}{\partial t} = -\nabla \cdot (\kappa N_j) + \varepsilon R_j 
\]  

(86)

Where \( c_j \) is the concentration of species, \( \varepsilon \) is the porosity of FeCO\(_3\) layer, \( \kappa \) is permeability of FeCO\(_3\) layer which is defined as the product of porosity (\( \varepsilon \)) and tortuosity (\( \xi \)) of the film; \( t \) is time; \( N_j \) is the flux of species and \( R_j \) is chemical reaction rate of species.

It should be noted that Equation (86) is a universal equation describing mass transport of species in the solution with and without a porous FeCO\(_3\) layer. In the absence of FeCO\(_3\) layer, the porosity and tortuosity of FeCO\(_3\) in Equation (86) both simply take the constant value of 1.

The first term on the RHS of equation (86), flux of species, is given by:

\[
N_j = -D_j^{\infty} \nabla c_j - z_j u_j F c_j \nabla \phi + c_j v
\]  

(87)

Where \( D_j^{\infty} \) is the molecular diffusion coefficient; \( z_j \) is the electrical charge; \( \phi \) is the electrostatic potential in the solution; \( F \) is the faraday constant; \( v \) is the in-situ flow velocity and \( u_j \) is the mobility of species. For a dilute solution, the value of mobility is given by:
\[ u_j = \frac{D_m}{RT} \]  

(88)

Where \( R \) is universal gas constant and \( T \) is absolute temperature.

Equation (87) suggests that the flux of species is contributed by three components: molecular diffusion, electro-migration and convection.

In a dilute solution, species can freely diffuse in the solution without coupling with each other. Therefore, modeling molecular diffusion is straightforward, requiring only the knowledge of a molecular diffusion coefficient.

*Table 4* lists the molecular diffusion coefficients of species commonly existing in the corrosion system of interest at 25°C. Most of the diffusion coefficients were collected and compiled by Nešić et.al,\(^{13}\) with the exception of hydrogen gas. Hydrogen gas is simulated in this model to yield the partial pressure of hydrogen gas at the steel surface, which is required by the Butler-Volmer equation for describing the electrochemical reaction kinetics. The diffusion coefficients are adjusted as functions of temperature and solution viscosity using Einstein-Stokes law:

\[ D_j = D_{ref} \frac{T}{T_{ref}} \frac{\mu_{ref}}{\mu} \]  

(89)

Where \( D_{ref} \) is the diffusion coefficient at reference temperature; \( T \) and \( T_{ref} \) are system temperature and reference temperature in K respectively; \( \mu \) and \( \mu_{ref} \) are solution viscosity under system and reference conditions in Pa.s, respectively.
Table 4. Species commonly existing in the system of interest, and the corresponding diffusion coefficient at 25°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Diffusion coefficient/(m²/s)</th>
<th>Reference number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>$1.96 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂CO₃</td>
<td>$2.00 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCO₃⁻</td>
<td>$1.105 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₃²⁻</td>
<td>$0.92 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H⁺</td>
<td>$9.312 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH⁻</td>
<td>$5.26 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe²⁺</td>
<td>$0.72 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl⁻</td>
<td>$2.032 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na⁺</td>
<td>$1.334 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca²⁺</td>
<td>$0.792 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba²⁺</td>
<td>$0.847 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr²⁺</td>
<td>$0.791 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAc</td>
<td>$1.24 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ac⁻</td>
<td>$1.089 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂S</td>
<td>$1.61 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS⁻</td>
<td>$2.00 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S²⁻</td>
<td>$2.00 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSO₄⁻</td>
<td>$1.33 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₄²⁻</td>
<td>$1.065 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂</td>
<td>$1.35 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Direct solution for the convection term in Equation (87) is not as straightforward as molecular diffusion since it requires knowledge of the in-situ velocity, which is typically obtained by performing a computational flow dynamics (CFD) simulation. This process is usually time-consuming and poses enormous numerical difficulty when
coupled with mass transport simulation. This is mainly due to the fact that the flow boundary layer is much thicker than the diffusion boundary layer for a water system. Therefore, special solving strategies must be pursued for proper coupling of CFD and mass transport simulation. To reduce the numerical effort and expedite the calculation, Nešić et al. have suggested a simplified way to estimate the convection effect,\(^{13}\) which is adopted in this model. This is achieved by replacing the convective flux with a turbulent diffusive-like flux in the computation domain, as shown in Equation (90):

\[
c_j v = -D_j^t \frac{\partial c_j}{\partial x} \quad (90)
\]

Where \(D_j^t\) is the turbulent diffusion coefficient, which is a function of the distance from the solid surface (bare steel or FeCO\(_3\) layer) and can be calculated as:

\[
D_j^t = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for } x < \delta_f \\
0.18 \left( \frac{x - \delta_f}{\delta - \delta_f} \right)^3 \frac{\mu}{\rho} & \text{for } x > \delta_f 
\end{cases} \quad (91)
\]

Where \(\delta\) is the diffusion layer thickness in m; \(\delta_f\) is the thickness of FeCO\(_3\) layer in m; and \(x\) the distance away from solid surface in m.

Combining Equations (87) and (90), the fluxes of species can then be calculated by:

\[
N_j = -D_j^{\text{eff}} \nabla c_j - z_j u_j F c_j \nabla \phi \quad (92)
\]

Where \(D_j^{\text{eff}}\) is the effective diffusion coefficient account for both molecular diffusion and turbulent diffusion effects and is given by \(D_j^m + D_j^t\).
Within the porous FeCO$_3$ layer it is argued that there is no flow and turbulence and species can travel through the pores driven only by molecular diffusion and electro-migration.$^{13}$

The flux due to electro-migration can usually be neglected in cases of uniform corrosion. The potential gradient generated by different diffusion rates of species is easily annihilated by large amounts of supporting species, such as Na$^+$ and Cl$^-$. However, it would be unacceptable to neglect the electro-migration effect in localized corrosion due to the fact that significant potential difference might exist between anode and cathode which could drive charged species to move at appreciably different rates.

The second term on the RHS of Equation (86) accounts for chemical reaction rates of species. As shown earlier, various species are coupled together in Reactions (52) through (55); therefore, mass transport equations for various species have to be solved simultaneously. The mathematical technique used to account for the chemical reaction rates is given by Nešić et al.$^{13}$ and has been previously described in section 4.4.1.

Calculation of mass transport is carried out in a pre-defined domain, the height of which equals the thickness of diffusion boundary layer. The thickness of diffusion boundary layer is given as:$^{110}$

$$\delta - \delta_f = 25 \text{Re}^{-7/8} d$$  \hspace{1cm} (93)

Where $\delta$ is the thickness of diffusion boundary layer, $\delta_f$ is the thickness of FeCO$_3$ layer, Re is the Reynolds number and $d$ is the hydraulic diameter.

Although a 2D domain would be preferable for simulating a galvanic cell, mass transport equations are solved in two 1D domains for the anode and the cathode
separately, stretching from the steel surface to the diffusion boundary layer/bulk solution interface. Anode and cathode are then coupled together to solve the potential/current distribution in a 2D domain. This simplification is made due to the lack of CFD (computational fluid dynamic) simulation in the model, which would be required for the convective flow in the streamwise direction (convective flow in normal-wall direction can be approximated by turbulent diffusivity) if a 2D domain were to be used for mass transport simulation. This simplification is considered acceptable because the concentration gradients in the direction normal to the metal surface are much larger than those in the streamwise direction. Therefore, neglecting mass transport in the direction parallel to the metal surface would not significantly affect the electrochemical reaction kinetics on the metal surface.

Outside the diffusion boundary layer, all species are considered to be well-mixed by turbulent flow; therefore, little concentration gradients are expected. For this reason, the boundary conditions for the upper end of the computational domain are taken as the bulk concentrations of species. The fluxes of species are used to specify the boundary condition at the metal surface. For species not involved in electrochemical reactions, zero flux is imposed; for corrosion-related species, e.g. H\(^+\), H\(_2\), H\(_2\)CO\(_3\), HCO\(_3^-\), HAc, Ac\(^-\) and Fe\(^{2+}\), etc., fluxes can be obtained from electrochemical reaction rates:

\[
N_j = \frac{i_j}{z_j F}
\]  

(94)
Where $i_j$ is the electrochemical reaction rate, which is dependent on the surface concentration of corrosive species and on the metal surface potential, as illustrated in Table 2.

As a transient simulation, initial conditions for mass transport equations are taken to be the concentrations with which chemical equilibrium is satisfied.

Figure 17 shows the computational domain together with the governing equation used in the model.

\[ \frac{\partial \varepsilon_j}{\partial t} = -\nabla \cdot \kappa \varepsilon_j + \varepsilon_j R_j \]

*Figure 17. Illustration of computation domain and governing equation for mass transport simulation.*

### 4.4.4 FeCO$_3$ layer Growth

The equation governing FeCO$_3$ layer growth was previously developed by Nešić *et al.* based on mass conservation of FeCO$_3$ in the solution, as shown in Equation (95).
In this equation FeCO$_3$ layer growth is characterized by the change in porosity. The higher the porosity, the more porous the FeCO$_3$ layer, and vice versa. The value of porosity is bounded between 0 and 1. A value of 1 indicates that no FeCO$_3$ layer is present, while a value of 0 implies that the space is completely sealed by FeCO$_3$ layer and no species can travel through. This equation suggests that growth of FeCO$_3$ layer is attributed to two factors: FeCO$_3$ precipitation and corrosion. Depending on the relative values of these two terms, FeCO$_3$ layer can be either protective or non-protective, which is consistent with the concept of scaling tendency. It is important to note that when supersaturation of FeCO$_3$ is less than 1, the precipitation rate in Equation (95) is replaced with the dissolution rate. Detailed information regarding this equation can be found in the original paper and will not be described here.

$$\frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial t} = -\frac{M_{\text{FeCO}_3}}{\rho_{\text{FeCO}_3}} R_{\text{FeCO}_3} - CR \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial x}$$

(95)

Where $M_{\text{FeCO}_3}$ and $\rho_{\text{FeCO}_3}$ are the molar mass and density of FeCO$_3$ respectively, CR is the corrosion rate in proper unit, $\varepsilon$ is the porosity of FeCO$_3$ layer, $t$ and $x$ are the coordinates in time and space.

As explained by Nešić et al., the second term on the RHS of Equation (95) accounts for the moving boundary created by the corrosion process, which poses a convective-like effect in the equation. It is well-recognized that a convective term contributes to numerical instability in solving a partial differential equation. The simplest and most common way to avoid numerical instability is by implementing a first-order upwind scheme in which interfacial parameters are evaluated by the corresponding values.
in the neighboring upstream grid. However, this scheme has only first-order accuracy and could easily lead to “false diffusion”. As argued by Lee, for equations lacking a physical diffusion term, a simple upwinding scheme would generate significant numerical diffusion and introduce an unacceptable level of numerical error due to the hyperbolic nature of the equation and the very small CFL number ($CFL = CR \cdot \Delta t / \Delta x \approx 10^{-3}$). In recent years, much attention has been directed to this issue and a number of higher-order schemes have been proposed to achieve both accuracy and stability associated with convective terms. In the previous model, the second-order Koren scheme with a flux limiter function was used to deal with the convective term (CR) in Equation (95). In this work, efforts were made to investigate the performance of this scheme against other higher-order schemes. A total of 6 schemes (2nd order upwind, KOREN, HOAB, Superbee, OSPRE, MUSCL) are compared in the context of Equation (95). All of the schemes evaluate the interfacial parameter using a specific form of second-order flux limiter functions; the implementation of these schemes is well-explained by Waterson and Deconinck.

Figure 18 shows one example of predictions made using various schemes. Figure 19 shows the corresponding corrosion rate history predicted using different schemes. It can be seen that, apart from the second-order upwind, all schemes provide comparable predictions on FeCO$_3$ layer morphology and corrosion rate. Therefore it was decided that the Koren scheme should be kept in the model as a means of dealing with the convective term in Equation (95).
**Figure 18.** Comparison of surface porosity of FeCO₃ layer with different high-order schemes for convective term in Equation (95). Simulation condition: temperature 80°C, CO₂ partial pressure 1 bar, liquid velocity 1 m/s, pipe diameter 0.1 m, bulk super saturation of FeCO₃ about 0.5 and bulk pH 6.5.

**Figure 19.** Comparison of corrosion rate with different high-order schemes for convective term in Equation (95). Simulation condition: temperature 80°C, CO₂ partial pressure 1 bar, liquid velocity 1 m/s, pipe diameter 0.1 m, bulk super saturation of FeCO₃ about 0.5 and bulk pH 6.5.
Equation (95) is solved in the same 1D domain as that used for the mass transport equation (Equation (86)). As argued by Nešić and Lee,\textsuperscript{14} although the detailed structure of a FeCO\textsubscript{3} layer in a 2D or even 3D domain would be hard to simulate, it is the overall effect of FeCO\textsubscript{3} layer that matters; therefore, 1D simulation of FeCO\textsubscript{3} layer growth is considered to be sufficient for CO\textsubscript{2} corrosion modeling.

At the FeCO\textsubscript{3} layer / metal surface interface, the porosity is considered to be 1, as the corrosion process, although slow, continuously creates voids underneath the FeCO\textsubscript{3} layer. At the other boundary (between the diffusion boundary layer and the bulk solution), it is assumed that no FeCO\textsubscript{3} can grow onto the boundary and out of the domain; therefore, porosity of FeCO\textsubscript{3} maintains at 1.

Figure 20 shows the computational domain along with the governing equation for FeCO\textsubscript{3} layer-growth simulation.

\[ \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial t} = - \frac{M_{FeCO_3}}{\rho_{FeCO_3}} R_{FeCO_3} - CR \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial x} \]

*Figure 20.* Illustration of computation domain and governing equation for FeCO\textsubscript{3} layer growth simulation.
4.4.5 Pseudo-passivation/repassivation

Pseudo-passivation of carbon steel is considered to be a fast process, the occurrence of which is determined based on thermodynamic criteria. Pseudo-passivation of carbon steel in CO\textsubscript{2} environments has been ascribed to the existence of magnetite.\textsuperscript{12} A two-step process leading to the generation of magnetite is proposed in this model, as shown in Equations (96) and (97):

\begin{equation}
\text{Fe}^{2+}\text{(aq)} + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}\text{(aq)} \rightarrow \text{Fe(OH)}_2\text{(s)} + 2\text{H}^+\text{(aq)}
\end{equation} \tag{96}

\begin{equation}
3\text{Fe(OH)}_2\text{(s)} \rightarrow \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4\text{(s)} + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}\text{(aq)} + 2\text{H}^+\text{(aq)} + 2\text{e}
\end{equation} \tag{97}

The thermodynamic conditions for Reactions (96) and (97) can be evaluated in terms of Gibbs free energy. The Gibbs free energy of any species can be calculated based on the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation:

\begin{equation}
\Delta^0G(T) = \Delta^0H(T) - T \cdot \Delta^0S(T)
\end{equation} \tag{98}

Where T is temperature in Kelvin, G, H and S are the Gibbs free energy, enthalpy and entropy, respectively.

As shown by Cheng \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{123}, Equation (98) can be transformed into a more practical form by relating heat capacity of the species to enthalpy and entropy:

\begin{equation}
\mathcal{G}^0(T) - \mathcal{G}^0(298) = \int_{298}^{T} c_p^0(T) dT - T \int_{298}^{T} \frac{c_p^0(T)}{T} dT - (T - 298) \cdot S^0(298)
\end{equation} \tag{99}

Where \( \mathcal{G}^0(298) = \sum v \cdot \mathcal{G}^0_f(298) \); \( c_p^0(T) \) is heat capacity.

Empirical correlations are usually available for heat capacity of various species as a function of temperature, which can be found in many thermodynamic handbooks. For
iconic species involved in Reactions (96) and (97), namely, H\(^+\) and Fe\(^{2+}\), the correlation proposed by Criss and Cobble\(^{124}\) is used:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{c}_p(T) &= \frac{S^*(T) - S^*(298)}{\ln \frac{T}{298}} \quad (100) \\
S^*(T) &= a(T) + b(T)S^\text{abs}_{298} \\
S^\text{abs}_{298} &= S^\text{conv}_{298} - 5.0 \cdot Z \quad (102)
\end{align*}
\]

Where \(a\) and \(b\) are entropy constants; \(S^\text{conv}_{298}\) is the standard state entropy, \(S^\text{abs}_{298}\) is the ionic entropy on the absolute scale and \(Z\) is the ionic charge.

Table 5 lists the entropy constants \((a\) and \(b\) in Equation (101)) for different types of ionic species, originally given by Criss and Cobble.\(^{124}\)

Polynomial equations were obtained to calculate \(a\) and \(b\) by performing linear regression on the data listed in Table 5.

\[
\begin{align*}
a(T) &= 0.1374T - 42.602 \quad (103) \\
b(T) &= -0.0017T + 1.5319 \quad (104)
\end{align*}
\]

Combining Equations (99) through (102), the Gibbs free energy of ionic species at any temperature is given by:\(^{123}\)

\[
G^*(T) = G^*(298) + c_p(T) \cdot \left( \frac{T}{298} \right) - (T - 298) \cdot S^\text{abs}_{298}(298) \quad (105)
\]

For elements and compounds involved in Reactions (96) and (97) such as H\(_2\)O, Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) and Fe(OH)\(_2\), heat capacity can be calculated as a polynomial function of temperature:
By substituting Equation (106) into Equation (99), the Gibbs free energy of elements and compounds can be calculated as:

\[
G^*(T) = G^*(298) + \left[ \left( a + bT + \frac{c}{T^2} \right) \right] \frac{T}{298} - T \left[ \alpha nT + bT - \frac{\epsilon}{2T^2} \right] \frac{T}{298} - (T - 298) \cdot S^*(298)
\]  
(107)

The parameters used in this model to calculate the Gibbs free energy of the species involved in Reactions (96) and (97) are listed in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Ionic species</th>
<th>Elements and compounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(G^*(298)), x10^{-3}J/mol</td>
<td></td>
<td>H(^+)</td>
<td>Fe(^{2+})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S^*(298)), J/mol.K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S^*(T)), J/mol.K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(EQ. (101))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_{p}), J/mol.K (EQ. (106))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(EQ. (105))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G^*(T)), J/mol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Parameters used for determination of the Gibbs free energy of species associated with pseudo-passivation.

With Gibbs free energy available, the reversible potential for the electrochemical Reaction (97) or the chemical equilibrium constant for the chemical Reaction (96) at the
desired temperature can easily be calculated using Equations (108) and (109), respectively:

\[ \Delta G^0 = -nF E^0_{rev} \]  \hspace{1cm} (108)

\[ \Delta G^0 = -RT \ln K_{eq} \]  \hspace{1cm} (109)

The following equations are then used to determine the equilibrium pH or potential at which pseudo-passive film would form in the solution of interest by taking into account the effect of species concentrations:

\[ K_{eq} = \frac{a_{H^+}^2}{a_{Fe^{2+}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (110)

\[ E_{rev} = E_{rev}^0 - \frac{RT}{nF} \ln \frac{a_{red}}{a_{ox}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (111)

Where \( n \) is number of moles of electrons involved in the electrochemical reactions, \( E_{rev}^0 \) and \( E_{rev}^0 \) are the reversible potential for electrochemical reactions at real and standard conditions, respectively, and \( K_{eq} \) is the equilibrium constant for chemical reactions, \( a_{H^+} \) and \( a_{Fe^{2+}} \) are the activities of \( H^+ \) and \( Fe^{2+} \), respectively, which are estimated by the corresponding concentrations.

4.4.6 Pit initiation

Since the mechanism governing pit initiation for carbon steel in CO\(_2\) environments is not clearly understood at present, in this model, a pit is initiated by artificially removing the protective layer at a randomly determined point in time. The stochastic nature of pit initiation is simulated using a Weibull distribution random function. Ascher\(^{125}\) defines the initiation time for each of the pits on a coupon as the time
at which the first failure of the system occurs. Following his reasoning, the Weibull
distribution function seems to be a good option for simulating random behavior of pit
initiation as it is the most widely used function in the field of failure analysis. For
example, DNV standard RP G101 describes a means of determining the probability of
failure based on the Weibull distribution.\textsuperscript{126} One of the unique advantages of Weibull
distribution function is that, depending on the parameters provided, this function can
exhibit the characteristics of other commonly used distribution functions such as normal,
lognormal, etc. This provides flexibility in controlling how pit initiation behaves with
respect to time.

It should be pointed out that, since this model performs calculations for only two
points (anode and cathode) on a metal surface, it is not intended to simulate the random
behavior related to the location of pit initiation.

A two-parameter Weibull distribution function is defined as:

\[
W(x) = \frac{\beta}{\alpha} \left(\frac{x}{\alpha}\right)^{\beta-1} e^{-\left(\frac{x}{\alpha}\right)^\beta}
\]

(112)

Where \( W(x) \) is the Weibull function, \( x \) is the independent variable, \( \alpha \) is the scale
parameter, \( \beta \) is the shape parameter.

The scale and shape parameters are related to mean and standard deviation of the
distribution in the following ways:

\[
\mu = \alpha \Gamma \left(1 + \frac{1}{\beta}\right)
\]

(113)
\[
\sigma^2 = \alpha^2 \left[ \Gamma\left(1 + \frac{2}{\beta}\right) - \Gamma^2\left(1 + \frac{1}{\beta}\right) \right]
\]

(114)

Where \( \mu \) is the mean value, \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation, \( \Gamma \) is the gamma function, which is defined as:

\[
\Gamma(z + 1) = \int_0^{\infty} t^z e^{-t} dt
\]

(115)

Scale parameter and shape parameter can be obtained by solving Equations (113) and (114) based on the values of mean and standard deviation. Once scale and shape parameters are obtained, a Weibull distribution random number can be generated based on a uniform distribution random number,\(^{127}\) which is normally given as a built-in function in most software packages, as shown in Equation (116):

\[
y = \alpha \cdot \left[-\ln(1 - x)\right]^{\frac{1}{\beta}}
\]

(116)

Where \( y \) is the Weibull distribution random number and \( x \) is the uniform distribution random number between 0 and 1.

Currently, a mean value of 2 hours after pseudo-passivation and a standard deviation of 0.5 hours are used to generate the time for pit initiation. These values are arbitrarily set and can easily be changed according to experimental findings.

4.4.7 Pit propagation

Pit propagation is driven by the potential difference between anode and cathode. The pit propagation rate is governed by the metal potential at the steel surface. Due to the galvanic effect, the metal potential can accelerate the corrosion rate on the anode and decelerate that on the cathode. Due to the separation of anode and cathode, the solution
resistance between anode and cathode also plays an important role in the pit propagation stage.

The potentials on the metal surface and in the liquid layer above the metal can be obtained by solving the Laplace equation governing potential distribution in a conductive medium:

\[ \nabla \cdot (\kappa_{\text{eff}} \nabla \phi) = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (117)

Where \( \kappa_{\text{eff}} \) is the effective conductivity of the electrolyte account for the presence of non-conductive FeCO₃ layer, which is given by Bruggeman’s equation as:

\[ \kappa_{\text{eff}} = \kappa_o \varepsilon^{4.5} \]  \hspace{1cm} (118)

Where \( \varepsilon \) is the porosity of FeCO₃ layer and \( \kappa_o \) is the conductivity of electrolyte without FeCO₃ layer, which can be calculated as:

\[ \kappa_o = F^2 \sum_j z_j^2 u_j c_j \]  \hspace{1cm} (119)

Where \( F \) is Faraday constant, \( z_j \) is the ionic charge, \( u_j \) is the mobility and \( c_j \) is the concentration.

Considering:

\[ i = -\kappa_{\text{eff}} \nabla \phi \]  \hspace{1cm} (120)

Equation (117) suggests:

\[ \nabla \cdot i = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (121)

Equation (121) indicates that there is no net current change in the solution and that the solution always maintains electro-neutrality.
It should be noted that the accurate form of the governing equation for electrostatic potential distribution is given by Poisson’s equation:\(^\text{108}\)

\[
\nabla^2 \phi = -\frac{F}{\varepsilon} \sum_j z_j c_j
\]

(122)

where \(\varepsilon\) is the permittivity of the electrolyte. This equation implies that potential distribution is related to the charge separation of species in the solution. However, it has been argued that in an electrochemical system, potential distribution occurs on a much shorter time scale than mass transfer. Heppner\(^\text{80}\) estimated that the time required to electrically neutralize an electrolyte is \(10^{-8}\) seconds. For water system, the quotient of \(F/\varepsilon\) is very large, which physically indicates that any small separation of charge would generate a significant potential gradient which tends to rapidly restore the system to the state of electro-neutrality. The strong force resulting from a large electrostatic potential gradient can eliminate any charge imbalance at a speed much faster than that of mass transport. Therefore, it is common practice to assume that electroneutrality is preserved at any point of time. Mathematically, this means that Equation (122) can be safely replaced with Equation (117) without introducing major errors.

Unlike in a mass transport process where a 1D domain is acceptable, a significant potential gradient can be present both in directions perpendicular and parallel to the metal surface. Therefore, it is essential to calculate the potential distribution in a 2D domain as shown in Figure 21; the height of which is equal to the thickness of the liquid layer.
The boundary condition on the steel surface is given by Kirchhoff’s law:

\[ \sum i_j = -k \nabla \phi \]  

(123)

Where \( i_j \) is the current density of individual electrochemical reactions on the metal surface, which can be calculated by the equations presented in Table 2.

For other boundaries (the left, right and upper walls of the computation domain), normal current density is set to zero. The right wall is far away from the metal surface and charged species would therefore not be able to reach the boundary; the upper wall defines the location where liquid phase (and therefore charged species) ends; the left boundary maintains zero current density due to symmetrical configuration.

It is worth mentioning that although Equation (117) applies to both uniform and localized corrosion, it is not solved for uniform corrosion in the model. This is because the potential is uniformly distributed on the steel surface due to the close proximity of
anode and cathode in a uniform corrosion cell. This uniform potential can be readily obtained based on the charge balance of anodic and cathodic reactions, as shown in Equation (124):

\[ \sum_{\text{anodic}} i = \sum_{\text{cathodic}} i \]  

(124)

where \( i \) is current density of anodic or cathodic reactions.

With the knowledge of metal potential, the anodic dissolution rate can be calculated using the iron oxidation reaction shown in Table 2.

For localized corrosion cases, potential is calculated on multiple points along the anode and cathode surfaces. In order to couple the 2D simulation of potential distribution with the 1D simulation of mass transport, the average current density on the anode or cathode surface is calculated to provide the boundary conditions for mass transport Equation (86). This is done by replacing Equation (94) with:

\[ N_j = \frac{\sum_{i} i_{ij} \cdot A_i}{A \cdot z_j F} \]  

(125)

where \( i_{ij} \) is the current density related to the \( j \)th species at the \( i \)th location, \( A_i \) is the steel surface area at the \( i \)th location and \( A \) is the total area of anode or cathode.

4.5 Numerical technique

The governing equations for mass transport and FeCO₃ layer growth are solved in two 1D domains as sketched in Figure 17 and Figure 20. It should be noted that one mass transport equation is needed for each species in solution. To simulate a real system, multiple mass transport equations are coupled and solved simultaneously. Simulating a
CO₂ aqueous system typically requires solving 10 equations or more. The governing equations are discretized using the control volume method in the predefined 1D domain with a non-uniform grid as sketched in Figure 22. Denser control volumes are placed near the steel surface where the highest fluxes are expected; as the grid approaches the bulk, less control volumes are used. With the control volume method described by Patankar, the governing partial differential equations are converted into a series of algebraic equations in each control volume. Equations (86) and (95) can be respectively discretized as:

\[
\varepsilon_P (c_{j,P} - c_{j,P}^o) \frac{\Delta x_P}{\Delta t} = -\kappa_{P+1/2} N_{j,P+1/2} + \kappa_{P-1/2} N_{j,P-1/2} + \varepsilon_P R_{j,P} \Delta x_P
\]  

(126)

\[
(\varepsilon_P - \varepsilon_P^o) \frac{\Delta x_P}{\Delta t} = -\frac{M_{FeCO_3}}{\rho_{FeCO_3}} R_{FeCO_3} \Delta x_P - CR(\varepsilon_{P+1/2} - \varepsilon_{P-1/2})
\]  

(127)

where subscripts \( P, P-1/2 \) and \( P+1/2 \) represent the control volume \( P \) and its adjacent upstream and downstream interfaces respectively as illustrated in Figure 22. Superscript “\( o \)” signifies the known variables from the previous time step and the variables without “\( o \)” refer to the present time, which are unknowns and are to be solved for.
The interfacial parameters in Equation (126) are obtained by the harmonic mean interpolation method.\textsuperscript{111} For instance, the interfacial diffusion coefficient ($D_{j,P+1/2}$) embedded in $N_{j,P+1/2}$ is evaluated by:

$$D_{j,P+1/2} = \left( \frac{1 - f_{P+1/2}}{D_{j,P}} + \frac{f_{P+1/2}}{D_{j,P+1}} \right)^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (128)$$

where $f_{P+1/2}$ is a factor related to the distance from the center of the control volume to the adjacent interface, which is calculated as:

$$f_{P+1/2} = \frac{\delta x_{P+1/2}}{\delta x_P}$$  \hspace{1cm} (129)$$

The interfacial parameter in Equation (127) is evaluated using the second-order Koren scheme\textsuperscript{115,116} due to its association with convective-like terms. For example, $\varepsilon_{P+1/2}$ is evaluated as:
where $\Psi(r_p)$ is the flux-limiting function given by:

$$\Psi(r_p) = \max\left(0, \min\left(2r_p, \left(\frac{1}{3} + \frac{2}{3} r_p\right), 2\right)\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (131)$$

and $r_p$ can be calculated as:

$$r_p = \frac{\varepsilon_{p+1} - \varepsilon_p + 1e - 20}{\varepsilon_p - \varepsilon_{p-1} + 1e - 20}$$  \hspace{1cm} (132)$$

In Equations (126) and (127), a fully-implicit time discretization scheme is implemented; the parameters in the center of a control volume ($\varepsilon_{j,P}$ and $\varepsilon_P$) are evaluated by its neighboring parameters at the current time step - implicitly. This is different from the explicit time discretization scheme in which parameters in a control volume are functions of its neighboring parameters at past time step. As illustrated by Patankar, an explicit time scheme is easier to implement, but could suffer from instability; conversely, an implicit time scheme is harder to implement, but numerically more stable.

As mentioned above, the mass transport equation is highly non-linear mainly owing to the existence of chemical reaction rates. Various species are coupled together through the chemical reaction term in a non-linear fashion, as shown in section 4.4.1. The non-linearity is further aggravated by the implementation of implicit boundary conditions on the steel surface. As shown in Equation (94), fluxes of electroactive species are given by current densities on steel surface, which are correlated with corresponding species concentrations in a non-linear fashion. All the nonlinear terms in the governing
equation(s) are linearized using Taylor series expansion, keeping only the constant and the linear term. As an example, the chemical reaction term can be linearized as:

$$ R_{j,P} = R_{j,P}^o + \sum_j \left( \frac{\partial R_{j,P}}{\partial c_{j,P}} \right)^o (c_{j,P} - c_{j,P}^o) $$

(133)

Where \( \left( \frac{\partial R_{j,P}}{\partial c_{j,P}} \right)^o \) is the derivative of chemical reaction rate with respect to involved species concentrations, which is evaluated at the concentrations obtained at the previous time step.

The discretized first-order algebraic equations are assembled into a matrix in the form of \( AX=B \) and solved simultaneously to obtain the concentrations and porosity of \( \text{FeCO}_3 \) in all control volumes. In this model, an LU method is implemented to solve the matrix.

The governing equation for potential distribution (Equation (117)) is solved in a 2D domain as shown in Figure 21. A line-by-line method is implemented to solve the equation.\(^{111}\) In this method, the governing equation is discretized in the same way as presented above:

$$ \frac{\Delta x_P}{\Delta y_n} \kappa_n \phi_{\text{n}} + \frac{\Delta x_P}{\Delta y_s} \kappa_s \phi_{\text{s}} - \left( \frac{\Delta y_P}{\Delta y_n} \kappa_n + \frac{\Delta y_P}{\Delta y_s} \kappa_s + \frac{\Delta y_P}{\Delta x_e} \kappa_e + \frac{\Delta y_P}{\Delta x_w} \kappa_w \right) \phi_P $$

$$ = -\frac{\Delta y_P}{\Delta x_e} \kappa_e \phi_E - \frac{\Delta y_P}{\Delta x_w} \kappa_w \phi_W $$

(134)

where upper case subscripts \((E, W, N, S, \text{ and } P)\) refer to the center of control volume and lower case subscripts \((e, w, n \text{ and } s)\) represent the interfaces. \( \Delta x \) and \( \Delta y \) are the size of the control volumes in the \( E-W \) and \( N-S \) directions, respectively. The notations are schematically illustrated in Figure 23.
By using the values obtained in the previous iteration for the neighboring parameters in one direction, e.g. east-west, Equation (134) can be solved for the other direction (i.e. north-south) as if it were a 1D simulation. This procedure is performed line-by-line by sweeping in a given direction, and iterates until the following criterion is satisfied:

$$
\sqrt{\frac{\sum_i \sum_j \left(\Phi_{ij} - \Phi_{o,ij}\right)^2}{\sum_i \sum_j \Phi_{ij}} \cdot \frac{N_i \cdot N_j}{N_i \cdot N_j}} < 0.001
$$

(135)

Where \( \Phi \) and \( \Phi_{o} \) are potentials at current and previous time step respectively, \( N \) is the total number of control volumes in a specific direction, subscripts \( i, j \) refer to the nodes in \( N-S \) and \( E-W \) directions, respectively.

*Figure 23.* Schematic of the 2-D control volumes used for discretizing governing equations for potential distribution.
4.6 Solving strategy

Figure 24 shows the calculation flow chart used in this model. The program starts with the calculation of metal potential under initial conditions (temperature, pressure, water chemistry, water velocity, etc.). This is followed by solving mass transport equations for various species and FeCO$_3$ layer growth equations in the predefined 1D domains for anode and cathode sequentially. In solving mass transport equations, the metal potential is used to generate fluxes of species, which are used to define the boundary conditions for the governing equations. The Laplace equation for potential is then solved in a predefined 2D domain in order to obtain the potential distribution. The updated potentials allow for the calculation of anodic and cathodic reaction rates, which can be used to generate the corrosion rate. The calculation then advances in time and starts another cycle of calculations. Throughout the calculation, steel surface pH and potential are constantly monitored. When surface conditions are such that pseudo-passivation is favored, the electrochemical reaction kinetics for pseudo-passive surface will be used to calculate the current densities. Once pseudo-passivity is achieved, the Weibull distribution random function is activated, which will at some point in time activate removal of the protective layer on the anode and initiate the pit. Upon pit initiation, electrochemical reaction kinetics on the anode are switched to those for active surface, while pseudo-passivity is maintained on the cathode.
Figure 24. Flow chart used in the localized corrosion model.
4.7 Model verification and parametric study

Although the present model targets CO$_2$ localized corrosion, it has the capability of predicting uniform corrosion as well, as all the phenomena involved in the uniform corrosion process (i.e. mass transfer, chemical reactions, electrochemical reactions and FeCO$_3$ layer growth) are present in localized corrosion. Based on the previously-built uniform corrosion model (MULTICORP V4), a completely new version of the corrosion prediction software package was developed (MULTICORP V5) based on the present work with entirely new source codes designed to simulate uniform corrosion as well as CO$_2$ localized corrosion. A number of improvements, both in the physico-chemical and numerical models were made for uniform corrosion simulation. New physics governing CO$_2$ localized corrosion was incorporated. The major improvement is in the description of electrochemical reaction kinetics, which is now done through the use of the Butler-Volmer equation with true exchange current density and reversible potential. This change results in a more reasonable potential distribution in a galvanic cell, which is critical in calculating galvanic current density. In terms of numerical changes, the main improvement was in the use of an implicit time marching scheme in solving the governing equation for FeCO$_3$ layer growth (Equation (95)). This improvement enhances the stability of the model, which would accommodate a bigger time step in the calculation leading to less simulation time. Due to the rebuilding of the entire source code, the new model needed to be recalibrated against with a large number of experimental data points for uniform corrosion and with what limited data exist for localized corrosion (all contained in the experimental database at ICMT). Overall the
verification showed good agreement. A few comparisons are illustrated in the section below to facilitate further discussion of the model’s performance.

4.7.1 Uniform corrosion verification

4.7.1.1 Film free condition

*Figure 25* shows the comparisons between the model and experiments for two important factors, pH and velocity. Good agreement is evident under all conditions. This is not surprising considering the fact that CO$_2$ uniform corrosion is relatively well-understood and mechanistically implemented in this model. It can be seen that corrosion rate increases with increasing velocity and reaches a maximum value at a certain velocity, which becomes flow-independent at still higher flow rates. This is an indication that the corrosion process switches from mass transfer limiting to charge transfer limiting. The model also suggests that corrosion becomes progressively less flow-independent as pH increases. This is because, at a higher pH, corrosion is predominantly contributed by H$_2$CO$_3$ reduction, a reaction controlled by CO$_2$ hydration rate rather than by mass transfer.
Figure 25. Comparisons between model and experiments for 1 bar CO\(_2\), 20°C and various pHs and velocities.
4.7.1.2 FeCO₃ layer forming condition

Stagnant condition

Figure 26 compares the model and experiment for FeCO₃ layer forming conditions in a stagnant solution. Bulk supersaturation with respect to FeCO₃ is around 37. The high supersaturation combined with high temperature leads to fast precipitation of FeCO₃, which causes a decrease in the corrosion rate. The measured corrosion rate vs. time trend is well-captured by the model. The sharp decrease at the beginning of the simulation is due to the initially high corrosion rate, which generates a large amount of Fe²⁺ that does not readily move away from the metal surface in a stagnant solution.

Figure 26. Comparison between model and experiments for FeCO₃ layer forming condition at temperature 80°C, 0.53bar CO₂, pH 6.3 and bulk Fe²⁺ concentration 50ppm, stagnant.
**Flowing conditions**

Figure 27 compares the model prediction with a set of experiments conducted in a glass cell with flowing conditions. Clearly, predictions fall among the variations of experimental data, revealing the capability of the model in simulating FeCO₃ growth kinetics and their effect on the corrosion process.

![Figure 27](image)

*Figure 27. Comparisons between the model and the experiments for flowing FeCO₃ layer-forming condition at temperature 80°C, pH 6.6, 0.53bar CO₂, 10ppm bulk Fe²⁺ and 1000rpm rotation speed.*

**4.7.2 Localized corrosion verification**

Limited experimental data is available in the open literature for localized corrosion rates of carbon steel corroding in CO₂ solutions. More importantly, it is not uncommon for information to be missing in open literature, and for simulation purposes
some assumptions have to be made. To raise the confidence level, the measurements conducted at ICMT are adopted as the data source for model calibration. The data were obtained in a series of artificial pit experiments conducted by Han *et al.*\textsuperscript{105} In these experiments, a large ring-shaped electrode is pre-corroded in a solution with high pH and temperature to allow the formation of dense FeCO\textsubscript{3} layer and spontaneous pseudo-passivation on the electrode surface. Once a stable FeCO\textsubscript{3} layer is obtained, the electrode is transferred into the solution of interest, and a small electrode with a freshly polished active surface is then inserted into the hole at the center of the large electrode, forming a galvanic cell with electric connection between two electrodes. The galvanic current is then measured as a function of time. The test equipment is schematically shown in Figure 28. The detailed test conditions and procedures can be found in the original paper.\textsuperscript{105} It should be stressed that these experiments recorded only the galvanic current. This should not be confused with the anodic current density which is directly related to the localized corrosion rate. The galvanic currents in the experiments are defined as the difference between total anodic and cathodic current at the metal potential. From Figure 29 it is apparent that the galvanic current (represented by $I_{\text{galvanic}}$) is smaller than the anodic current (symbolized as $I_{\text{corr \, couple}}$). Since the potential is non-uniformly distributed along the metal surface, the model takes the average galvanic current density over the anode surface to be used for comparison. Figure 30 shows an example of comparison between anodic current density and galvanic current density. Anodic current density is evidently higher than galvanic current density throughout the simulation.
Figure 28. Schematic illustration of the artificial pit unit used in Han et al. experiments (a) fully assembled artificial pit, (b) cutaway side view, (c) enlarged bottom view of cathode; center hole for anode, (d) detailed cross section view.
Figure 29. Evans diagram depicting relationship of galvanic current and anodic current. Galvanic current is represented by $I_{\text{galvanic}}$ and anodic current is symbolized by $I_{\text{corr\ couple}}$.

Figure 30. Comparison of anodic current density and galvanic current density. Simulation conditions: Supersaturation of FeCO$_3$ 0.3–0.9, T 80 °C, CO$_2$ 0.53bar, pH 5.9-6.1, 1wt % NaCl, stagnant.
4.7.2.1 Stagnant condition

Figure 31 shows the measured and predicted galvanic current density in a stagnant solution. Both model and experiments suggest pit propagation under these conditions where supersaturation is around 1 (the condition known as the “grey zone”\(^1\)). The galvanic current density starts off at a high value and quickly drops within short period of time. It then slowly creeps up and reaches around 1A/m\(^2\) at the end of the simulation. The sharp drop in galvanic current density at the beginning is due to the establishment of mass transfer limitation which is induced by the high galvanic current density at the moment of galvanic coupling. In a stagnant solution, the corrosion product (Fe\(^{2+}\)) generated from the corrosion process tends to stay at the metal surface, leading to a large increase in supersaturation and resulting in fast precipitation on the metal surface. In such a process, CO\(_3^{2-}\) is continuously consumed by the precipitation process. In the mean time, supplemental CO\(_3^{2-}\) from the bulk solution is compromised by the large mass transfer resistance due to the absence of convective flow. Therefore, substantial reduction of CO\(_3^{2-}\) concentration is experienced near the steel surface, which drives Reaction (30) to give up more H\(^+\) in the solution adjacent to the anode surface. The increased solution acidity raises the potential of the anode and leads to increased anode current density as the corrosion process evolves. It can be expected that, as the precipitation process continuously draws CO\(_3^{2-}\) out of the solution, a shortage of CO\(_3^{2-}\) will eventually be experienced particularly in the vicinity of the metal surface, which will decrease the supersaturation of FeCO\(_3\). Excessive Fe\(^{2+}\) on the steel surface will then start raising the surface pH to maintain charge balance in the solution. The competing effect of
precipitation and charge balance will eventually reach the balance where pit propagation can continue at a relatively stable rate. Figure 32 shows the history of a predicted surface pH and potential at an anode to support the above arguments.

*Figure 31*. Comparison of galvanic current density between model and experiments for the conditions: Supersaturation of FeCO₃ 0.3−0.9, Temperature 80 °C, CO₂ 0.53bar, pH 5.9-6.1, 1wt % NaCl, stagnant.
Figure 32. Surface pH and potential as a function of time. Simulation conditions: Supersaturation of FeCO₃ 0.3–0.9, T 80 ºC, CO₂ 0.53bar, pH 5.9-6.1, 1wt % NaCl, stagnant.

Figure 33 illustrates a case of pit death at FeCO₃ supersaturation above 1. Mimicking the trend exhibited in the measurement, the model predicts a progressively-decreasing galvanic current density which eventually diminishes after about 40 hours. The decreasing galvanic current density is due to the formation of FeCO₃ layer on the anode surface as a result of FeCO₃ supersaturation above 1. The FeCO₃ layer formation is greatly enhanced by the slow mass transfer of Fe²⁺ in the stagnant solution. Still, it is striking that a medium level of supersaturation in this case would cause such a rapid decrease of galvanic current. This case further justifies the “grey zone” theory, which suggests that a pit propagates when supersaturation of FeCO₃ is around unity.
Figure 33. Comparison between the model and the experiment for the conditions: Supersaturation of FeCO$_3$ 3–9, T 80 °C, pCO$_2$ 0.53bar, pH 5.6, [NaCl] =1wt%, stagnant.

4.7.2.2 Flowing condition

*Figure 34* illustrates the measured and simulated galvanic current densities in a flowing solution. It is notable that pit propagation prevails in this case with the supersaturation value within the “grey zone”. The galvanic current density initializes at a high value and quickly drops to about 4A/m$^2$ due to mass transfer limitation. The galvanic current density is then stabilized at that level in the rest of the simulation. It is worth mentioning that under flowing conditions, the galvanic current density does not increase with time as galvanic corrosion proceeds. This is because the flow greatly enhances the mass transfer and carries away the corrosion product (Fe$^{2+}$) on the metal.
surface, which prevents the large consumption of $\text{CO}_3^{2-}$ and resulting acidity in the near-metal solution. Conversely, the model predicts a slightly higher surface pH compared to the bulk value (pH 5.9) due to existence of excessive $\text{Fe}^{2+}$ on the metal surface, as shown in Figure 35. The surface pH variation is consistent with the trend of galvanic current, which reflects the amounts of $\text{Fe}^{2+}$ produced in the corrosion process.

Figure 34. Comparison between model and experiments for the conditions: Supersaturation of FeCO$_3$ 0.8–4, T 80 °C, CO$_2$ 0.53bar, pH 5.9, 1wt % NaCl, 500rpm.
Figure 35. Anode surface pH vs. time for the condition: Supersaturation of FeCO$_3$ 0.8–4, T 80 °C, CO$_2$ 0.53bar, pH 5.9, 1wt % NaCl, 500rpm.

4.7.3 Parametric study

4.7.3.1 Effect of supersaturation of FeCO$_3$

It has been repeatedly observed in the experiments that supersaturation is a key indicator for pit propagation potential. The so-called “grey zone” theory suggests that a pit can propagate in a CO$_2$ environment around FeCO$_3$ saturation point, i.e. when under/super-saturation is in the range of 0.5–2.$^1$ Although no strict criterion has been imposed in the model, Figure 31 and Figure 33 clearly shows that the model is able to properly capture the concept of the “grey zone” and predict reasonable corrosion behavior as observed in the experiments. In this subsection, two simulation cases are made to demonstrate the effect of supersaturation on localized corrosion behavior. The
simulation conditions are: temperature 80°C, \( \text{CO}_2 \) partial pressure 0.52 bar, liquid velocity 0.5 m/s, 0.1 wt% NaCl, bulk pH 6, bulk supersaturation of FeCO\(_3\) 1 and 10 respectively.

Figure 36 compares the corrosion rates for different supersaturation levels. It can be seen that a higher supersaturation evidently shorten the time required for pseudo-passivation, as indicated by the sharp drop in the corrosion rate at about 70 hours for supersaturation of 10. The pseudo-passivation is attributed to FeCO\(_3\) precipitates on the metal surface, which increases the mass transfer resistance to various species moving towards or away from the metal surface. Particularly, this leads to a lower concentration of H\(^+\) or higher pH on the metal surface. The onset of pseudo-passivation is triggered upon achievement of a critical surface pH where formation of magnetite is favored, as discussed in section 4.4.5. The sudden jump of corrosion rate shortly after pseudo-passivation is due to pit initiation, which is achieved by artificially removing the protective films on the anode surface, including FeCO\(_3\) layer and pseudo-passive film. In this process, the bare active anode surface is exposed to the corrosive solution, leading to a lower potential while the cathode remains pseudo-passivated. A galvanic cell is therefore established between the active anode and the pseudo-passivated cathode, which drives the anode to corrode at a substantially higher rate. It can be seen that the two simulation cases exhibit quite different corrosion behaviors after the pit is initiated. With lower supersaturation, pit is able to propagate in the remainder of simulation time, while pit death is experienced with higher supersaturation irrespective of repeated pit initiation triggered by artificial film removal. The stable pit propagation at supersaturation 1 is due
to the balance between FeCO₃ precipitation rate and corrosion rate, which leaves the anode surface relatively free of film coverage. At an elevated supersaturation, however, FeCO₃ precipitation proceeds faster than corrosion, which builds a more protective FeCO₃ layer on the anode surface leading to a decreasing potential difference between anode and cathode, at some point in time, the potential difference is vanished due to repassivation on the anode surface. The potential differences for two cases are demonstrated in Figure 37.

Figure 36. Effect of supersaturation on localized corrosion rate. Simulation conditions: temperature 80°C, CO₂ partial pressure 0.52bar, 0.1 wt% NaCl, velocity 0.2m/s, bulk pH 6.
4.7.3.2 Effect of velocity

Velocity is an important factor in a uniform corrosion process by enhancing mass transfer rate of corrosive species. This subsection is intended to demonstrate how velocity can affect localized corrosion process. It should be noted that flow effect on pit initiation is not yet built in the model. Therefore, it is not the intention of this case to discuss the scenario related to flow induced localized corrosion. Rather, the emphasis is placed on flow effect on pit propagation. Figure 38 shows the corrosion rate change for bulk velocity of 0.5m/s and 1m/s. The simulation conditions are: temperature 80°C, CO$_2$ partial pressure 0.53bar, 0.1 wt% NaCl, bulk pH 6, bulk supersaturation of FeCO$_3$ 10.

It can be seen that higher velocity largely delays pseudo-passivation. This is due to the enhanced mass transfer rate in a fast-flowing fluid which swiftly carries away Fe$^{2+}$
on the metal surface and effectively reduces the supersaturation of FeCO₃. As a result, a slower precipitation process is experienced with higher velocity. It can be seen that under higher velocity, the reduced precipitation rate slows down FeCO₃ layer buildup on the anode surface irrespective of high supersaturation of FeCO₃ in the bulk solution. This leads to pit propagation throughout the simulation. On the other hand, in the lower velocity case, pit death is predicted shortly after pit initiation. The pit death at low velocity is due to the accumulation of Fe²⁺ on metal surface leading to increased surface supersaturation and consequent precipitation of FeCO₃, which overpowers undermining effect. This case clearly demonstrates that, once initiated, a pit tends to propagate in a fast-moving solution but its growth is arrested in a slow-moving solution.
Figure 38. Corrosion rate comparison for bulk liquid velocity at 0.5m/s and 1m/s. Simulation conditions: temperature 80°C, CO$_2$ partial pressure 0.52bar, 0.1 wt% NaCl, bulk pH 6, bulk supersaturation of FeCO$_3$ 10.

4.7.3.3 Effect of solution conductivity

Solution conductivity plays a significant role in galvanic corrosion, as it affects potential and current distribution in a galvanic cell. Lower solution conductivity leads to a more non-uniformly distributed potential and smaller current, while higher conductivity results in a more spreading pattern of potential distribution and higher current. Without the consideration of solution conductivity, the localized corrosion rate would be largely overestimated, with the exception of the cases where solution conductivity is very high. In this model, potential distribution is solved with solution conductivity, mass transfer and charge transfer effect coupled together; in other words, tertiary potential distribution can be obtained with the model. Figure 39 compares the galvanic current density of the anode in solutions with different conductivity. Pronounced differences can be seen for
different salt concentrations. It can be seen that progressively smaller current density increase is experienced with increasing salt concentrations. This is because when conductivity becomes high enough, it stops being the limiting factor for the corrosion rate. It can be expected that further increase of conductivity would not lead to significant change of the galvanic current density.

Figure 39. Galvanic current densities for solutions with different conductivity. Simulation conditions: pH 5.9, T 80°C, CO₂ 0.53bar, FeCO₃ supersaturation 2, 0.25m/s.

4.8 Model limitations

This model is built based on a series of fundamental laws allowing the exploration of related process parameters involved in corrosion, such as water chemistry and electrochemistry, in order to elucidate the mechanism(s) governing localized corrosion of
carbon steel in a CO₂ environment. Calculated results have shown good agreement with experimental results. However, like any model, the present model has certain assumptions and limitations that must be appreciated by users in order to achieve confident predictions.

Limitations of the current model are listed below:

- This model is a “2-point model” for mass transport (1D simulation performed for two individual points: anode and cathode) coupled with a 2D model for potential/current distribution. Concentration gradients in the direction parallel to the metal surface are assumed to be unimportant and are neglected.

- An ideal solution is assumed, e.g., concentrations instead of activities are used for calculation, and species independently diffuse in the solution.

- Pit initiation is arbitrarily triggered, as the exact theory is still under development; therefore, kinetics of pit initiation are not properly included.

- As a pit propagates, the anode surface progressively recedes. The moving boundary increases the distance over which diffusion occurs, which enhances the mass transfer resistance. The effect of a moving boundary is neglected in the current model.

5. Conclusions

A transient mechanistic model has been built “from the ground up” to simulate the CO₂ localized corrosion process of carbon steel. The new model (MULTICORP V5¹) is built upon the previously developed uniform corrosion model (MULTICORP V4), in

---

¹ Since the availability of the source code and the application software based on the present model (MULTICORP V5) is limited to the sponsoring companies, an effort was made to provide the broader corrosion community with a free mechanistic model for internal corrosion prediction of carbon steel pipelines, built around the same theoretical concepts. This was achieved by building FREECORP software with an open source code, which is described in Appendix 6.
which mass transfer, water chemistry, surface electrochemistry, FeCO₃ layer formation are taken into account. New physics governing localized corrosion, such as pseudo-passivation/repassivation, galvanic coupling with solution resistance effect have been added into the model to enable the prediction of both uniform and localized corrosion. Due to the unavailability of a mechanistic pit initiation theory, in this model pits are triggered by artificially removing the protective layer on the anode at a randomly determined point in time.

Apart from water chemistry and uniform/localized corrosion rate, this model is able to predict the time at which pseudo-passivation is invoked based upon thermodynamic equilibrium governing the formation of magnetite. Pseudo-passive current density is mechanistically determined as a function of potential, surface pH and temperature, which change as the corrosion process proceeds. Upon initiation of a pit, the model can predict the evolution of a localized corrosion process and determine whether the pit will propagate or be arrested (die), as physico-chemical conditions at the steel surface evolve over time. Species, potential and current distribution in the computation domain can be extracted from the model at any point in time to facilitate the understanding of the localized corrosion process.

The model has been fully verified with a database containing a large number of measurements for uniform corrosion. Good agreement is extensively obtained between model predictions and measurements.

The model has also been calibrated against limited localized corrosion measurements that were obtained through the measurements of galvanic current in an
artificial pit test unit. Better adjustment of parameters can be anticipated as more reliable test results become available for localized corrosion of carbon steel in the system of interest.

The parametric study shows that pit propagation prevails when supersaturation of FeCO₃ is around unity (i.e. near saturation). At supersaturation well above unity, a pit tends to die due to precipitation of FeCO₃ on the anode. High flow rate tends to maintain pit propagation while low flow rate facilitates pit death. Solution conductivity plays a significant role in determining pit propagation rate. Appreciable increase of localized corrosion rates has been seen with increasing solution conductivity, however this effect diminishes as conductivity approaches a certain high value where solution resistance is no longer a limiting factor.
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APPENDIX 1: DERIVATION OF THE EQUATION FOR FeCO₃ LAYER DISSOLUTION

FeCO₃ layer dissolution, Equation (136), is based on the assumption that the process is under mass transfer control implying that supersaturation of FeCO₃ on the film surface is maintained at 1.¹⁰¹

\[
\text{FeCO}_3 \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+}_{(aq)} + \text{CO}_3^{2-}_{(aq)} \quad (136)
\]

Let \( \Delta c \) mol/L FeCO₃ dissolves during the time period of \( \Delta t \), due to mass balance:

\[
\Delta c = \Delta c_{\text{Fe}^{2+}} = \Delta c_{\text{CO}_3^{2-}} \quad (137)
\]

The supersaturation of FeCO₃ at film surface is given by:

\[
SS_{\text{FeCO}_3} = \frac{(c_{\text{Fe}^{2+}} + \Delta c)(c_{\text{CO}_3^{2-}} + \Delta c)}{K_{sp_{\text{FeCO}_3}}} = 1 \quad (138)
\]

Solution of Equation (138) for \( \Delta c \) yields:

\[
\Delta c = \frac{\left(c_{\text{Fe}^{2+}} + c_{\text{CO}_3^{2-}}\right) + \sqrt{\left(c_{\text{Fe}^{2+}} - c_{\text{CO}_3^{2-}}\right)^2 + 4K_{sp_{\text{FeCO}_3}}}}{2} \quad (139)
\]

By definition, the dissolution rate of FeCO₃ is given by:

\[
R_{\text{dis}} = \frac{dc}{dt} \quad (140)
\]

Substitute Equation (139) into (140) yields:

\[
R_{\text{dis}} = \frac{\left(c_{\text{Fe}^{2+}} + c_{\text{CO}_3^{2-}}\right) + \sqrt{\left(c_{\text{Fe}^{2+}} - c_{\text{CO}_3^{2-}}\right)^2 + 4K_{sp_{\text{FeCO}_3}}}}{2\Delta t} \quad (141)
\]
Where $R_{\text{dis}}$ is FeCO$_3$ dissolution rate in mol/(m$^3$.s); $c_{Fe^{2+}}, c_{CO_3^{2-}}$: concentration of Fe$^{2+}$ and CO$_3^{2-}$ in mol/m$^3$; $SS_{FeCO_3}$ is supersaturation of FeCO$_3$; $K_{SP_{FeCO_3}}$ is the solubility limit of FeCO$_3$, $t$ is time in sec.
APPENDIX 2: DERIVATION OF THE EXCHANGE CURRENT DENSITY FOR IRON OXIDATION

For Fe oxidation:

\[ Fe \leftrightarrow Fe^{2+} + 2e \]  \quad (41)

The reversible potential is given by the Nernst equation as:

\[ E_{rev} = E_{rev}^o - \frac{RT}{2F} \ln \frac{1}{c_{Fe^{2+}}} \]
\[ = E_{rev}^o + \frac{RT}{2F} \ln c_{Fe^{2+}} \]  \quad (41)

For a reaction kinetics following Tafel behavior as shown in Figure 40,

\[ E_0 - E_{rev} = b_a \cdot (\log i_0 - \log i_{rev}) \]  \quad (142)

In the previous model, \( E_0 \), \( i_0 \) and \( b_a \) are respectively given as: \(^{13}\)

\[ E_0 = -0.488V \]  \quad (143)
\[ i_0 = 1 \cdot e^{\frac{\Delta H (1 - 1 \left( \frac{1}{T} \frac{1}{T_{ref}} \right))}{R (T - T_{ref})}} \]  \quad (144)
\[ b_a = \frac{2.303RT}{1.5F} \]  \quad (145)

Substituting Equations (41) and (143) through (145) into Equation (142) yields:

\[ -0.488 - E_{rev}^o - \frac{RT}{2F} \ln c_{Fe^{2+}} = \frac{2.303RT}{1.5F} \cdot (\log e^{\frac{\Delta H (1 - 1 \left( \frac{1}{T} \frac{1}{T_{ref}} \right))}{R (T - T_{ref})}} - \log i_{rev}) \]  \quad (146)
\[
\frac{-0.488 - E_{rev}^o - \frac{RT}{2F} \ln c_{Fe^{2+}}}{2.303RT \frac{1}{1.5F}} = 2.303 \cdot (\log e^{\frac{\Delta H}{R} \left(\frac{1}{T} - \frac{1}{T_{ref}}\right)}) - \log i_{rev}
\]

(147)

\[
\frac{-0.488 - E_{rev}^o - \frac{RT}{2F} \ln c_{Fe^{2+}}}{RT \frac{1}{1.5F}} = \ln e^{\frac{\Delta H}{R} \left(\frac{1}{T} - \frac{1}{T_{ref}}\right)} - \ln i_{rev}
\]

(148)

\[
\frac{-\left(0.488 + E_{rev}^o\right) - \frac{1.5}{2} \ln c_{Fe^{2+}}}{RT \frac{1}{1.5F}} = -\frac{\Delta H}{R} \left(\frac{1}{T} - \frac{1}{T_{ref}}\right) - \ln i_{rev}
\]

(149)

\[
\ln i_{rev} = \frac{835.6}{T} + \ln c_{Fe^{2+}}^{0.75} - \frac{\Delta H}{R} \left(\frac{1}{T} - \frac{1}{T_{ref}}\right)
\]

(150)

\[
i_{rev} = e^{\frac{835.6}{T}} \cdot c_{Fe^{2+}}^{0.75} \cdot e^{-\frac{\Delta H}{R} \left(\frac{1}{T} - \frac{1}{T_{ref}}\right)}
\]

(151)

Where \(E_{rev}\): reversible potential of Fe oxidation, V; \(E_{rev}^o\): reversible potential of Fe oxidation at standard conditions, -0.44V vs. SHE; \(R\): universal gas constant, 8.3145 J/mol.K; \(T\): temperature, Kelvin; \(F\): Faraday constant, 96485C/mol; \(c_{Fe^{2+}}\): surface concentration, mol/L; \(E_0\): a reference potential, -0.488V; \(i_0\): anodic current density at the reference potential, A/m²; \(i_{rev}\): exchange current density at the reversible potential, A/m²; \(\Delta H\): activation energy for Fe oxidation, 37.5kJ/mol; \(b_a\): anodic Tafel slope for Fe oxidation; \(T_{ref}\): reference temperature for Fe oxidation, K.
Figure 40. E-i diagram for Fe oxidation. \( i_{\text{rev}} \) can be obtained from the point \((E_0, i_0)\), the Tafel slope \(b_a\) and \(E_{\text{rev}}\).
APPENDIX 3: DERIVATION OF THE EXCHANGE CURRENT DENSITY FOR H⁺ REDUCTION

For H⁺ reduction,

\[ H^+ + e \leftrightarrow \frac{1}{2} H_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (152)

The reversible potential is given by the Nernst equation as:

\[
E_{rev} = E_{rev}^o - \frac{RT}{F} \ln \left( \frac{p_{H_2}^{0.5}}{c_{H^+}} \right)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (153)

For a cathodic reaction kinetics following Tafel behavior as shown in Figure 41:

\[ \frac{E_{rev} - E_0}{\log i_{rev} - \log i_0} = b_c \]  \hspace{1cm} (154)

\[ E_0, \ i_0 \ \text{and} \ b_c \ \text{have been respectively given as:} \]

\[
E_0 = \frac{RT}{F} \ln(c_{H^+}) \]

\[ i_0 = i_{ref} \cdot e^{\frac{-\Delta H}{R} \left( \frac{1}{T} - \frac{1}{T_{ref}} \right)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (156)

\[
b_c = \frac{2.303RT}{0.5F} \]  \hspace{1cm} (157)

Substituting Equations (153) and (155) through (157) and into Equation (154) yields:
\[
\frac{RT}{F} \ln \left( p_{H_2}^{0.5} \cdot c_{H^+} \right) - \frac{RT}{F} \ln (c_{H^+}) = \frac{2.303RT}{0.5F} \log i_{rev} - \log i_0 \tag{158}
\]

\[
\frac{\ln \left( p_{H_2}^{0.5} \cdot c_{H^+} \right) - \ln (c_{H^+})}{\ln (i_{rev}) - \ln (i_0)} = 2 \tag{159}
\]

\[
\ln \left( \frac{p_{H_2}^{0.5} \cdot c_{H^+}}{c_{H^+}} \right) = 2 \ln \left( \frac{i_{rev}}{i_0} \right) \tag{160}
\]

\[
p_{H_2}^{0.5} = \left( \frac{i_{rev}}{i_0} \right)^2 \tag{161}
\]

\[
i_{rev} = i_0 \cdot p_{H_2}^{0.25} \tag{162}
\]

Where \( E_{rev} \): reversible potential of \( H^+ \) reduction, \( V \); \( E_{rev}' \): reversible potential of \( H^+ \) reduction at standard conditions, \( 0V \) vs. SHE; \( R \): universal gas constant, \( 8.3145 \) \( \text{J/mol.K} \); \( T \): temperature, Kelvin; \( F \): Faraday constant, \( 96485 \text{C/mol} \); \( c_{H^+} \): surface concentration of \( H^+ \), \( \text{mol/L} \); \( p_{H_2} \): partial pressure of Hydrogen gas at metal surface, Pa; \( E_0 \): a reference potential; \( i_0 \): anodic current density at the reference potential, \( \text{A/m}^2 \); \( i_{rev} \): exchange current density at the reversible potential, \( \text{A/m}^2 \); \( \Delta H \): activation energy for Fe oxidation, \( 37.5 \text{kJ/mol} \); \( b_c \): cathodic Tafel slope for Fe oxidation; \( T_{ref} \): reference temperature for Fe oxidation, K.

Note: although this derivation is demonstrated for \( H^+ \) reduction, it can be shown that similar expressions can be obtained for \( H_2\text{CO}_3 \) reduction and \( \text{HAc} \) reduction due to thermodynamic equivalence of these reactions.
Figure 41. E-i diagram for H⁺ reduction. $i_{\text{rev}}$ can be obtained from the point $(E_0, i_0)$, the Tafel slope $b_c$ and $E_{\text{rev}}$. 
APPENDIX 4: DETERMINATION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS AFFECTING PSEUDO-PASSIVE CURRENT DENSITY OF CARBON STEEL BY CYCLIC POLARIZATION TECHNIQUE

A4.1 Test Procedure and Test Matrix

In these experiments, cyclic polarization technique was utilized to measure the pseudo-passive current density under various combinations of pH, temperature and chloride concentration. The test procedure is given by ASTM G61-1998 and a brief description of the procedure is presented here.

- Prepare the solution, and raise the temperature to the desired level.
- Purge solution with high purity CO₂ gas (purity>99.99%) for at least 1 hour. Then adjust solution pH to the appropriate value with HCl or NaCO₃ solution.
- Wet grind cylindrical coupon made from carbon steel C1018 using 150-grit sand paper followed by 600-grit sand paper made of silicon carbide. Rinse the coupon with deionized water and iso-propanol, respectively.
- Dry the coupon in cool air. Set the coupon in still in the solution for at least 1 hour before the test.
- Anodically polarize the coupon at the rate of 0.6V/hour starting from the open circuit potential, until current reaches 54 mA or potential reaches the level at which water oxidation occurs, and then cathodically polarize back towards the open circuit potential.
The test is terminated whenever open circuit potential is reached or hysteresis loop of the polarization curve is closed. The test conditions are listed in Table 6.

Table 6. Test conditions for cyclic polarization test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test method</th>
<th>cyclic polarization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test equipment</td>
<td>Glass cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test specimen</td>
<td>C1018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Pressure</td>
<td>1bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>60 ºC and 80 ºC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>7 and 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>stagnant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl concentration</td>
<td>0.2 mol/L and 2 mol/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweep rate</td>
<td>0.1667mV/s (ASTM G61)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To facilitate the analysis of test results and obtain quantitative information for the tested parameters, the factorial experiment design technique was used to formulate the test matrix. A $2^3$ test matrix was designed, where two extreme levels of values were assigned to each parameter. All possible combinations of parameters were tested, which gives a total number of 8 tests. The test matrix is listed in Table 7.
Table 7. Test matrix for factorial design experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test number</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Temp/°C</th>
<th>NaCl/ mol/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A4.2 Test Results

Figure 42 through Figure 49 show the cyclic polarization curves obtained for each condition.

Figure 42. Cyclic polarization curve of C1018. Test conditions: T=60°C, pH=7, NaCl=0.2 mol/L.
Figure 43. Cyclic polarization curve of C1018. Test conditions: T=60°C, pH=8, NaCl=0.2 mol/L.

Figure 44. Cyclic polarization curve of C1018. Test conditions: T=80°C, pH=7, NaCl=0.2 mol/L.
Figure 45. Cyclic polarization curve of C1018. Test conditions: T=80°C, pH=8, NaCl=0.2 mol/L.

Figure 46. Cyclic polarization curve of C1018. Test conditions: T=60°C, pH=7, NaCl=2 mol/L.
Figure 47. Cyclic polarization curve of C1018. Test conditions: T=60°C, pH=8, NaCl=2 mol/L.

Figure 48. Cyclic polarization curve of C1018. Test conditions: T=80°C, pH=7, NaCl=2 mol/L.
Figure 49. Cyclic polarization curve of C1018. Test conditions: T=80°C, pH=8, NaCl=2 mol/L.

The pseudo-passive current density is summarized in Table 8.

Table 8. Summary of the results for cyclic polarization tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test number</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Temp/ °C</th>
<th>NaCl/ mol/L</th>
<th>Passive current density/A/m²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>8~9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.03~0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>~33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.02~0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>~2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2~0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>~50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.03~0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A4.3 Test Result Analysis

The factorial effect analysis was performed to provide a quantitative evaluation of the effect of factors (parameters) on pseudo-passive current density. A matrix containing the geometric notation of different factors together with the target parameters (pseudo-passive current density) is shown in Table 9. This matrix was used to numerically evaluate the effect of individual factors and interaction between factors on the target parameters. The effect of parameters is calculated as:

\[ E = \frac{1}{4} \sum_{i=1}^{8} (\alpha_i \cdot P_i) \]  

(163)

Where \( E \): effect of a particular factor; \( i \): the number of experiment; \( \alpha \): Factorial effect coefficient associated with each factor found in Table 9; \( P \): values of target parameters (pseudo-passive current density) obtained in each experiment. The more the value of \( E \) deviates from 0, the more significant the corresponding parameter(s) would be.

For instance, to determine the effect of pH on the pseudo-passive current density, the following equation is used:

\[ E_{pH} = \frac{1}{4} (-1 \times 8.5 + 1 \times 0.36 + (-1) \times 33 + 1 \times 0.06 + (-1) \times 2 + 1 \times 0.35 + (-1) \times 50 + 1 \times 0.12) \]

(164)

which gives a value of -23.15. The negative value of \( E_{pH} \) indicates that increase of pH would lead to a decrease of pseudo-passive current density, and vice versa.

The results of factorial effect analysis on pseudo-passive current density are summarized in Table 3.
Table 9. Matrix used for performing factorial effect analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>pH &amp; T</th>
<th>Cl⁻</th>
<th>pH &amp; Cl⁻</th>
<th>T &amp; Cl⁻</th>
<th>pH&amp;T&amp;Cl⁻</th>
<th>Passive current density/A/m²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Effect of factors on passive current density

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>-23.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH &amp; T</td>
<td>-18.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Cl⁻]</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH &amp; [Cl⁻]</td>
<td>-2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T &amp; [Cl⁻]</td>
<td>5.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH &amp; T &amp; [Cl⁻]</td>
<td>-5.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX 5: MODELING PSEUDO-PASSIVE CURRENT DENSITY OF CARBON STEEL IN CO₂ ENVIRONMENT BASED ON POINT DEFECT MODEL

A5.1 Introduction

The Point Defect Model is considered to be one of the most successful mechanistic models describing passivity; it was originally developed by D. Macdonald and his colleagues beginning in the early 1980s. The model is based on the hypothesis that passive current density is governed by the transport of various defects (vacancies and interstitials) through the passive film. The most important assumptions made in the Point Defect Model are:

- Electric field strength is independent of film thickness. This assumption has been verified by experimental evidence, as the potential drop across the passive film was found to be linearly changed with passive film thickness.
- Passive film/solution interface potential is linearly related to pH and applied potential.

To ease further discussion of this model, a brief introduction on point defects is given below. A point defect can be defined as “a lattice site which contains an atom, ion or molecule which would not be present on that site in a perfectly stoichiometric material”. In nature, any real crystals above absolute zero degree (0 K) contain defects. A point defect can be either a vacancy site or an interstitial site in a crystal structure. The two most common types of point defect are so-called Schottky and Frenkel defects, as demonstrated in Figure 50. It can be seen that the Schottky defect contains a pair of
cation and anion vacancies, while Frenkel defect is made of a cationic interstitial ion accompanied by a corresponding cation vacancy. Some characteristics of point defects related to the Point Defect Model are listed below.

- Interstitial ions exist in significant amount only when the size of the cation is much smaller than the anion.
- Ions situated at normal sites are electronically neutral; however, vacancies are negatively or positively charged to balance the surrounding ions.
- For a Schottky defect, a cation vacancy must be accompanied by certain numbers of anion vacancy to maintain overall electro-neutrality of the crystal.
A5.2 Model Development

A Point Defect Model for CO$_2$ environments proposed by O. R. Camacho et al. is schematically illustrated in Figure 51. A bi-layer structure was suggested in this model, which includes a passive film (barrier layer) and an outer layer (mainly composed of FeCO$_3$). A total of 9 reactions were proposed to take place at 3 interfaces, metal/passive film, passive film/outer layer and outer layer/solution. Various vacancies, cation interstitials and aqueous species are involved in the reactions.
In this work, modifications were made to this model for proper coupling of the Point Defect Model with the localized corrosion model. The pseudo-passive film considered in this study is magnetite (FeO+Fe₂O₃) through which vacancies of Fe³⁺ and O²⁻ travels; however, interstitial defects are not taken into account. This is because the radius of Fe³⁺ in a crystal (about 0.785 nm) is not significantly smaller than that of O²⁻ (about 1.25 nm). It would require a significant amount of energy for Fe³⁺ to squeeze into the lattice structure formed by O²⁻. Hence, it was determined that the interstitial defects, would not contribute much to the electrical charge-carrying process. Further simplification was made by excluding the outer layer in the model, which is mainly composed of FeCO₃ in a carbon steel/CO₂ system. This is because the potential distribution in the solution (including that within FeCO₃ layer) can be obtained by solving the Laplace equation, which allows for direct determination of potential on the pseudo-passive surface. Therefore, potential gradient across FeCO₃ layer is not required in this particular model. Figure 52 shows schematic of the revised model proposed in this study.
According to Figure 52, a total of 5 reactions (Equations (165) through (169)) occur at the interfaces.

\[
Fe + V_{Fe}^{3-} \xrightarrow{k_1} Fe_{Fe} + 3e
\]  \hspace{1cm} (165)

\[
Fe \xrightarrow{k_2} Fe_{Fe} + 3/2V_{0}^{2+} + 3e
\]  \hspace{1cm} (166)

\[
Fe_{Fe} + e \xrightarrow{k_3} Fe^{2+} + V_{Fe}^{3-}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (167)

\[
V_{0}^{2+} + H_2O \xrightarrow{k_4} O_0 + 2H^+
\]  \hspace{1cm} (168)

\[
FeO_{3/2} + 3H^+ + e \xrightarrow{k_5} Fe^{2+} + 3/2H_2O
\]  \hspace{1cm} (169)

According to Macdonald, these five reactions are the only possible reactions on the boundaries without consideration of interstitial defects and bulk species.\textsuperscript{28} Within the pseudo-passive film, other reactions might take place, such as those shown in Equation

\[
Fe + V_{Fe}^{3-} \xrightarrow{k_1} Fe_{Fe} + 3e
\]
(170) and (171), however, electrons are not involved in these reactions and so the existence of these reactions would not affect the current traveling within the film.

\[ \text{Fe}^{3+} \rightarrow V_{Fe}^{3-} + \text{Fe}^{3+} \]  \hspace{1cm} (170)

\[ O^0 \rightarrow V_{O}^{2+} + O^{2-} \] \hspace{1cm} (171)

It has been argued that Reactions (165), (167) and (168) are lattice conservative, which means that these reactions would not lead to the movement of boundaries, but are dedicated to transfer of charge. Reactions (166) and (169), however, are considered to be responsible for pseudo-passive film growth and dissolution, respectively. This argument deserves further discussion. It can be seen that Reactions (165), (167) and (168) involve the generation of a species (\( \text{Fe}^{3+} \) in reaction (165), \( V_{Fe}^{3-} \) in reaction (167) and \( O^0 \) in reaction (168)) at the expense of consumption of another species (\( V_{Fe}^{3-} \) in reaction (165), \( \text{Fe}^{3+} \) in reaction (167) and \( V_{O}^{2+} \) in reaction (168)). It can be imagined that consumption/loss of the species on the boundaries of pseudo-passive film could lead to neighboring ions with a coordination number only one less than that in the bulk; therefore, the site of consumption can be viewed as a vacancy site, that will be replenished by the upcoming ions, while site of generation will be occupied by upcoming vacancies. Hence, at the steady state, boundaries will be maintained due to continuous consumption/supplement of ions or vacancies on the boundaries. As to Reaction (166), a cationic ion(\( \text{Fe}^{3+} \)) and a vacancy(\( V_{O}^{2+} \)) are generated for every one iron atom in the base metal. In other words, this reaction generates new pseudo-passive film without consuming itself. Therefore, this reaction would lead to pseudo-passive film growth.
Details are given below for equation derivation of pseudo-passive current density based on the model presented in Figure 52.

At steady state, electron fluxes can be expressed in terms of fluxes of vacancies for Reactions (165) through (168), respectively. No vacancies are involved in reaction (169); therefore, electron flux is expressed in terms of of H$^+$ concentration.

For Reaction (165):

$$J_e = -3J_{v_{Fe}^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (172)

For Reaction (166):

$$J_e = 2J_{V_0^{2+}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (173)

For Reaction (167):

$$J_e = J_{V_{Fe}^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (174)

For Reaction (168):

$$J_e = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (175)

For Reaction (169):

$$J_e = k_s c_{H^+}^n$$  \hspace{1cm} (176)

Total electron flux is gained by summing up electron fluxes in all reactions:

$$J_e = \sum_{i=1}^{n} J_{e,i} = [2J_{V_0^{2+}} - 2J_{V_{Fe}^2} + k_s c_{H^+}^n]$$  \hspace{1cm} (177)

Current density is related to electron flux as:

$$i_{ss} = F \cdot (-nJ_e) = F \cdot [-2J_{V_0^{2+}} + 2J_{V_{Fe}^2} - k_s c_{H^+}^n]$$  \hspace{1cm} (178)
It was argued that Reactions (166) and (169) are responsible for pseudo-passive film growth and dissolution, respectively. At the steady state, film growth rate equals film dissolution rate.

Film growth rate is given by:
\[
\frac{dm_{Fe}}{dt} = -\frac{2}{3}J_{V^2^+} \tag{179}
\]

Film dissolution rate is given by:
\[
\frac{dFeO_{3/2}}{dt} = k_x c_{H^+}^n \tag{180}
\]

At the steady state,
\[
-\frac{2}{3}J_{V^2^+} = k_x c_{H^+}^n \tag{181}
\]

Equation (181) suggests that pseudo-passive film dissolution kinetics is directly related to anion flux at the steady state.

It should be noted that, for electrochemical reactions, the fluxes of anions and cations are not necessarily balanced. This is because, besides cations and anions, electrons are also involved in the transport. Therefore, it is the total fluxes of cations, anions and electrons that are conserved. This can be demonstrated by combining Equations (177) and (181), which gives:
\[
J_e + 2J_{V^2^-} - \frac{4}{3}J_{V^2^+} = 0 \tag{182}
\]

Substitute Equation (181) into (178), yields:
\[
i_{ss} = F \cdot \left(2J_{V^2^-} - \frac{2}{3}J_{V^2^+}\right) \tag{183}
\]

or
Equation (183) indicates that the pseudo-passive current density is attributed to the movement of both cations and anions. Equation (184) suggests that the pseudo-passive current density is a result of competition between cation flux and passive film dissolution. Because anion flux is at the same rate of film dissolution (Equation (181)), it can be readily deduced that cation movement must be dominant in the transport process to maintain a steady pseudo-passive film.

Flux of Fe\(^{3+}\) vacancy can be calculated by considering Reaction (167) which is the only reaction where Fe\(^{3+}\) vacancy is involved on the pseudo-passive film/solution boundary. The total flux of Fe\(^{3+}\) vacancy at steady state can be calculated as:

\[
J_{V_{Fe}^{3-}}(x = 0) = J_{V_{Fe}^{3-}}(x = L) = k_3
\]  

Substituting Equation (185) into (184), gives:

\[
i_{ss} = 2F \cdot \left( k_3 + k_5c^{n+}_{H+} \right)
\]  

The rate constant of an electrochemical reaction is given by: \(^{28}\)

\[
k = k_0 \frac{cmF\Phi}{RT}
\]  

Apply Equation (187) to reactions (167) and (169), yield:

\[
k_3 = k_3' e^{-\frac{\alpha_3 F \Phi_f}{RT}}
\]  

\[
k_5 = k_5' e^{-\frac{\alpha_5 F \Phi_f}{RT}}
\]

Let \(\frac{F}{RT}\), Equations (188) and (189) can be simplified as:

\[
k_3 = k_3' \ e^{-\frac{\alpha_3 \Phi_f}{RT}}
\]
Assuming that the potential at pseudo-passive film/solution interface is linearly related to pH and metal potential (temperature has been found to be a minor factor): 

\[ \phi_{f/s} = \phi_{f/s}^0 + xV + y\rho pH \]  

(192)

Substituting Equation (192) into Equations (190) and (191), yields:

\[ k_3 = k_3^0 e^{-\alpha_3 \gamma(xV + y\rho pH)} \]  

(193)

\[ k_5 = k_5^0 e^{-\alpha_5 \gamma(xV + y\rho pH)} \]  

(194)

Where

\[ k_3^0 = k_3^0 e^{-\alpha_3 \gamma \phi_{f/s}^0} \]  

(195)

\[ k_5^0 = k_5^0 e^{-\alpha_5 \gamma \phi_{f/s}^0} \]  

(196)

Substituting Equation (193) and (194) into Equation (186), the pseudo-passive current density can be calculated as:

\[ i_{2s} = 2F \cdot \left( k_3^0 e^{-\alpha_3 \gamma(xV + y\rho pH)} + k_5^0 e^{-\alpha_5 \gamma(xV + y\rho pH)} c^n_{H^+} \right) \]  

(197)

The previous work performed by Macdonald et al. has shown that:\[38,130\]

\( n = 0.5; \alpha_3 = 0.95; \alpha_5 = 0.55; \)

\( k_3^0 = 1 \times 10^{-4} \text{mol/m}^2 \cdot \text{s}, k_5^0 = 1 \times 10^{-8} \text{mol/m}^2 \cdot \text{s} \)

The only parameters to be determined are \( x \) and \( y \).

By incorporating Equation (197) into the localized corrosion model and by adjusting the values of \( x \) and \( y \), the model is calibrated against the measured galvanic current density values obtained in an artificial pit test,\[105\] which yields \( x=-0.01 \) and \( y=0.01 \). The equation for pseudo-passive current density is then given by:
It can be shown that the second term in the bracket of RHS of Equation (198) is negligible compared to the first term; therefore, the final equation for pseudo-passive current is:

\[
   i_{ss} = 2F \cdot 10^{-4} \exp \left[ \frac{-0.95(-0.04V + 0.014pH)F}{RT} \right] 
\]

(199)

**Nomenclature**

Fe: Fe atom on a metal lattice site; Fe<sub>Fe</sub>: Fe on Fe site in the oxide; O<sub>O</sub>: oxygen ion in the oxide; V<sub>Fe</sub><sup>3+</sup>: Fe vacancy; V<sub>O</sub><sup>2+</sup>: oxygen vacancy; Fe<sup>2+</sup>: metallic species in solution; FeO<sub>3/2</sub>: oxide barrier layer; \( k_i \): reaction rate constant; \( J_{v_o^+}, J_{v_{Fe}^-}, J_\varepsilon \): fluxes of oxygen ion vacancy, Fe vacancy and electron, respectively; \( i_{ss} \): pseudo-passive current density; \( k_3, k_5 \): rate constants of reaction (167) and (169), respectively; \( k_3^0, k_5^0, k_{35}^0 \): standard rate constant for reactions (167) and (169), respectively; \( \alpha_3, \alpha_5 \): transfer coefficients of reactions (167) and (169); \( n \): reaction order of reaction (169) in terms of H<sup>+</sup>; V: potential; F: Faraday constant; R: universal gas constant; T: Kelvin temperature; t: time; x, y: parameters to be determined.
A6.1 Introduction

Carbon steel is the most commonly used engineering structural material in the oil and gas industry. In such environments, various aggressive species, such as CO$_2$, H$_2$S and organic acids tend to attack pipelines made from carbon steel. In the past few decades, uniform corrosion of carbon steel in oil and gas pipelines has been extensively studied, leading to sizable publications targeting many key aspects of uniform corrosion. Although not completely understood, most steps associated with CO$_2$ corrosion mechanisms are now believed to be clear. H$_2$S corrosion is still subject to ongoing investigation, but initial study has shed some light on the understanding of uniform corrosion mechanisms.$^{132}$ With information available from the open literature, it is now possible to build a mechanistic model to predict uniform corrosion rates in order to assist with the understanding of the corrosion process. In fact, a number of models for CO$_2$ corrosion in wells and pipelines have been developed in recent years, as summarized by Nyborg.$^3$ However, the availability of most of these models to the public is largely limited due to their proprietary nature. In addition, a large scatter in the prediction is not uncommon resulting from different theories, assumptions and modeling strategies. Due to the lack of transparency of the code behind the models, it is difficult for users to make a sound judgment as to which one is more reliable. It can be imagined that, as the corrosion process becomes increasingly complex, larger discrepancies may be expected from various models. This section of work is aimed at providing the corrosion community with a free mechanistic model for internal corrosion prediction of carbon steel pipelines.
particularly related to oil and gas industry. Strongly rooted in theories, this model can offer trustworthy predictions for a wide range of conditions, as will be shown in the following sections. The model, named FREECORP, was developed exclusively based on public information. All the information related to the model, including theories, assumptions and limitations, is available to the users and can be accessed through http://www.corrosioncenter.ohiou.edu/freecorp. In addition, the source code is open and shared. With open source code, the model can be improved and expanded by adding new modules or modifying existing modules. By doing so, model capability can be extended to accommodate a wider range of environments.

As already mentioned in a previous publications, the motivation of offering this model to the corrosion community is:16

- To elevate the level of understanding and the prediction capability of mild steel corrosion as related to the oil and gas industry.
- To ensure that the best available science and technology is available to corrosion engineers, and implemented using a transparent approach that is open for further development and improvement.
- To increase the level of involvement of the broader corrosion community in developing better and more flexible tools suited for their intended purposes, an approach which will hopefully be mimicked in the future in other fields of corrosion.
- To fulfill one of the key missions of the Institute for Corrosion and Multiphase Technology and Ohio University as a public institution, which is to educate the wider professional community and extend its reach beyond the pool of the current research
sponsors in order to enable more effective dissemination of the already published knowledge and technology.

This model is able to predict a uniform corrosion rate for carbon steel under attack by CO₂, H₂S, HAc and/or O₂. To facilitate the understanding of corrosion mechanisms, additional information is given apart from corrosion rate. For instance, the contribution of each corrosive species to the overall corrosion rate is quantified as a percentile. An Evans diagram is provided for CO₂/HAc/O₂ corrosion where polarization curves are shown for individual electrochemical reactions as well as total anodic and cathodic reactions. For H₂S corrosion, the H₂S concentration profile across the mackinawite layers and the liquid boundary layer is illustrated in place of an Evans diagram. It was determined that the H₂S concentration profile would be more informative and useful, since the H₂S corrosion model is based on the assumption of mass transfer control. The effect of FeCO₃ and FeS is simulated using empirical correlations in order to achieve a better prediction.

In the following sections, the main theories related to uniform corrosion caused by CO₂, H₂S, HAc and/or O₂ are briefly reviewed, followed by a description of the implementation of these theories into the model. Model verification and parametric study are then presented. In the final section, limitations of the current version of the model are described and directions for future development are pointed out.

A6.2 Theories of the Model

Although many publications are referenced during model development, 3 key papers are used as the theoretical basis of this model. These are: the paper by Nešić, Postelthwaite and Olsen for CO₂ corrosion, that by George, Nešić and de Waard for
HAc corrosion\textsuperscript{96} and that by Sun and Nešić for H\textsubscript{2}S corrosion\textsuperscript{132}. CO\textsubscript{2} and HAc corrosion are electrochemical processes involving water chemistry, electrochemistry and mass transport. Those effects have been previously discussed in Chapter 4 above and will not be replicated here.

Compared to CO\textsubscript{2} corrosion, H\textsubscript{2}S corrosion is much less understood. Even though abundant experimental data for H\textsubscript{2}S corrosion have been presented in the open literature, discrepancies and contradictions are often seen in the literature. At present, the topic of H\textsubscript{2}S corrosion mechanism is still subject to much debate. From the experimental results, H\textsubscript{2}S corrosion seems to manifest itself as a fast surface reaction (either chemical or electrochemical) followed by massive FeS layer growth.\textsuperscript{132} An FeS layer is always present on a corroding steel surface in an H\textsubscript{2}S-containing environment, causing substantial reduction of the general corrosion rate. Although the current level of knowledge does not grant a solid mechanism that is consistent with all experimental observations and agreed upon by all researchers, this model employs a mechanism proposed by Sun \textit{et al.},\textsuperscript{132} that is considered to be plausible and supported by many experimental results. According to this theory, H\textsubscript{2}S is initially absorbed onto the steel surface and immediately reacts with iron to form a very thin (<<1 µm), dense and protective non-stoichiometric iron sulfide film – mackinawite. Due to its compactness, this film acts as a solid-state diffusion barrier for species involved in the corrosion process and leads to a significant and rapid reduction of the corrosion rate. Although slow, diffusion of the corrosive species through this mackinawite film does not completely cease, and the continuing corrosion at the steel surface continues to generate
more mackinawite. As this process proceeds, the internal stress in the mackinawite film is built up due to epitaxial stresses and the Pilling-Bedford ratio (large volume ratio of the mackinawite to iron). These stresses lead to microcracking and eventually delamination of the mackinawite film. A cyclic process of growth, cracking and delaminating of mackinawite eventually leads to the formation of an outer mackinawite layer that is thicker, more porous and less protective.

Considering the fact that the inner and outer FeS layers are always present in H$_2$S corrosion, Sun et al. assume that H$_2$S corrosion is under mass transfer control.$^{132}$ Corrosion rate is limited by the mass transfer of corrosive species, such as H$_2$S, CO$_2$, H$^+$, HAc, etc., through the FeS layers on steel surface.

In reality, H$_2$S corrosion can be complicated by a number of factors. For instance, given enough time, the mackinawite film might transform into other forms of sulfides such as pyrrhotite. In addition, pyrrhotite might precipitate from the solution to form an additional solid layer and further increase mass transfer resistance. In the presence of high-concentration H$_2$S and oxygen, elemental sulfur might form in the pipelines and induce localized corrosion. These effects are not included in the present version of the model.$^{138}$

A6.3 Mathematical Model

The FREECORP model is a simplified version of the model presented in Chapter 4 for uniform corrosion (MULTICORP V5). The CO$_2$/HAc corrosion model is a simple electrochemical model in which corrosion rate is determined based on the fact that the total anodic current is balanced by the total cathodic current. The H$_2$S corrosion rate is
calculated based on the assumption of mass transfer limiting, which implies that corrosion rate is determined by the diffusion rates of corrosive species. Unlike MULTICORP, where mass transfer of species is obtained by solving complex partial differential equations, in FREECORP it is calculated by the concept of a mass transfer coefficient involving a simple empirical correlation. For CO₂ corrosion, pure charge transfer and mass transfer/chemical reaction-limiting current density are calculated for each cathodic reaction independently, which are then coupled together to give an integrated scheme of the electrochemical reaction kinetics. This section details the mathematical description of the model.

A6.3.1 CO₂/HAc Corrosion

CO₂/HAc corrosion rate is calculated through the determination of individual electrochemical reaction rates involved in the corrosion process. The electrochemical reactions that are taken into consideration in this model include: oxidation of iron, reduction of hydrogen ion, direct reduction of carbonic acid, direct reduction of acetic acid, reduction of water and reduction of oxygen.

A6.3.1.1 Anodic Reaction

Oxidation of iron is the only anodic reaction considered in this model.

\[ Fe \rightarrow Fe^{2+} + 2e \]  

(78)

Reaction (78) is a charge transfer control process within the potential range of interest. The current density of this reaction can be calculated using the Tafel equation and is previously given in Table 1. Table 1 presents equations used calculate the charge
transfer current density of major electrochemical reactions involved in CO\textsubscript{2}/HAc corrosion. In the following text of section 5.3.1, unless otherwise stated, the charge transfer current density calculation refers to the corresponding equation shown in Table 1.

\textit{A6.3.1.2 Cathodic Reactions}

\textit{Reduction of hydrogen ion}

H\textsuperscript{+} reduction is the primary cathodic reaction in a CO\textsubscript{2} system with pH less than 5.

\[ 2\text{H}^+ + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (79)

The current density for reduction of hydrogen ion consists of two components: charge transfer limiting and mass transfer limiting. Total current density is calculated using a harmonic mean:

\[ \frac{1}{i_{\text{H}^+}} = \frac{1}{i_{a,\text{H}^+}} + \frac{1}{i_{\text{lim, H}^+}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (200)

Where \( i_{\text{H}^+} \): total current density of H\textsuperscript{+} reduction, A/m\textsuperscript{2}; \( i_{a,\text{H}^+} \): charge transfer current density of H\textsuperscript{+} reduction, A/m\textsuperscript{2}; \( i_{\text{lim, H}^+} \): mass transfer limiting current density of H\textsuperscript{+} reduction, A/m\textsuperscript{2}.

The mass transfer limiting current density is related to bulk concentration of H\textsuperscript{+} as:

\[ i_{\text{lim, H}^+}^d = k_{m,\text{H}^+} F c_{\text{H}^+} \eta_{\text{FeCO}_3} \eta_{\text{FeS}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (201)

Where \( k_{m,\text{H}^+} \): H\textsuperscript{+} mass transfer coefficient, m/s; \( c_{\text{H}^+} \): bulk concentration of H\textsuperscript{+}, mol/m\textsuperscript{3}; \( \eta_{\text{FeCO}_3}, \eta_{\text{FeS}} \): scale factor related to iron carbonate and iron sulfide film, respectively.
Mass transfer coefficient of H$^+$ can be calculated using the published correlation for straight pipes:\textsuperscript{136}

\begin{equation}
    Sh = \frac{k_{m,H^+} l}{D_{H^+}} = 0.0165 \text{Re}^{0.86} \text{Sc}^{0.33}
\end{equation}

Where $Sh$: Sherwood number; $l$: pipe diameter, m; $D_{H^+}$: diffusion coefficient of hydrogen ion, m$^2$/s; $Re$: Reynolds number = $\rho u l / \mu$; $Sc$: Schmidt number = $\mu / \rho D$.

In a dilute solution, the diffusion coefficient of species relates to temperature and solution viscosity, which can be calculated using the Stokes-Einstein equation:

\begin{equation}
    D_{H^+} = D_{\text{ref},H^+} \times \frac{T_K}{T_{\text{ref}}} \times \frac{\mu_{\text{ref}}}{\mu}
\end{equation}

Where $D_{\text{ref},H^+}$: reference diffusion coefficient of H$^+$, $9.31 \times 10^{-9}$ m$^2$/s; $T_{\text{ref}}$: reference temperature, 293.16 K; $\mu_{\text{ref}}$: reference liquid viscosity, 1.002 kg/(m.s).

Equation (202) and (203) are used to calculate the mass transfer coefficients of all involved species with corresponding reference diffusion coefficients.

Water density and viscosity required in the Reynolds number calculation are a function of temperature and are respectively given by:\textsuperscript{137}

\begin{equation}
    \rho_{H_2O} = \left( 753.596 + 1.87748 \times T_K - 0.003564 \times T_K^2 \right)
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
    \mu_{H_2O} = \mu_{\text{ref}} \times 10^{\frac{1.3272 \times (20 - T_C) - 0.001053 \times (20 - T_C)^2}{T_C + 105}}
\end{equation}

Where $\mu_{\text{ref}}$: reference water viscosity, 1.002 kg/(m.s); $T_C$, $T_K$: system temperature in °C and Kelvin respectively.

\textit{Direct reduction of carbonic acid}

At the steel surface, carbonic acid can be directly reduced.
\[ 2H_2CO_3 + 2e^- \rightarrow H_2 + 2HCO_3^- \]  
\[ (80) \]

The kinetics of this reaction could be limited by charge transfer or, more commonly, by a slow hydration rate of \( CO_2 \), as discussed in 4.3.1. The total current density is calculated by the harmonic mean of charge transfer and chemical reaction-limiting current densities:

\[
\frac{1}{i_{H,CO_3}} = \frac{1}{i_{a,H,CO_3}} + \frac{1}{i_{\text{lim},H,CO_3}}
\]
\[ (206) \]

Where \( i_{H,CO_3}, i_{a,H,CO_3} \) and \( i_{\text{lim},H,CO_3} \) are total current density, charge transfer current density and chemical reaction-limiting current density in A/m\(^2\), respectively.

The chemical reaction-limiting current density is given by Nešić et al. as:

\[
i_{\text{lim},H,CO_3} = Fc_{CO_2} (D_{H,CO_3} K_{hyd} k_{hyd}^f)^{0.5} f \eta_{FeCO_3} \eta_{FeS}
\]
\[ (207) \]

Where \( c_{CO_2} \): concentration of \( CO_2 \) in bulk solution, mol/m\(^3\); \( D_{H,CO_3} \): diffusion coefficient of \( H_2CO_3 \) in water, m\(^2\)/s; \( K_{hyd} \): equilibrium constant for \( CO_2 \) hydration reaction; \( k_{hyd}^d \): forward reaction rate constant for \( CO_2 \) hydration reaction; \( f \): flow factor affecting \( CO_2 \) hydration which accounts for mass transfer of \( H_2CO_3 \).

\( CO_2 \) concentration can be obtained from partial pressure of \( CO_2 \) based on Henry’s law:

\[
c_{CO_2} = K_{CO_2}^d P_{CO_2}
\]
\[ (208) \]

Where \( K_{CO_2}^d \): Henry’s constant; \( P_{CO_2} \): partial pressure of \( CO_2 \), bar.

Henry’s constant is a function of temperature and given by.
The forward reaction rate constant for CO₂ hydration is a function of temperature and given by:\(^\text{134}\)

\[
K_{\text{CO}_2}^d = \frac{14.5}{1.00258} \times 10^{\left(2.277 + 5.65 \times 10^{-4} T_f - 8.06 \times 10^{-4} T_f^2 + 0.075 T_f \right)}
\]  

(209)

Flow factor \(f\) is given by:\(^\text{135}\)

\[
f = \frac{1 + e^{-2 \delta_m / \delta_r}}{1 - e^{-2 \delta_m / \delta_r}}
\]  

(211)

Where \(\delta_m\) and \(\delta_r\) are defined as mass transfer and reaction layer thickness, respectively, which can be calculated as:\(^\text{135}\)

\[
\delta_m = \frac{D_{H_2CO_3}}{k_{m,H_2CO_3}}
\]  

(212)

\[
\delta_r = \sqrt{\frac{D_{H_2CO_3} K_{\text{hyd}}}{k_{\text{hyd}}}}
\]  

(213)

Where \(k_{m,H_2CO_3}\) is the mass transfer coefficient of H₂CO₃ in m/s, which can be obtained using Equations (202) and (203).

It has been argued that flow factor becomes significant only when thickness of the mass transfer boundary layer is of the same order as the reaction layer.

**Direct reduction of HAc**

Acetic acid takes part in the corrosion process in two main ways. Firstly, by dissociation, it can provide additional sources of H⁺ to be reduced. Secondly, it can be directly reduced on the steel surface and further increase the corrosion rate.
\[ 2\text{CH}_2\text{COOH} + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2 + 2\text{CH}_3\text{COO}^- \]  

(81)

It has been shown that the current density for direct reduction of HAc could be limited either by charge transfer or mass transfer. The total current density is given by:

\[ \frac{1}{i_{\text{HAc}}} = \frac{1}{i_{\text{a,HAc}}} + \frac{1}{i_{\text{lim,HAc}}} \]  

(81)

Where \( i_{\text{HAc}}, i_{\text{a,HAc}} \) and \( i_{\text{lim,HAc}} \) are total current density, charge transfer current density and mass transfer limiting current density of this reaction in A/m\(^2\), respectively.

The mass transfer limiting current density of this reaction is given by:

\[ i_{\text{lim,HAc}}^d = k_{\text{m,HAc}} C_{\text{HAc}} \eta_{\text{FeCO}} \eta_{\text{FeS}} \]  

(214)

Where \( k_{\text{m,HAc}} \) : mass transfer coefficient of HAc, m/s; \( C_{\text{HAc}} \) : bulk concentration of acetic acid, mol/m\(^3\).

**Oxygen reduction**

Although oxygen is not a common corrosive species in oil and gas pipeline systems, it could invade the system through inappropriate operation or insufficient deoxidation of chemical solutions injected into the system. In order to take into account oxygen contamination, oxygen reduction is built in the model as well.

Like H\(^+\) reduction and HAc reduction, the current density of oxygen reduction could be limited by either charge transfer or mass transfer. The current density is therefore calculated as:

\[ \frac{1}{i_{\text{O}_2}} = \frac{1}{i_{\text{a,O}_2}} + \frac{1}{i_{\text{lim,O}_2}^d} \]  

(215)
Where \( i_{O_2} \): total current density of oxygen reduction, \( \text{A/m}^2 \); \( i_{a,O_2} \): charge transfer current density of oxygen reduction, \( \text{A/m}^2 \); \( i_{\lim,O_2}^d \): mass transfer limiting current density of oxygen reduction, \( \text{A/m}^2 \).

Charge transfer current density is given by Tafel equation:

\[
i_{a,O_2} = i_{0,O_2} \times 10^{\frac{E_{0,O_2} - E}{b_O}}
\]

(216)

Where \( i_{0,O_2} \): current density of oxygen reduction at a reference point, 0.06A/m\(^2\); \( E_{0,O_2} \): potential of oxygen reduction at a reference point, 0.5V; \( b_O \): Tafel slope of oxygen reduction.

The reference current density of oxygen reduction is a function of temperature:

\[
i_{0,O_2} = i_{0,ref,O_2} \times e^{-\frac{-\Delta H_{O_2}}{RT} \left( \frac{1}{T} - \frac{1}{T_{ref}} \right)}
\]

(217)

Where \( i_{0,ref,O_2} \): current density of oxygen reduction at a reference temperature, \( \text{A/m}^2 \); \( T_{ref} \): reference temperature, 298.16K; \( \Delta H_{O_2} \): activation energy of oxygen reduction, 10k J/mol.

Mass transfer-limiting current density is given by:

\[
i_{\lim,O_2}^d = 4k_{m,O_2} Fc_{O_2} \eta_{FeCO_3} \eta_{FeS}
\]

(218)

Where \( k_{m,O_2} \): mass transfer coefficient of oxygen, m/s; \( c_{O_2} \): bulk concentration of oxygen, mol/m\(^3\).
It should be noted that, due to the high reversible potential of oxygen reduction, this reaction is almost always controlled by mass transfer in the potential range of interest.

**Water reduction**

Water reduction normally contributes little to overall corrosion rate; however, it can become important when the solution pH is sufficiently high or when a certain level of negative potential is applied on the metal surface.\(^{13}\) It is also essential to include this reaction in the model in order to give a complete description of the polarization curves, as water reduction becomes dominant in cathodic polarization curves when the potential is sufficiently low. Due to the fact that water supply is unlimited everywhere in the solution, water reduction would not be limited by mass transfer. Therefore, water reduction is always assumed to be under charge transfer control. The current density of this reaction is given by Tafel equation:

\[
i_{H_2O} = i_{0,H_2O} \times 10^{\frac{E_{0,H_2O} - E}{b_{H_2O}}} \tag{219}\]

Where \(i_{H_2O}\) : current density of water reduction, A/m\(^2\); \(i_{0,H_2O}\) : reference current density of water reduction, A/m\(^2\); \(E_{0,H_2O}\) : reference potential of water reduction, V; \(b_{H_2O}\) : Tafel slope of water reduction.

The reference current density of water reduction can be calculated from:

\[
i_{0,H_2O} = i_{0,ref,H_2O} \times e^{-\frac{\Delta H_{H_2O}}{R} \left( \frac{1}{T} - \frac{1}{T_{ref}} \right)} \tag{220}\]
Where \( i_{0,\text{ref},H_2O} \): reference exchange current density of water reduction, \( 10^{-4.45} \text{ A/m}^2 \); 
\( \Delta H_{H_2O} \): activation energy of water reduction, \( 30\text{ kJ/mol} \); \( T_{\text{ref}} \): reference temperature, \( 298.16\text{K} \).

It has been argued that reduction of water is thermodynamically equivalent to \( \text{H}^+ \) reduction,\(^{131}\) therefore the reference potential and Tafel slope can be calculated in the same way as those for \( \text{H}^+ \) reduction, as shown in Table 1.

### 6.3.1.3 Determination of \( \text{CO}_2/\text{HAc} \) Corrosion Rate

The \( \text{CO}_2/\text{HAc} \) corrosion rate is determined based on charge balance on the steel surface. By equating total anodic current density with total cathodic current density, the unknown corrosion potential can be solved.

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{na} i_a = \sum_{i=1}^{nc} i_c 
\]  
(221)

Where \( i_a, i_c \): anodic and cathodic current density, respectively, \( \text{A/m}^2 \); \( na, nc \): total numbers of anodic and cathodic reactions, respectively.

Once corrosion potential is found, current density of individual electrochemical reactions involved in the corrosion process can be readily calculated. The corrosion rate can then be determined based on the current density of iron oxidation or the total current density of cathodic reactions.

\[
CR = \frac{i_a M_{\text{w,Fe}}}{\rho_{\text{Fe},nF}} \times 1000 \times 3600 \times 24 \times 365 = 1.159 i_a
\]  
(222)
Where CR: corrosion rate, mm/yr; i_a: total anodic current density, A/m^2; M_{w,Fe}: atomic mass of iron, 55.56 g/mol; \rho_{Fe}: density of iron, 7800 g/m^3; n: number of moles of electrons involved in iron oxidation, 2 mole/mol.

### A6.3.2 H₂S Corrosion

Due to the presence of three layers on steel surface, i.e., a very thin but dense mackinawite film on steel surface, a porous and often thick outer mackinawite layer and a liquid boundary layer, H₂S corrosion is considered to be under mass transfer control. Hence, an H₂S corrosion rate can be obtained from the total fluxes of the corrosive species. The flux of individual corrosive species (H₂S, H^+, H₂CO₃, HAc, etc.) across three layers is a function of the mass transfer coefficient and the concentration gradient within the layer. At steady state, a unique flux is experienced throughout the mass transfer layers. By equating fluxes in different layers, intermediate concentrations can be eliminated, which finally leads to an implicit expression for flux related only to the mass transfer coefficient and the bulk and surface concentrations.

Take H₂S as an example. The flux of H₂S due to diffusion through the liquid boundary layer can be calculated as:

\[
 Flux_{H_2S} = k_{m,H_2S} (c_{b,H_2S} - c_{o,H_2S})
\]  

(223)

The flux of H₂S due to diffusion through the outer makinawite layer is given by:

\[
 Flux_{H_2S} = \frac{D_{H_2S} \epsilon \psi}{\delta_{OS}} (c_{o,H_2S} - c_{i,H_2S})
\]

(224)
The flux of H$_2$S due to solid state diffusion through the inner mackinawite film is given by:

$$ Flux_{H_2S} = A_{H_2S} e^{\frac{B_{H_2S}}{RT_{k}}} \ln \left( \frac{c_{i,H_2S}}{c_{s,H_2S}} \right) $$  \hspace{1cm} (225)

Where $Flux_{H_2S}$: flux of H$_2$S, mol/(m$^2$s); $k_{m,H_2S}$: mass transfer coefficient of H$_2$S in liquid boundary layer, calculated using equation, m/s; $D_{H_2S}$: diffusion coefficient of H$_2$S in water, calculated using the Stokes-Einstein correlation (Equation (203)) with reference diffusion coefficient ($D_{ref,H_2S}$) of H$_2$S of 1.3x10$^{-10}$m$^2$/s at $T_{ref} = 298.16$ K and $\mu_{ref} = 1.002$kg/(m.s); $\varepsilon, \psi$: empirically determined porosity and tortuosity of outer mackinawite scale, $\varepsilon = 0.9$ and $\psi = 0.003$ respectively; $\delta_{os}$: thickness of the outer scale, m; $c_{b,H_2S}, c_{o,H_2S}, c_{i,H_2S}, c_{s,H_2S}$: concentration of H$_2$S in bulk solution, at outer scale/solution interface, at inner film/outer scale interface and at steel surface, respectively, mol/m$^3$; $A_{H_2S}, B_{H_2S}$: Arrhenius constants, $A_{H_2S} = 1.30 \times 10^{-4}$mol/(m$^2$s) and $B_{H_2S} = 15.5$kJ/mol.

Considering steady-state, where the flux of species is constant across these layers, by equating Equations (223) through (225) to eliminate intermediate concentration, $c_{o,H_2S}$ and $c_{i,H_2S}$, the following equation is obtained for the flux of H$_2$S:

$$ Flux_{H_2S} = A_{H_2S} e^{\frac{B_{H_2S}}{RT_{k}}} \ln \left( \frac{c_{b,H_2S} - Flux_{H_2S} \left( \frac{\delta_{os}}{D_{H_2S} \varepsilon \psi} + \frac{1}{k_{m,H_2S}} \right)}{c_{s,H_2S}} \right) $$  \hspace{1cm} (226)

Where $c_{s,H_2S}$ is assumed to be 1.0x10$^{-7}$ mol/m$^3$.

The thickness of outer mackinawite layer can be calculated as:

$$ \delta_{os} = \frac{\delta_{os}}{\psi} \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \left( \frac{B_{H_2S}}{RT_{k}} \right) \left( \frac{c_{b,H_2S} - Flux_{H_2S} \left( \frac{\delta_{os}}{D_{H_2S} \varepsilon \psi} + \frac{1}{k_{m,H_2S}} \right)}{c_{s,H_2S}} \right) $$
\[
\delta_{\text{os}} = \frac{\Delta m_{\text{os}}}{\rho_{\text{FeS}} A}
\]  
(227)

Where \(\Delta m_{\text{os}}\), mass of outer mackinawite layer, kg; \(\rho_{\text{FeS}}\), density of iron sulfide, kg/m\(^3\) and\( A\), surface area of steel, m\(^2\).

The mass of the outer mackinawite layer can be calculated based on the scale retention rate, which is related to the damage of mackinawite layer.\(^{132}\)

\[
\Delta m_{\text{os}} = SRR \cdot M_{\text{FeS}} \cdot A \cdot \Delta t
\]  
(228)

Where\( SRR\), scale retention rate, mol/(m\(^2\)s); \(M_{\text{FeS}}\), molar mass of iron sulfide, kg/mol; \(A\), surface area of steel, m\(^2\); \(\Delta t\), time span, s.

Experiments have shown that scale damage rate can be estimated by.\(^{132}\)

\[
SRR = \frac{0.5 Flux_{H_2S}}{1 - \varepsilon}
\]  
(229)

Combine Equations (227), (228) and (229) yields:

\[
\delta_{\text{os}} = \frac{0.5 Flux_{H_2S} M_{\text{FeS}} \Delta t}{\rho_{\text{FeS}} (1 - \varepsilon)}
\]  
(230)

Apparently, \(H_2S\) is not the only species that can cause corrosion. Other species such as \(H^+\), \(H_2CO_3\), \(HAc\) etc., once they have penetrated through the inner makinawite film, will be able to react with steel and further increase the corrosion rate. Therefore, the contributions from other species have to be taken into consideration as well.

By analogy, the flux of other species can be determined in a similar fashion to the one shown for \(H_2S\). The fluxes of \(H^+\), \(H_2CO_3\) and \(HAc\) are respectively given by.\(^{132}\)
\[
Flux_{H^+} = A_{H^+} e^{\frac{b_{H^+}}{RT_e}} \ln \left( \frac{c_{b,H^+} - Flux_{H^+} \left( \frac{\delta_{OS}}{D_{H^+} \epsilon \psi} + \frac{1}{k_{m,H^+}} \right)}{c_{s,H^+}} \right)
\]

\[
Flux_{H_2CO_3} = A_{H_2CO_3} e^{\frac{b_{H_2CO_3}}{RT_e}} \ln \left( \frac{c_{b,H_2CO_3} - Flux_{H_2CO_3} \left( \frac{\delta_{OS}}{D_{H_2CO_3} \epsilon \psi} + \frac{1}{k_{m,H_2CO_3}} \right)}{c_{s,H_2CO_3}} \right)
\]

\[
Flux_{HAc} = A_{HAc} e^{\frac{b_{HAc}}{RT_e}} \ln \left( \frac{c_{b,HAc} - Flux_{HAc} \left( \frac{\delta_{OS}}{D_{HAc} \epsilon \psi} + \frac{1}{k_{m,HAc}} \right)}{c_{s,HAc}} \right)
\]

Where \( Flux_{H^+}, Flux_{H_2CO_3}, Flux_{HAc} \) : fluxes of \( H^+, H_2CO_3, HAc \); \( A_{H^+}, B_{H^+} \) : Arrhenius constants for \( H^+ \), \( A_{H^+} = 4.0 \times 10^{-7} \text{mol/(m}^2\text{s)} \) and \( B_{H^+} = 1.55 \times 10^4 \text{J/mol} \); \( A_{H_2CO_3}, B_{H_2CO_3} \) : Arrhenius constants for \( H_2CO_3 \), \( A_{H_2CO_3} = 2.0 \times 10^{-9} \text{mol/(m}^2\text{s)} \) and \( B_{H_2CO_3} = 1.55 \times 10^4 \text{J/mol} \); \( A_{HAc}, B_{HAc} \) : Arrhenius constants for \( HAc \), \( A_{HAc} = 2.0 \times 10^{-9} \text{mol/(m}^2\text{s)} \) and \( B_{HAc} = 1.55 \times 10^4 \text{J/mol} \); \( c_{b,H^+}, c_{o,H^+}, c_{i,H^+}, c_{s,H^+} \) : concentrations of \( H^+ \) in bulk solution at outer scale/solution interface, at inner film/outer scale interface and at steel surface, respectively, \( \text{mol/m}^3 \); \( c_{b,H_2CO_3}, c_{o,H_2CO_3}, c_{i,H_2CO_3}, c_{s,H_2CO_3} \) : concentrations of \( H_2CO_3 \) in bulk solution at outer scale/solution interface, at inner film/outer scale interface and at steel surface, respectively, \( \text{mol/m}^3 \); \( c_{b,HAc}, c_{o,HAc}, c_{i,HAc}, c_{s,HAc} \) : concentrations of \( HAc \) in bulk solution at outer scale/solution interface, at inner film/outer scale interface and at steel surface, respectively, \( \text{mol/m}^3 \); \( D_{H^+}, D_{H_2CO_3}, D_{HAc} \) : diffusion coefficients of \( H^+, H_2CO_3 \) and \( HAc \) in water, \( \text{m}^2/\text{s} \); \( k_{m,H^+}, k_{m,H_2CO_3}, k_{m,HAc} \) : mass transfer coefficients of \( H^+, H_2CO_3 \) and \( HAc \) in water, \( \text{m/s} \).
In the model, the surface concentrations of H$_2$S, H$^+$ and HAc are assumed to be $1.0 \times 10^{-7}$ mol/L, a value small enough that can be claimed to be a mass transfer control process, while H$_2$CO$_3$ surface concentration are calculated from:

$$ c_{s,HCO_3} = \frac{Flux_{HCO_3}}{\left( D_{HCO_3} \cdot \eta \cdot \psi \cdot k_{hyd} \cdot \eta_{hyd} \right)^{0.5}} $$

(234)

Once the flux of individual species is available, overall H$_2$S corrosion rate can then be readily calculated by summing up the fluxes of all present corrosive species.

$$ CR_{H_2S} = Flux_{H_2S} + Flux_{H^+} + Flux_{HCO_3} + Flux_{HAc} $$

(235)

A6.3.3 Film Growth

Film growth is vital to any corrosion process. Once present, it often controls the corrosion rate. In this model, the effect of FeCO$_3$ and FeS layer are characterized by a scale factor, which is empirically determined as a function of supersaturation of FeCO$_3$ or H$_2$S concentration.

The scale factor related to FeCO$_3$ layer is calculated as:

$$ \eta_{FeCO_3} = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{SS_{FeCO_3}^{0.5}} & \text{if } SS_{FeCO_3} > 1 \\ 1 & \text{if } SS_{FeCO_3} \leq 1 \end{cases} $$

(236)

Where $SS_{FeCO_3}$ is the supersaturation of FeCO$_3$.

Supersaturation of FeCO$_3$ is defined as:

$$ SS_{FeCO_3} = \frac{c_{Fe^{2+}} \cdot c_{CO_3^{2-}}}{K_{sp}^{FeCO_3}} $$

(237)
Solubility limit of FeCO₃ is a function of temperature and ionic strength and given by:

\[ K_{SP}^{\text{FeCO}_3} = \frac{10^{-10.13 - 0.0182T_c}}{0.0115 \cdot \text{ion}^{-0.6063}} \]  

(238)

Where \( T_c \): temperature, °C; \( \text{ion} \): ionic strength of the solution.

The effect of iron sulfide film depends on the amounts of H₂S existing in the system, as shown below:

\[ \eta_{\text{FeS}} = \frac{1}{1 + 0.05c_{\text{H₂S}}^{\text{ppm}}} \]  

(239)

Where \( c_{\text{H₂S}}^{\text{ppm}} \) is concentration of H₂S in gas phase in ppm.

**A6.3.4 Determination of CO₂/H₂S Dominant Process**

When CO₂ and H₂S co-exist in the system, both CO₂ and H₂S corrosion rates are calculated based on their respective mechanisms, as described above. The mechanism that gives the higher corrosion rate is considered as the dominant mechanism.

**A6.4 Implementation of the Model**

This model is developed as an excel add-in to allow for easy access to embedded codes. All inputs and outputs are stored in excel sheets, which can be manipulated and saved in whichever way the user prefers. The source codes are written using the Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) approach where major functionality, such as anodic or cathodic reaction rates, corrosion rate calculation, etc., is encapsulated as an individual object, which can be separated from the graphic user interface (GUI) and utilized in other programs for special needs. This function is designed to provide the possibility to expand.
the model into areas other than oil and gas industry where corrosion is a concern. With an object-oriented structure, more functions can be developed as individual objects and incorporated into the model for enhanced functionality without disturbing the main corrosion calculation process. For instance, a water chemistry model can be added as an object to obtain species concentrations in the solution.

It should be mentioned that similar functionality is not yet available for H₂S corrosion model in the current version of FREECORP software. Figure 53 schematically shows the structure of the model.

Figure 53. Structure of the FREECORP software.¹⁶

Compared to other corrosion prediction software packages, FREECORP has a few unique features. First of all, rooted from solid mechanisms, this model is capable to
quantifying the contributions of individual corrosive species. This feature allows users to easily identify the predominant corrosive species and better understand the corrosion mechanisms with the help of other information provided by the software. Two examples are given in Figure 54 and Figure 55 to illustrate the GUI showing the contributions of corrosive species for CO$_2$ and H$_2$S corrosion cases, respectively.

**Figure 54.** Screen shot for contributions of corrosive species in a CO$_2$ corrosion case. Simulation conditions: temperature 20°C, pipe diameter 0.1m, velocity 1m/s, CO$_2$ partial pressure 1bar, HAc 10ppm, pH 4.
Corrosion mechanisms can be further investigated by visualizing the diagram associated with the dominant corrosion process. For CO₂/HAc corrosion, which is electrochemical in nature, polarization (E-i) curves are shown for each individual electrochemical reaction and total anodic and cathodic reactions. The potentiodynamic sweep curve is also shown on the same diagram. Each of the polarization curves can be freely turned on/off for enhanced visibility and customized presentation of the corrosion process. For H₂S corrosion, where mass transfer is a concern, FREECORP gives the concentration profile of H₂S across the mass transfer boundary layers, including inner makinawite film, outer porous makinawite layer and liquid phase diffusion boundary layer. Figure 56 and
Figure 57 demonstrate two examples of the main software interface in which an Evans diagram and an H₂S concentration profile are shown for CO₂ and H₂S corrosion, respectively.

*Figure 56.* Screen shot for the user input/output window for CO₂ corrosion in FREECORP.
Figure 57. Screen shot for the user input/output window for H$_2$S corrosion in FREECORP.

Another unique feature of the model is that any electrochemical reactions, including built-in reactions and user-defined reactions, can be added to or removed from the corrosion process. With this feature, the effect of each reaction can be clearly identified through the variation of corrosion rate resulting from the addition or removal of a particular reaction. By accommodating user-defined reactions, the applicability of the model is expanded to other steel/environmental systems where electrochemical reaction kinetics are available. The user-defined reaction participates in the calculation process by including a text file containing all necessary parameters in the folder where the program is located. A certain format is required for the text file. Figure 58 shows a template of the text file, which contains required parameter values in an acceptable format.
Figure 58. Template for the inputs of a user-defined reaction in FREECORP.

A6.5 Model Limitations

There are a few limitations associated with the model. The major limitations include:

- This model is a so-called “Point model”, where corrosion rate is calculated only for one single point along pipelines.
- This model assumes dilute solution theory, which means that concentrations rather than activities are used in the calculation. In addition, species are assumed to freely diffuse through the solution without coupling with each other.
- This model predicts only uniform corrosion; localized corrosion is not implemented in the current version of the model.
The effect of high salt concentration on the corrosion process has not been taken into account in the current model.

Flow dynamics are not implemented in this model, which makes the model applicable only to single phase flow. However, with object-oriented code structure, it is possible to couple this model with other external flow simulators, such as OLGA, for multiphase flow corrosion predictions.

Effect of FeCO$_3$ and FeS layer are taken into account through simple empirical correlations which are related to supersaturation of FeCO$_3$ and H$_2$S concentration, respectively.

When CO$_2$ and H$_2$S coexist in the system, the model determines the dominant corrosion process in a somewhat simple manner. CO$_2$ and H$_2$S corrosion rates are individually calculated based on the corresponding mechanisms; the one that gives the higher corrosion rate is considered to be the main corrosion cause.

As model development progresses, most of the above limitations are expected to be overcome in the near future.

### A6.6 Model Verification

The model has been verified using both in-house experimental data as well as data available in the open literature. Good agreement was obtained between the model and experiments for various conditions. The comparisons are extensively demonstrated in the user manual of FREECORP.$^{138}$ This section presents some of the comparisons in order to give a general sense of the prediction accuracy.
Figure 59 shows the comparison between predicted and measured polarization curves. Although no direct comparison can be made for individual electrochemical reaction kinetics, good agreement is obtained between measured and predicted potentiodynamic sweeps. The total cathodic and anodic polarization curves indicate that corrosion is under charge transfer control at the corrosion potential under tested conditions. Therefore, it can be expected that corrosion rate would not change with further increase of velocity. This case clearly demonstrates the value of the model in elucidating the corrosion mechanisms, which is not easily achieved through experiments.

![Graph showing polarization curves](image)

*Figure 59. Comparison of experimental and FREECORP predicted polarization curves for temperature 20°C, partial pressure of CO₂ 1bar, solution pH 4 and velocity 2 m/s.¹⁶*

*Figure 60 shows the comparisons between the model and experiments for varied CO₂ partial pressure and velocity. Good agreement is achieved under all conditions. The*
figure indicates that measured corrosion rates hardly change with increasing velocity under relatively high CO₂ pressure. This is because, under the tested conditions, corrosion process is largely limited by the CO₂ hydration rate, which is not sensitive to the change in flow. It can be seen that this behavior is successfully captured by the model; no significant corrosion rate change is predicted with change in velocity.
Figure 60. Comparison between FREECORP predictions and experiments for different partial pressure of CO₂. Test condition: temperature 60°C, pH 5, pipe diameter 0.1 m. Data is taken from ICMT database.¹⁶

Figure 61 shows the predicted and measured corrosion rate as a function of HAc concentration. Both the model and the experiments suggest an increase in corrosion rate with increasing HAc concentration. Compared to Figure 60, it is evident that the
corrosion rate caused by HAc is much higher than that associated with CO₂ at the same pH, indicating much higher corrosiveness of HAc.

Figure 61. Comparison of experimental and FREECORP predicted corrosion rate. Test conditions: temperature 60°C, pH 5, liquid velocity 1 m/s, partial pressure of CO₂ 10 bar, pipe diameter 0.1m.¹⁶

Figure 62 shows the corrosion rate evolution with time for different H₂S concentrations. It can be seen that the measured corrosion rates decrease as time advances. This is due to the development of makinawite film on the metal surface which enhances the mass transfer resistance to corrosive species. Higher H₂S concentration increases the flux through the makinawite film and leads to a higher corrosion rate.
Figure 62. Comparison of FREECORP predictions and measurements for H$_2$S corrosion. Test conditions: temperature 80°C, pH 5, liquid velocity 1 m/s, pipe diameter 0.1m. Data is taken from icmt database.\textsuperscript{16}

Figure 63 demonstrates the comparison between model predictions and experimental results reported by Institute for Energy Technology, Norway (IFE).\textsuperscript{139} The test conditions are listed in Table 10. The table reflects a wide variety of test conditions which involve multiple factors. Nonetheless, the model predicts comparable corrosion rates to those obtained in the experiments. The agreement in these complex and varied corrosive environments indicates the solid and trustworthy theoretical basis of the model, which can be confidently used as a predictive tool for H$_2$S/CO$_2$/HAc environment in the recommended range of parameters as presented in section 5.7.
Figure 63. Comparison of measured and FREECORP predicted corrosion rates under the conditions listed in Table 10.16

Table 10. Test conditions taken from open literature\textsuperscript{139} for FREECORP verification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature, °C</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCO\textsubscript{2}, bar</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH\textsubscript{S}, bar</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution pH</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe diameter, m</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity, m/s</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration, days</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A6.7 Conclusions

A mechanistic model is developed in this work to predict uniform corrosion of carbon steel in CO₂, H₂S, HAc and/or O₂ environment. The model, called FREECORP, is built based exclusively on open literature and is freely available to public users. The model is written as a Microsoft Excel® add-in, the source code of which is made open to the public. An object orient programming approach was adopted in developing the source code, which allows for easy modification of the model. FREECORP provides the flexibility of adding or removing any built-in reactions as well as user-defined reactions into or from the system. This provides a tool to evaluate the effect of individual reactions on the overall corrosion process. Apart from corrosion rate, the model provides other valuable information to assist with the understanding of underlying corrosion mechanisms. Contribution of individual corrosive species to overall corrosion rate can be quantified for easy identification of the main corrosive species. For CO₂/ HAc / O₂ corrosion with electrochemical process dominant, polarization curves are given for individual reactions as well as total anodic and cathodic reactions. For H₂S corrosion, where mass transfer limiting is assumed, the concentration profile of H₂S across the inner and outer makinawite films and the liquid boundary layer are displayed.

The model has been extensively verified against a large number of experiments, taken both from in-house databases and the open literature. Good agreement is achieved under various conditions, reflecting a solid theoretical root in the model. The model can confidently be used in the parameter range within which verification was performed. The recommended range of parameters are: temperature 20 to 120°C; pipe diameter 0.01 to 1
m; liquid velocity 0.001 to 20 m/s; Fe$^{2+}$ 0 to 100 ppm; HAc 0 to 1000 ppm and pH 3 to 7. Although the level of uncertainty might increase for the predictions made beyond this range, it should still be able to provide good guidance as to the corrosivity of the environment, owing to the mechanistic nature of the model.